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Abstract
This PhD dissertation presents three studies that individually aim to increase
understanding of various aspects of solar and wind energy and the challenge of
integrating them in the electricity power system. The first study explores the
opportunity to improve the technical and economic performance of concentrated solar
thermal power plants (CSPs) through joint installation and operation with fossil-fuel
combined cycle power plants (CCPPs). The second study presents an analysis of the
feasibility and technical, environmental, and economic effects of integrating large levels
of distributed solar Photovoltaic (PV) into a rather inflexible (nuclear-heavy generating
base) power system. The last study evaluates the potential of off-grid distributed
generation (DG) technologies including solar PV and wind systems to provide a costeffective solution to supply electricity to isolated loads in Saudi Arabia.
Several tools and models have been developed to accomplish these studies
including a thermodynamic model developed in MATLAB environment to simulate
ISCC plant operations, a PV production model that estimates hourly PV power output, a
unit commitment and real-time economic dispatch (UC−ED) model that simulates
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hourly system operations and a mixed integer linear programing that determines the
optimal off-grid energy mix and capacity.
Although two of three main studies presented do not focus specifically on Saudi
Arabia, they provide valuable insights for a transition of its electricity sector towards
less dependence on fossil fuels and increased use of renewables.
Saudi Arabia, the world’s largest oil producer, relies on fossil fuels as the
primary energy source to meet its electricity needs. Its existing electricity generation
fleet consists of a large number of old and inefficient gas combustion and steam
turbines, several gas and oil-fired combined cycle power plants, and many diesel
combustion engines located in non-interconnected areas. The recently launched
governmental plan Saudi Arabia Vision 2030 intends to enhance the resiliency of the
Saudi economy by diversifying the electricity generation portfolio through the inclusion
of renewable and nuclear energy.
Pertinent to the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia (KSA), the first study shows that
Integrated Solar Combined Cycle Power Plants (ISCCs) offer an opportunity to reduce
fossil-fuel consumption while reducing the levelized cost of solar thermal energy
(LCOE) by 35-40%. The third study shows that the in three non-interconnected regions
of KSA, off-grid distributed generation including more than 300 MW of solar PV and
v

wind energy is a cost-effective alternative assuming plausible scenarios for fuel prices
and electricity demand. In addition, the results reveal that the local excellent solar
resources and the high efficiency of the wind turbine technologies that could be installed
make the LCOE of solar PV and wind lower than the LCOE of highly efficient oil-fired
combined cycle power plants (CCPP) under moderate and high oil price scenarios.
Finally, the second study illustrates a potential barrier to the integration of a high
share of distributed intermittent energy sources into a power network that operates
large base-load thermal generation units and rather inflexible nuclear power plants.
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1. Introduction
1.1 Overview
For more than five decades the kingdom of Saudi Arabia (KSA) has been the
world’s largest oil producer and exporter which makes of this fuel the backbone of the
country’s development and economic growth. Being an abundant and low-cost source of
energy, oil has been the major fuel for the electricity sector in KSA where it accounts for
more than 65% of the electricity generation mix, with locally produced natural gas
fueling the remaining share [1, 2].
The significant rise in annual electricity consumption over the last two decades,
combined with reliance on fossil fuels as the only energy source for electricity generation
has compelled the government to pursue strategies to reduce oil and gas consumption
and seek alternative sources [3]. Responding to this call, the government created the
King Abdullah City for Atomic and Renewable Energy (K.A. CARE) in 2010 assigning it
the task of designing and implementing a national sustainable energy program and
developing new capacity for harvesting renewable energy resources and nuclear energy
[3].
Saudi Arabia Vision 2030 has set the goal of increasing the current generating
capacity from renewable sources to 9.5GW by 2023, to account for 14% of the total
installed capacity in the country [4]. Because the current installed renewable energy
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capacity (25 MW) represents less than 0.05% of the total installed power generation
capacity, the goals for 2023 imply that capacity to harvest wind and solar for electricity
generations must increase by almost 4,000 times. Although the costs of solar and wind
energy technologies are declining at a fast pace, this goal cannot be justified in terms of
economics, but rather as a strategy to enhance energy security and at the same time
reduce the environmental externalities of fossil fuel combustion [5]. Nevertheless, the
selection of the appropriate technology and location to develop renewable energy
projects could largely improve their economic value. The Ministry of Energy, Industry
and Mineral Resources (MEIM) in collaboration with K. A. CARE, Electricity and
Cogeneration Regulatory Authority (ECRA), Saudi Aramco and the Saudi Electricity
Company (SEC) are working together on the development of a road map to deploy
renewable energy in a cost effective manner [6]. A memorandum of understanding
(MOU) recently signed by the Crown Prince, Mohammed Bin Salman, and SoftBank [7]
states Saudi Arabia’s plans to build the world’s largest solar PV project (200 GW) by
2030.
Besides renewable energy, Saudi Arabia also intends to develop its nuclear
power program to meet the needs posed by growing electricity and desalinated water
demands. As part of the KSA Vision 2030, K. A. CARE has been requested by the
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government to identify suitable sites to construct the first nuclear power plants and set a
capacity target [4].

1.2 Objectives
This dissertation attempts to achieve three key objectives pertaining to
deployment of renewable energy focusing on solar thermal, solar photovoltaic and
wind. The first goal is to investigate a cost effective option to deploy a concentrated solar
thermal power plant (CSP) given that this technology has high capital costs and needs to
be paired with and energy storage or fossil-fuel supplementary system to become a
source of baseload dispatchable electricity. To accomplish this goal, the second chapter
aims at quantifying the techno-economic benefits of Integrated Solar Combined Cycle
Power Plants (ISCCs), composed of a Concentrated Solar Power (CSP) plant and a
natural gas-fired Combined Cycle (NGCC) power plant. It focuses on the potential of
this technology to simultaneously reduce fossil fuel usage and the integration costs of
solar power.
The second main objective is to evaluate the technical feasibility, environmental,
and economic effects of integrating large levels of distributed solar Photovoltaic (PV)
within a real large power system in the United States. This system, similar to the current
and future KSA power system, provides electricity services to a large number of end-
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users, has baseload nuclear power plants and a large number of baseload and peak-load
fossil-fuel power plants.
The last objective is to explore the opportunity of deploying renewable energy in
isolated areas that currently are not interconnected to the KSA main power grid.
Generating electricity at fossil-fired power plants in these isolated areas is more
expensive than at the main grid due to the significant costs of transporting fuel, and
hence, it may be more economic to develop on site wind and solar generation. This is an
option for many regions because the potential for solar and wind energy ranges from
good to excellent in all regions of the Kingdom [9].

1.3 Motivation
This dissertation is motivated by the observation that relying on fossil fuels for
meeting electricity demand is an unsustainable strategy for Saudi Arabia. Continuing
this practice will harm both the environment and the economics of the country. Hence,
there is an imperious need to explore the technical feasibility and economic impact of
developing an infrastructure to use solar, wind and other sources of renewable energy.
A power sector transition is not only feasible, but may also be an optimal choice due to
several factors. First, the country has solar resources [9], the cost of harvesting this
resource continues to fall [10], and the development of ISCC plants opens the
opportunity for Saudi Arabia to pair its extant and future CCPPs with thermal solar [2]
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as a source of baseload electricity generation. Second, the recent technological
advancements in wind turbine technologies enable harvesting wind energy more
efficiently [11] and improve the economics of wind energy in Saudi Arabia where this
resource is of relatively low to medium quality at lower heights [9]. Third, the existence
of several remote isolated areas with fast growing electricity demand [1] present
alternative to cost effectively deploy solar and wind energy.

1.4 Dissertation Outline
The remainder of this dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 quantifies
the economic performance of an Integrated Solar Combined Cycle Power Plants (ISCCs),
composed of a Concentrated Solar Power (CSP) plant and a natural gas-fired Combined
Cycle (NGCC) power plant with respect to a stand-alone CSP with energy storage, and a
NGCC plant. A combination of techno-economic tools is used to estimate the levelized
cost of electricity (LCOE) and the cost of carbon abatement (CoA) for CSP, NGCC and
ISCC technologies under different natural gas prices, and at several locations
experiencing different ambient temperatures and solar resources.
Chapter 3 provides a first-order analysis of the feasibility and technical,
environmental, and economic effects of integrating large levels of distributed solar
Photovoltaic (PV) into a large power network operated by two subsidiaries of the Duke
Energy; namely, the Duke Energy Carolinas (DEC) and Duke Energy Progress (DEP). A
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PV production model based on household density and a gridded hourly global
horizontal irradiance dataset simulates hourly PV power output from roof-top
installations; while a unit commitment and real time economic dispatch (UC/ED) model
simulates hourly system operations. Four models are used in this analysis: 1) a PV
Production Model (PVM) that simulates hourly PV power output from roof-top
installations based on household density and a gridded hourly global horizontal
irradiance dataset; 2) a Solar Forecast Model (SFM) to generate the day-ahead hourly
forecasts of PV generation; 3) a Unit Commitment (UC) model to determine a day-ahead
hourly generation schedule for each generation unit; and 4) an Economic Dispatch (ED)
model uses the commitment schedule from UC and the actual load and PV generation to
produce an hourly optimal dispatch level for each generation unit to meet the system’s
demand in a reliable and cost effective manner.
Chapter 4, extends the work presented in chapter 3 to consider the effects of enduse energy efficiency measures in the ability of the system to integrate electricity from
roof-top PV solar facilities.
Chapter 5 presents a techno-economic evaluation of the electricity generation
options available to supply major residential and commercial loads located in scattered,
remote and isolated areas in Saudi Arabia, over the period 2020-2040, in a reliable and
sustainable way. The study evaluates the merits of off-grid distributed generation (DG)
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technologies including fossil fuel engines, solar PV, wind and Lithium-ion (Li-ion)
battery storage system over the option of extending the main grid to interconnect these
isolated loads. The analysis tools involve power flow analysis for grid-interconnection
option and mixed integer linear programming model to determine the optimal energy
mix for off-grid DG.
Chapter 6 summarizes the findings and outcomes of these studies.
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2. Integrated Solar Combined Cycle Power Plants:
Paving the Way for Thermal Solar
This chapter was published in Applied Energy in 2016. The document is
available at http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.apenergy.2016.02.083. Cite as: Bandar Jubran
Alqahtani, DaliaPatiño-Echeverri, ‘Integrated Solar Combined Cycle Power Plants:
Paving the way for thermal solar.’ Applied Energy 2016; Vol. 169, pp. 927-936.

2.1 Abstract
Integrated Solar Combined Cycle Power Plants (ISCCs), composed of a
Concentrated Solar Power (CSP) plant and a natural gas-fired Combined Cycle (NGCC)
power plant, have been recently introduced in the power generation sector as a
technology with the potential to simultaneously reduce fossil fuel usage and the
integration costs of solar power. This study quantifies the economic benefits of an ISCC
power plant relative to a stand-alone CSP with energy storage, and a NGCC plant. A
combination of tools is used to estimate the levelized cost of electricity (LCOE) and the
cost of carbon abatement (CoA) for CSP, NGCC and ISCC technologies under different
natural gas prices, and at several locations experiencing different ambient temperatures
and solar resources. Results show that integrating the CSP into an ISCC reduces the
LCOE of solar-generated electricity by 35-40% relative to a stand-alone CSP plant, and
provides the additional benefit of dispatchability. An ISCC also outperforms a CSP with
energy storage in terms of LCOE and CoA. The current LCOE of an ISCC is lower than
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that of a stand-alone NGCC when natural gas prices reach 13.5 $/MMBtu, while its CoA
is lower at a fuel price of 8.5 $/MMBtu. Although, under low to moderate natural gas
price conditions an NGCC generates electricity and abates carbon emissions at a lower
cost than an ISCC; small changes in the capacity factor of an ISCC relative to the NGCC,
or capital cost reductions for the CSP components significantly tilt the balance in the
ISCC’s favor.

2.2 Introduction
The Integrated Solar Combined Cycle Power Plant (ISCC) has been recently
introduced in the power generation sector as a technology with the potential to help
reduce the costs of solar energy for electricity generation.
An ISCC power plant combines a Concentrated Solar Power (CSP) plant and a
Natural Gas-Fired Combined Cycle (NGCC) power plant. The CSP energy is used to
either produce additional steam that is integrated in the NGCC’s steam turbine to
generate electricity [19], or to heat the compressed air in the gas turbine before entering
the combustion chamber [27].
The concept of the ISCC as a parabolic trough solar plant integrated with modern
combined cycle power plants was initially proposed in the early 1990s by Luz Solar
International, the builders of the SEGS trough plants in California [19]. The first plant
materializing this concept was the Archimede Project in Sicily Italy, which consists of
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two 380 MWe gas-fired combined cycle power plants and a 5 MWe parabolic trough
solar field that uses molten salts as heat transfer fluid (HTF) [12]. As of 2014, there are at
least 157MW of thermal solar plants integrated with a natural gas combined cycle plant,
including the 75MW Martin Next Generation Solar Energy Center in Indiantown
Florida, 20MW ISCC Ain Beni Mathar in Morocco, 20MW ISCC Hassi R'me in Algeria,
20MW ISCC Kuraymat in Egypt and the 17MW ISCC Yazd in Iran. [13-16]
ISCC plants effectively help integrating solar power into the grid. The variability
of the solar energy resource and its diurnal nature imply that the CSP is nondispatchable unless coupled with an energy storage system [30]. The integration of a
CSP with an NGCC solves this problem while providing reductions of both operating
and capital costs, and the possibility of increased operational flexibility when compared
to a standalone NGCC [18].
The ISCC plant can be configured in two alternative ways so that the steam
generated through solar energy in an ISCC can either be used to reduce the plant fuel
consumption while maintaining the same NGCC plant power output (fuel saver
operation) or to increase the NGCC plant output during solar hours while keeping a
constant fuel input (power boosting operation) [17,18]. The main benefit of the
integration of solar-generated steam in the NGCC plant is increased fuel efficiency (i.e.
reduced usage of natural-gas per unit of electricity generated) and the associated
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reductions in fuel costs and air emissions from natural gas combustion such as NOx and
CO2. Other reductions in operating costs from an ISCC relative to stand-alone CSP and
NGCC plants come from the reduced thermal inefficiencies due to the daily start-up and
shutdown of the steam turbine at a CSP plant [20], and from savings in labor costs that
result from a shared operation and maintenance crew for both the CSP & NGCC plants.
Capital cost reductions of the ISCC relative to stand-alone NGCC and CSP plants result
from shared usage of the NGCC equipment (e.g. steam turbine, generator, and balance
of plant) to convert the solar-generated steam to power, and from sharing the same land,
building, control room, and power transmission lines.
A number of papers evaluate the technical and economic advantages of the ISCC,
explore different solar thermal technologies, and discuss alternative setups to optimize
performance. Kelly et al. [20] studied two integrated plant designs using Gate Cycle
modeling software and concluded that annual solar contributions of up to 12 percent in
an ISCC should offer economic advantages over a conventional solar-only parabolic
trough power plant. Also, they found that the most efficient use of solar thermal energy
is the production of high-pressure saturated steam for addition to the heat recovery
steam generator. Rovira et al. [22] assessed a number of ISCC configurations with solar
parabolic trough collectors and found that the direct steam generation (DGS)
configuration is the best choice for solar energy integration. However, there are a
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number of challenges associated with this configuration such as control of solar field
during solar radiation transients, two-phase flow inside the receiver tubes, and
temperature gradients in the receiver tubes.
Baghernejad et al., [23] and Al-Sulaiman [24] estimated and analyzed the energy
and exergy destruction of an ISCC plant and demonstrated that around 71–73% of the
destroyed exergy (i.e. waste heat) occurs in the solar collectors. Montes et al., [25] and
Nezammahalleh et al., [26] performed an analysis and techno-economic assessment of
an ISCC using Direct Steam Generation (DSG) in parabolic trough collectors and showed
the great influence of solar field size as function of the power cycle capacity (i.e. the solar
multiple) in daily operation, annual performance, and economy of a DSG parabolic
trough plant. Schwarzbözl et al. [27] introduced and evaluated a system where solar
tower plants use pressurized air receivers to heat the compressed air in a gas turbine.
The system achieves an annual average solar to net electric efficiency of up to 19% which
is amongst the highest conversion efficiencies for solar electric technologies.
Other studies discuss operational issues and present costs and benefits for
operational ISCC plants in Egypt [14], Iran [15] and Algeria [16]. Most past studies
conduct a static analysis of the performance of ISCC plants at a particular time without
evaluating life-time performance to account for the variation of solar energy production
and other factors likely to significantly affect the economics of this technology. A notable
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exception is the work of Moore and Apt [55] who simulate one year of hourly operations
of an ISCC located in Phoenix Arizona, receiving prices that vary in the same way the
median of all nodal hourly prices in California ISO. The plant is run to maximize hourly
marginal profits so for every hour any of three situations occurs: 1) the plant runs only
with natural gas (i.e. “at base load”); 2) the plant operates as an ISCC with both gas and
whatever solar energy is available (i.e. “with duct firing”); or 3) the plant does not run at
all. A parametric analysis that varies natural gas prices between 2 and 12 $/MMBTU and
adjusts hourly electricity prices to reach annual averages between 35 and 85 ($/MWh),
results in ISCC capacity factors of 3%- 90% and unsubsidized Levelized Cost of
Electricity (LCOE) from the solar portion of the ISCC of 170-3800 ($/MWh).

2.3 Method
This study considers the integration of the most efficient NGCC and CSP
technologies available in today’s market, and estimates its LCOE, air-emissions, and
CoA in comparison to those of the standalone technologies by simulating operations
over one typical year in each of five possible U.S. locations. A custom-made
thermodynamic model of an ISCC plant composed of a 500-MW NGCC plant and a 50MW solar field is developed to properly represent operations under different
temperature and solar radiation conditions.
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The specifications of the NGCC plant are those of the GE FlexEfficiency-60
Combined Cycle power plant, which is GE’s latest innovation in gas turbine technology
[38] while the solar component of the ISCC (i.e. solar field) is assumed to be identical to
that of a CSP with parabolic trough solar collectors.
The CSP-parabolic trough system has a solar thermal collector that is straight in
one dimension and shaped as a parabola in the other two, lined with a polished metal
mirror to focus the incident solar radiation onto a pipe along the focal line of the
collector. The pipe contains a heat-transfer fluid (usually thermal oil) which absorbs the
heat of the concentrated sunlight heating up to a temperature near 400°C. The hot heattransfer fluid is then used to heat steam in a standard turbine generator. The major
components of this technology are solar collector assemblies, steam turbine and
auxiliaries, heat exchangers, pumps, water tanks, heat transfer fluid (HTF) system, and
other small equipment [28]. Figure 1 presents a schematic of the ISCC analyzed in this
dissertation.
Although other CSP technologies such as linear Fresnel lens, and solar tower
could be used as the solar component of the ISCC [21], a parabolic through system is
chosen in this study because it is a technology widely deployed today with an installed
capacity six times larger than other CSP technologies combined [29] and it has an
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excellent operating history of more than 30 years [29, 30]. Besides, it offers the most
economical alternative for solar concentrators for large power plant applications [31].

Figure 1: Diagram of an ISCC plant.
For this study, a CSP is chosen to have similar characteristics to those of the
64MW Nevada Solar One CSP Trough plant in Boulder city, NV [47]. The ratio of CSP to
NGCC installed capacity has been initially chosen to be 10% consistent with previous
studies that suggest this is the share that minimizes the steam turbine efficiency
reduction when solar-generated steam is not available [20, 32]. The results section
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presents analysis to find the optimal share of solar field into an ISCC given varying
natural gas prices and solar resources (See section 2.4.4.3).

2.3.1 NGCC Assumptions
Consistent with the GE specifications, the NGCC plant is assumed to achieve
61% efficiency at typical condition when loaded at 80% of its nameplate capacity or
more [38], a ramp rate of 50MW/min, a start-up time of less than 30 minutes, and
availability factor of 87%. (see Appendix A for details on the NGCC model)
For this analysis the capital cost of a 500MW NGCC is assumed to be 917 k$/MW
of net installed capacity while the fixed O&M cost is estimated to be 13.1-14.91 k$/MW
annually [39,46,57]. According to the AEO 2014 projections, the natural gas price would
rise from $4.52/MMBtu in 2014 to $13.82/MMBtu in 2040 under the reference case, and to
$8.65/MMBtu and $18.6/MMBtu in 2040 under the high and low oil and gas resources
cases respectively (See Appendix A-1.3 for NG price trajectories). Thus, a range of 4-18
$/MMBtu for gas prices is considered in calculating the LCOE and CoA.

2.3.2 CSP Assumptions
The installation (i.e. capital) costs of a CSP plant without energy storage are
estimated to be between 3000 and 5067 2012$/kWe based on figures from [33, 39, 59, 61].
In this study the capital cost is chosen to be 4000 $/kW which is the actual capital cost of
the recent Genesis Solar Energy Project in Blythe, California [29, 60]. (Refer to Appendix
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B for details on the CSP modeling and to section 2.4.4.5 for a discussion on the
uncertainty surrounding future capital costs). Having excellent solar resources and the
optimal solar field size, the annual CSP plant capacity factor is estimated to be between
25% and 30% and the CSP plant would generate between 100 and 122 GWh/year [31, 32].
For standalone CSP analysis, only the location at Las Vegas, NV is considered

2.3.3 ISCC Assumptions
The ISCC power plant under this study is composed of two gas turbines (each
one has 165 MWe), heat recovery steam generators (HRSGs) that produce steam at high
pressure (2400 PSI), intermediate pressure (360 PSI), and low pressure (80 PSI), a steam
turbine (220 MWe), and a solar field (50 MWe). The inlet and outlet design pressures
and temperatures of the combined cycle equipment as well as other technical and
economic parameters of the ISCC studied are summarized in Table 2. The solar field is
comprised of parallel rows of Solar Collector Assemblies (SCA) and requires an area of
225 acres in which 74 acres (299,540 m2) are used for the aperture reflective area (i.e. the
area of the collector that reflects sunlight toward the receiver). SCAs supply thermal
energy to produce steam to drive a steam turbine in a Rankine cycle with solar to
thermal efficiency of 60.6%. The concentration factor of solar radiation on the absorber is
about 80%, and the maximum temperature in the absorber is about 400 C. The solar field
design-point adopted is based on an assumption of direct solar irradiance of 900 W/m2
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and air temperature of 25 C. The parabolic trough plant is coupled to the high-pressure
level in the HRSGs.
Figure 2 shows the breakdown of LCOE for the specified ISCC plant where as
expected the major cost item is the capital cost of the NGCC plant (48-68%) while the
fuel cost comes next to be about 12-38% (assuming gas prices in the range 4-18
$/MMBtu). The total solar field cost accounts for about 12-18%.

2.3.4 ISCC Simulation Model
The simulation code is developed in MATLAB to determine mass and energy
flow rates of the ISCC system. The plant operations are simulated by applying mass and
energy balances to every component of the combined cycle and the parabolic trough
collector field as explained in Appendices A-1.1 and B-1.1. The code was validated by
comparing the NGCC simulation results with DOE/NETL cost and performance baseline
estimates for NGCC plants [64] and also by comparing the CSP simulation results with
NREL SAM model’s output. The comparison of results is presented in Appendix C.

2.3.5 DNI and Temperature Data
To properly account for varying solar resources (as measured by the Direct
Normal Irradiance DNI) and temperature conditions likely to affect the performance of
the CSP component, it is assumed that the ISCC plant could be located in one of five
different locations in the U.S.; Barstow, CA; Honolulu, HI; Las Vegas, NV; San Antonio,
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TX; and San Diego, CA. Hourly solar radiation data and hourly temperature for a typical
year for these sites has been obtained from the NREL System Advisor Model (SAM)
database [47] which generates a typical year data file based on satellite-derived data
over the period 1998-2005. The annual average solar energy resource (DNI) and
temperatures for each site are summarized in Table 1.

Figure 2: Breakdown cost of ISCC LCOE assuming a solar resource as in Las
Vegas, NA, ranges of costs in table 2 and a natural gas price trajectory through 2014 as
in the base-case of the AEO 2014
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Table 1: Average values for one typical year hourly solar radiation and ambient temperature at selected locations.
Solar Hours per day
Location

Annual

Standard

DNI (kW/m2)
Annual

Range
average

Ambient Temp.(C)

Standard

Annual

Range
deviation

average

Standard
Range

deviation

average

deviation
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Barstow, CA

9.3

0-13

4.0

2981

0-1016

395

20.1

1.2-41.9

9.4

Honolulu, HI

6.7

0-11

3.0

2102

0-965

326

23.7

9.6-26.4

1.3

Las Vegas, CA

8.8

0-13

3.1

2802

0-1004

387

18.9

-0.6-40.4

9.7

San Antonio, TX

5.4

0-11

3.5

1714

0-964

302

20.0

-1.6 – 38

8.1

San Diego, CA

6.7

0-12

3.2

2082

0-951

332

16.8

7.9-31.5

4.0

Table 2: ISCC plant’s technical and economic parameters
Parameter
Overall gross plant
capacity (MW)
Gas turbine capacity
(MW)

Value 43,44

Parameter

Value

NGCC capital cost
(2012$/kW)
NGCC O&M fixed cost
(2012$/kW-yr)
NGCC O&M variable
cost (2012$/MWh)
CSP capital cost
(2012$/kW)
CSP fixed O&M cost
(2012$/kW-yr)
Discount rate (before
tax) (%)

876-1050 39,46,57
(917)
13.1-14.9139,46,57
(14)
2-3.6 39,46,57
(3)
3000-506733,39,59-63
(4000)

2,350-2,600
(2500)

Insurance rate (%)

0.5

52,288

Plant lifetime (years)

25

550
330

HRSG capacity (MW)

220

Solar field capacity (MW)

50

Gas turbine isentropic
efficiency (%)
Compressor isentropic
efficiency (%)
Gas turbine inlet temp (F)
Fuel higher heating value
(kJ/kg)
Air compressor
outlet/inlet pressure ratio
Steam turbine isentropic
efficiency (%)
Steam turbine inlet temp
(°F)
Steam turbine inlet
pressure (psi)

80-90 (90)
75-90 (87.5)

1-25 (18.5)
80-90 (85%)
500-1100
(1050)
1850-2500
(2400)

Real bond interest rate
(%)
Real preferred stock
return (%)
Real common stock
return (%)
Percent debt (%)
Percent equity
“preferred stock” (%)
Percent equity “common
stock” (%)

60-67.26 39,58 (65)
7.5

5.83
5.34
8.74
45

Boiler pressure (psi)

2500

Boiler efficiency (%)

80

Condenser pressure (psi)

0.5-2 (1.5)

Federal tax rate (%)

34

75-90 (80)

State tax rate (%)

4.2

735

Property tax rate (%)

2

87

Inflation (%)

2.5

Condensate pump
efficiency (%)
Solar field outlet oil temp.
(°F)
ISCC capacity factor (%)

10
45

* Some parameters have a range of operating or estimated values. Values in parentheses are those
used in all the base-case simulations
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2.3.6 Levelized Cost of Electricity (LCOE) Calculation
LCOE ¢/kWh for all the technologies considered in this study is estimated using
eq. (1):
(1)

where
is the total annualized capital cost ($), obtained by multiplying the

Capital Cost by the Fixed Charge Factor (FCF) which is a levelizing factor that depends
on the expected life time of the investment and a number of financial variables. A Fixed
Charge Factor (FCF) of 0.1128 (excluding any Investment Tax Credits) is assumed which
is the default FCF used in [51]. This assumption is based on economic figures and
equations explained in Appendix A- 1.4.
is the annual operational & maintenance cost –both fixed and

variable-($)
is the annual fuel expenses ($)

is the annual electricity production (MWh)

2.3.7 Cost of Carbon Abatement (CoA) Calculation
CoA in $/tonne CO2 for a technology k is estimated by using eq. (2):
(2)
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Where

is the rate at which CO2 is emitted by technology k

expressed in tonnes/MWh. The estimates of CoA in this study assume the abatement
technology (e.g. ISCC, CSP or NGCC) is replacing the average U.S. coal-fired power
plant in the U.S. which in years 2007-2010 had an average CO2 emissions rate of 19502210 lb/MWh [49]. The LCOE of this reference technology is assumed to range between
2.5 (for an existing coal-fired power plant with no capital charges) and 5.6 ¢/kWh (for a
coal plant still paying its capital costs) [51]. Although there is much uncertainty about
the emissions of the plants that are or will be shutdown or ramped down during the
operation of an ISCC (i.e. uncertainty about emissions displaced), estimating the CoA
relative to an average coal plant offers useful information particularly for comparison
with other carbon abatement alternatives. Also, please note, that for the purpose of
comparing the ISCC’s CoA relative to other dispatch able technologies such as the
NGCC or CSP+Storage, any choice of reference technology in the CoA estimation yields
identical results.

2.4 Results
This section presents the estimated range of LCOE and CoA for the ISCC and the
stand-alone version of its components. Although the CSP without energy storage is not
a source of dispatchable electricity and hence cannot be compared to the ISCC, we
include its results to appreciate the contributions of an ISCC as a mechanism to integrate
renewable energy.
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Given that there is uncertainty on the different factors determining LCOE and
CoA estimates, these figures are reported as ranges. However, for the results illustrated
in the graphs the “base-case” values listed on Table 2 are used.

2.4.1 Standalone Concentrated Solar Power (CSP)
The levelized cost of electricity (LCOE) of a standalone CSP located in Las Vegas,
Nevada is 20-23 ¢/kWh. If a 50 MW CSP plant displaced the average U.S. coal-fired
power plant in the US it would abate 103,487-117,285 tonnes of CO2 annually and the
abatement of CO2 emissions would come at a cost of 150-215$/CO2 tonne. If instead of
replacing a coal plant the CSP replaced the highly efficient NGCC considered in this
study then it would reduce carbon emissions by only 0.34-0.40 tonne/MWh, which
combined with an assumption of NG prices in the range 6-12 $/MMBTU -which is the
range of the projected average NG prices under all AEO 2014 scenarios over the next 25
years- results in a CO2 abatement cost CoA of 270-480 $/CO2.

2.4.2 Concentrated Solar Power (CSP) With Energy Storage
A CSP plant has a variable energy output and it is not dispatchable unless it is
equipped with a properly sized energy storage system, such as a Molten Salt System
(MSS); a thermal energy storage technology commercially available at unit storage cost
of 80 $/kWht [47]. The costs and performance of a CSP equipped with different sizes of
MSS ranging from 2 to 18 hours located in Las Vegas, NV have been examined using the
SAM model [see Appendix B-1.3]. It is found that in order to have a fully dispatchable
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CSP, the solar field should back up 300% of its nameplate capacity which would rise the
LCOE from 20.4 to 24.9 ¢/kWh and the corresponding CO2 abatement costs to 155-235
$/tonne assuming the emissions and LCOE of the average coal-fired power plant.

2.4.3 Standalone NGCC
The LCOE ranges from 4.8 to 13.8 ¢/kWh when natural gas prices are in the range
4-18 $/MMBtu as depicted in Figure 3. If the NGCC replaces the average U.S. coal-fired
power plant, then the CO2 abatement cost is 40-200 $/tonne.

2.4.4 Integrated Solar Combined Cycle (ISCC)
2.4.4.1 NGCC efficiency reductions from partial loading and not solar hours
An ISCC configured for power boosting operation mode has a steam turbine
capable of handling all the steam generated by the NGCC as well as the steam generated
by the solar field when operating at full capacity. Hence the steam turbine will operate
away from its optimal design point during nights or cloudy days when the input stream
from the solar field is diminished or absent. For the ISCC considered in this study, at
non-solar hours, the steam turbine will operate at 77% of its capacity which, according to
the Bartlett equation [40], results in an efficiency reduction of 0.01% (see Appendix A1.2). Such reduction is taken into account by the thermodynamic model used to simulate
ISCC performance. For example, for an ISCC in Las Vegas, the total annual electricity
generation –in a “typical year”- is estimated to be 3,858 GWh/yr from which 125 GWh/yr
are generated by the solar field. Thus, the annual solar share of the electricity generated
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is about 3.2% and the annual electricity generation reduction in the steam turbine cycle
due to inefficiencies that result from partial loading when the solar field goes off is 48.3
MWh/yr.
2.4.4.2 Impact of solar resources and ambient temperature on ISCC economics
Figure 3 depicts the difference in LCOE between the ISCC and NGCC plants at
the selected sites and for different assumptions about natural gas prices. It shows that
sites with higher average DNI result, ceteris-paribus, in lower LCOE. It was found that
at a natural gas price of $6/MMBtu, the LCOE of an ISCC in Barstow, CA -with the
highest annual average DNI of the considered five sites at 2981 kW/m2- is 6.26 ¢/kWh,
while the LCOE of an identical plant located in San Antonio, TX -annual average DNI of
1714 kW/m2- is 6.36 ¢/kWh.
The ambient temperature, on the other hand, has significant but conflicting
impact on the ISCC plant. While increasing the ambient temperature reduces the gas
turbine efficiency, it boosts the solar field conversion efficiency. It is found that for the
ISCC of this study the percent reduction on the gas turbine efficiency is lower than the
percent increase in solar conversion efficiency; however, because of the small
contribution of the solar field to the annual electricity generation at the ISCC, in general,
higher average temperatures mean higher LCOEs. This is illustrated by the plants in
Honolulu, HI (6.34 ¢/kWh) and San Diego, CA (6.31 ¢/kWh); two sites that have almost
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the same annual average DNI of 2080-2100 kW/m2, but differing average ambient
temperatures of 23.7 C and 16.8 C, respectively.

Figure 3: LCOE for 500 MW NGCC & 550 MW ISCC Plants with respect to
NGCC plant at different fuel prices (assumed constant over 25 years), and locations
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Indeed, while the turbine cycle efficiency operating at Honolulu (23.7 C) is 0.69%
lower than when operating at San Diego (16.8 C) (consistent with results reported by
[35,37]), the electricity generation of the solar field at Honolulu is 1.4% higher. However,
because the contribution of the solar field to the annual electricity generation at the ISCC
plant is less than 3%, a 1.4% increase in the electricity from the solar field results on just
a 0.042% increase in total electricity generation.
While comparing LCOE gives information about the economic benefits of an
ISCC under high natural gas prices, it fails to account for the environmental superiority
of the ISCC that results from its lower CO2 –and other- emissions.
Figure 4 shows the CoA of an ISCC in the five considered locations and an
NGCC, relative to the average U.S. coal-fired power plant. The figure shows the natural
gas prices that are required for the ISCC and the NGCC to have identical CoA (i.e. the
breakeven natural gas prices). Interestingly, the breakeven NG prices found for CoA are
much lower than those for LCOE. For example, while $13.5/MMBtu is the breakeven NG
price for LCOE at Barstow, CA and Las Vegas, NV, just $8.5/MMBtu is the breakeven
NG price for CoA at these locations.
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Figure 4: CoA for 500 MW NGCC & 550 MW ISCC Plants with respect to
NGCC plant at different fuel prices (assumed constant over 25 years), and locations
Another way to compare the ISCC and NGCC fully accounting for their
environmental performance is by assuming a carbon price. Figure 5 depicts the LCOE of
ISCC at Las Vegas, NV, assuming carbon prices of $39 and $53 per tonne representative
of the Obama’s administration estimate for the social cost of carbon (SCC) in 2015 and
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the average SCC over the years of 2015-2040. The figure also shows the effect of the Solar
Investment Tax Credit (ITC) which provides investors with a 30% tax credit for
expenditures associated with installing qualifying renewable energy facilities including
CSP plants installed by the end of 2016, and thus, reduces capital costs by 30%.

Figure 5: LCOE cost for 550 MW ISCC Plants with respect to 500 MW NGCC at
different fuel prices, with and without ITC and different levels of carbon price
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2.4.4.3 Economies of scale and optimal sizing of the ISCC components
Integrating the solar component of a conventional parabolic trough CSP plant
into an NGCC leads to significant reductions in the capital cost as well as the operating
and maintenance costs due to utilization of common equipment such as steam turbine,
heat sink and balance of plant (BOP) and also due to elimination of thermal
inefficiencies from daily start-up and shut-down of solar steam-turbine. As estimated by
NREL [32] the expected reduction in the capital and O&M costs are about 28% and 67%,
respectively. On the other hand, such integration will slightly reduce the Rankin steam
bottoming cycle efficiency when solar is not available and steam turbine must run at
part load. The steam cycle efficiency reduction can be calculated using Bartlett equation
[40].
Comparing the levelized cost of solar electricity (LCOE-solar) of a 50 MW CSP
integrated into an NGCC (i.e. in an ISCC) with the 50 MW standalone CSP power plant
described in section 2.2 it is found that the LCOE-solar of ISCC is 35-40% less than that
of the standalone CSP. For example, the LCOE-solar of ISCC at Barstow, CA is about
11.3 ¢/kWh while standalone CSP is 19.1 ¢/kWh.
Typically, the CSP share of the ISCC plants installed around the world does not
exceed 15% of the total nameplate capacity as shown in table 3. This is due to tradeoffs
in both capital and operating costs of the ISCC when the solar share is increased.
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Table 3: Integrated Solar Combined Cycle Projects [13-16]
Plant name

Location

Net output, MW
(fossil fuel/solar)

Solar share

Year online

Archimede

Italy

130/5

3.7%

2010

Martin

Indiantown, FL

1050/75

6.7%

2010

Ain Beni Mathar

Morocco

450/20

4.3%

2010

Kuraymat

Egypt

120/20

14.3%

2011

Hassi R’Mel

Algeria

140/20

12.5%

2011

Yazd

Iran

450/17

3.6%

2011

Increasing the design solar share in the ISCC plant reduces the capital costs of
the CSP component due to economies of scale, but increases the capital costs due to the
requirement of a larger steam turbine. Increasing the solar share also affects the fuel
costs. On one hand it reduces the efficiency of the steam turbine cycle when the solar
field goes off (because the steam turbine is sized to operate with all the steam generated
from the solar field and gas turbine cycle, and thus it operates at reduced efficiency
when no steam is provided from solar filed during the night or cloudy weather as
discussed in section 2.4.4.1 but on the other hand it reduces the overall need for natural
gas. The net impact of these effects depends on natural gas prices, plant capacity factors
and hourly variations in electricity prices. Figure 6 shows the break-even natural gas
price that would make an investor indifferent between an NGCC and an ISCC located in
Las Vegas for different solar shares. From the figure it is clear that the lowest breakeven
natural gas price is obtained for a solar share of about 10%. Increasing the solar shared
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beyond this point is not economical due to the tradeoffs between the different costs. For
example, increasing the solar field from 2% to 22% reduces the levelized cost of solar
electricity from 12.4 ¢/kWh to 11.4 ¢/kWh; however, the ISCC LCOE (assuming
$6/MMBtu for NG price) rises from about 6.0 ¢/kWh to 6.6 ¢/kWh due to the combined
effect of an increase in the capital costs of a larger steam turbine and an efficiency
reduction in the steam turbine cycle.

Figure 6: Break-even NG price at different design solar share in 550 MW ISCC
Plant located in Las Vegas
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2.4.4.4 Effect of capacity factors in the comparison of LCOE and CoA of different
technologies
So far, the LCOE estimates presented assume the plants operate at a capacity
factor equal to their availability. This assumption fails to capture the fact that, instead of
operating whenever they are available, these plants may be ramped up and down by an
electricity system operator to balance electrical demand and supply. Made uniformly
across the plants compared, this assumption does not affect their relative profitability,
however, it ignores the fact that differences in marginal costs and operational flexibility
will determine the ultimate dispatch order. This is important, because if for example, the
NGCC were dispatched less than an ISCC, the capacity factor of the NGCC would be
lower and the corresponding LCOE values would change in favor of the ISCC.
In general, because of its zero marginal cost, a CSP with energy storage (ES)
would be dispatched before an NGCC or ISCC, so for the purposes of estimating the
relative LCOE and CoA costs it is safe to assume that the capacity factor of the CSP+ES is
equal to its availability. However, there is not clear indication of the relative dispatch
order between the NGCC and the ISCC. An accurate estimation of the capacity factor of
the NGCC and ISCC in a system requires simulation of balancing authority operations
and/or electricity market outcomes, both tasks beyond the scope of this thesis.
Specifically, the simulation of system operations requires a unit commitment/economic
dispatch model [65] that properly accounts for the need to meet varying electrical load,
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and for the costs and performance of the power generators when dispatched at different
output levels.
To appreciate the difficulty of correctly inferring the relative capacity factors of
the ISCC and NGCC without a proper modeling framework it is useful to consider that
given that the marginal costs of the NGCC are lower than those of the ISCC at non-solar
hours, and higher during solar hours, one could conclude that in cases of lower electrical
demand, the ISCC should operate during the day and shutdown at night when the
NGCC can operate more efficiently. However, this conclusion may be wrong because a
cold start of the ISCC in the morning could offset the gains from reduced natural gas
consumption during the day. In other words, the systems’ costs over the full day period
may be minimized when the ISCC is kept operating at night even if its fuel efficiency is
lower than that of the NGCC, in order to avoid the morning start-up costs and take
advantage of the low marginal costs of the ISCC during the solar hours.
To explore how the LCOE and CoA comparisons would change we consider a
scenario when the ISCC’s capacity factor is 5% and 10% higher than that of an NGCC
plant, and a scenario when it is 5% and 10% lower. We assume that the change in
capacity factor does not affect the plants efficiency but instead changes the proportion of
time the plants are shutdown hence modifying both the plants electrical output and the
associated operating variable costs. The results, as depicted in figures 7 & 8, show that
the change in the capacity factor has a significant impact on the LCOE and CoA. As the
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capacity factor of ISCC is 10% higher than NGCC one, the CoA and LCOE of the ISCC
are less than those of the NGCC for natural gas prices in the range considered (i.e. 418$/MMBTU). On the contrary, when the ISCC’s annual capacity factor is lower than
that of the NGCC by 10%, the LCOE of the ISCC is higher than the LCOE of the NGCC
for all natural gas prices in the range 4-18 $/MMBTU, while the CoA of the ISCC is only
lower than the CoA of the NGCC for gas prices that exceed 17 $/MMBtu. If the capacity
factor of ISCC is just 5% higher than that of NGCC, the breakeven gas prices for CoA
and LCOE of ISCC are about $5.5/MMBtu and $8/MMBtu, respectively.

Figure 7: LCOE cost for 550 MW ISCC Plants with respect to 500 MW NGCC at
different capacity factors of ISCC and NGCC. The number after the plant type refers
to capacity factor. For example, ISCC87 refers to an ISCC operated at an 87% capacity
factor
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Figure 8: CoA for 550 MW ISCC Plants with respect to 500 MW NGCC at
different capacity factors of ISCC and NGCC
2.4.4.5 Uncertainty on future capital costs of a CSP and its impact on relative LCOE
and CoA estimates
As stated in section 2.2 estimates of the capital costs of a CSP plant reported in
the literature are between 3000 and 5067 2012$/kWe [33, 39, 59-63]. The IEA [59]
estimates the capital cost of a CSP plant in 2014 to be around 4200 $/kW, however, it
expects costs to decrease as CSP deployment progresses and projects costs to be reduced
to 3000 $/kW by 2020.
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Similarly, a study published by IRENA (International Renewable Energy
Agency) in 2013 claimed that the costs of installed parabolic trough systems ranged from
3400-4600 $/kW for load factors of 20-27% [63]. In that study, IRENA projected a 30-50%
reduction in capital costs by 2020 due to technological learning and economies of scale
following the increasing deployment of CSP power.
This projection of capital cost reductions was also consistent with the ambitions
of the SunShot Initiative, an aggressive R&D plan launched by the U.S. DOE in 2011 [62],
to make large-scale solar energy systems cost competitive (6 cents/kWh or less) without
subsidies by the end of the decade. This would have required a reduction of more than
50% in capital costs, estimated to be about $4,000/kW in early 2012.
However, during the last 4 years, the EIA estimates of capital costs reported in
the Annual Energy Outlook reports (AEO) for a CSP have been significantly revised up
and down. For example, in 2011, the estimated the capital cost of a CSP at 4877
(2012$/kW) a value 10% lower than the estimate presented in the previous year in the
AEO2010. However, in 2013, the AEO presented a capital cost estimate of 5067
(2012$/kW), a value 4% higher than the estimate from the AEO 2011 but 7% lower than
the estimate of the AEO 2010. The AEO documents do not offer much information on
the reasons for estimates revisions, but most likely the changes in cost estimates are
driven by the changes in projections for technology deployment. For example, in 2010,
the AEO 2010 projected that solar thermal generation capacity would increase from 610
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MW in 2010 to 870 MW in 2015. However, the AEO 2011 revised this estimated and
projected an increase of installed capacity from 610 MW in 2010 to 1260 MW in 2015. In
addition to changes in the forecast of deployment, it is also possible that the EIA has had
to adjust its estimates up, due to initial overestimation of the expected cost reductions
that would result from each unit of deployment. [34, 36]
For all the analysis presented so far in this thesis, a capital cost of 4000 $/kW (in
2012 U.S. dollars) has been assumed. This cost reflects the reality of the most recent CSP
plant completed in the country; the Genesis Solar Energy Project [18, 49]. This project,
completed in Blythe, California at a cost of one billion dollars and expected to produce
580,000 MWh/yr from 250 MW parabolic trough CSP plant, can be seen as a typical
project representative of current costs. However, as it has been discussed above there
are reasons to believe that cost may fall down in near future to about 3000 $/kW or less,
and this has the potential to change an assessment of the ISCC economics significantly.
To explore this effect, figures 9 and 10 show how the breakeven NG price changes –from
the LCOE and CoA perspectives- when the capital cost of a CSP are assumed to be on
the low range of the capital cost estimates (i.e. $3000/kWe).
At this lower CSP capital cost case, the LCOE of an ISCC located in excellent
solar resources areas such as Barstow, CA and Las Vegas, NV is found to be 6.18 ¢/kWh
(at a natural gas price of $6/MMBtu) compared with 6.26 ¢/kWh in the base case (refer to
section 2.4.4.2). Accordingly, the breakeven gas prices for CoA and LCOE of ISCC
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become about $6.5/MMBtu and $10/MMBtu, respectively. In comparison, the breakeven
gas prices for CoA and LCOE of ISCC in the base case are $8.5/MMBtu and
$13.5/MMBtu, respectively.

Figure 9: LCOE for 500 MW NGCC & 550 MW ISCC Plants with respect to
NGCC plant at different fuel prices and locations (assumed CSP capital cost of 3000
$/kW)
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Figure 10: CoA for 500 MW NGCC & 550 MW ISCC Plants with respect to
NGCC plant at different fuel prices and locations (assumed CSP capital cost of 3000
$/kW)

2.5 Discussion
At current U.S. NG prices, assuming identical capacity factors, and in the absence
of carbon emission regulations, the ISCC is not cost competitive with an NGCC plant.
Investors considering this technology may be motivated by the need to comply with
Renewable Portfolio Standard (RPS) targets, or by the intention to hedge against the risk
of high natural gas prices in the future. Indeed, as shown in figure 10, the break-even
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natural gas price assuming excellent solar resources such as those in Barstow, CA and
Las Vegas,NV varies between 13.5 $/MMBtu and 14 $/MMBtu which are high values,
but not implausible as it can be judged from the prices projected by EIA [39] under the
Low Oil and Gas Resource Scenario.
But even under a low natural gas price scenario, an ISCC could become
economically viable if electric power generators have to pay a price for their carbon
emissions.
If the current scheme of the solar investment tax credit (ITC) [53], which provides
a 30% tax credit for projects that are placed in service prior to January 2017, were
extended, the LCOE of the CSP and ISCC would be reduced by 25-28% and 3-4%,
respectively, which would make the ISCC more economical than an NGCC at fuel price
of 8.5-9.5 $/MMBtu, even in the absence of a carbon price.

2.6 Summary
This study provides an economic assessment of an ISCC, a technology that
integrates solar thermal energy into efficient and widely installed natural gas combined
cycle power plants. The benefits from such integration include reduction in the fixed
and variable operations and maintenance costs resulting from CSP and NGCC efficiency
improvements, and elimination of the intermittency characteristic of solar generation.
The analysis shows that the ISCC has favorable levelized electricity costs when
compared with standalone CSP+ES technologies. However, under low and moderate
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natural gas prices and in the absence of any carbon prices, capacity factor differences or
subsidies, the NGCC generates electricity at lower costs. Considering a price for carbon
emissions would significantly reduce the gap between ISCC and NGCC LCOEs and
would make the breakeven gas price to be in the range of 10.5-12 $/MMBtu at excellent
solar resources locations. A further reduction in the breakeven gas price - range of 8.59.5 $/MMBtu- would be achieved under the 30% ITC program.
On the other hand, ISCC demonstrates excellent performance in lowering the
CoA relative to CSP and NGCC at natural gas prices of 8.5-9 $/MMBtu under current
capital cost of CSP. Although only a relatively small amount of solar share (3%-15%) can
be economically incorporated in an ISCC, deploying this technology in the several
NGCC plants that may be built in the U.S. to replace coal-fired power plants is an
alternative that should be seriously considered in states with good solar resources.
If the CSP capital costs were to go down to $3,000/kW –a plausible event in the
next decade-, then the ISCC plant would be more competitive than an NGCC with gas
prices in the range of 9.5-10.5 $/MMBtu even if there are no subsidies or carbon pricing.
Such break-even gas price could be much lower if CSP achieves higher capital cost
reduction as expected by DOE, IEA and IRENA.
The competitiveness of ISCC with conventional NGCC and other solar energy
options should be assessed taking into account the potential capital cost reduction of a
CSP. The uncertainty surrounding the near- and mid-term capital cost of CSP poses the
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need to perform a detailed assessment of potential cost reductions and performance
improvements for each component of a CSP plant such as collectors, heat transfer fluid
system, energy storage and labor cost.
Also, as discussed in section 2.3 in this study, the economic performance of the
ISCC is evaluated assuming operations at a constant capacity factor for both an NGCC
and an ISCC. The economic effects of relative capacity factors of the NGCC and the
ISCC are examined under a parametric analysis that assumes there are no efficiency
changes due to operation at different output levels. Future work, should simulate the
performance of the ISCC in the context of system operations properly accounting for the
need to meet varying electrical load, and for the costs and performance of other
conventional and renewable generators.
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3. Residential Solar PV Systems in the Carolinas:
Opportunities and Outcomes
This chapter was published in Environ. Sci. Technol. in 2016. The document is
available at http://dx.doi.org/ 10.1021/acs.est.5b04857. Cite as: Bandar Jubran Alqahtani,
Kyra Moore Holt, Dalia Patiño-Echeverri, and Lincoln Pratson, ‘Residential Solar PV
Systems in the Carolinas: Opportunities and Outcomes.’ Environ. Sci. Technol. 50, 4,
2082-2091.

3.1 Abstract
This chapter presents a first-order analysis of the feasibility and technical,
environmental, and economic effects of large levels of solar Photovoltaic (PV)
penetration within the services areas of the Duke Energy Carolinas (DEC) and Duke
Energy Progress (DEP). A PV production model based on household density and a
gridded hourly global horizontal irradiance dataset simulates hourly PV power output
from roof-top installations; while a unit commitment and real time economic dispatch
(UC/ED) model simulates hourly system operations.
We find that the large generating capacity of base-load nuclear power plants
(NPPs) without ramping capability in the region limits PV integration levels to 5.3%
(6,510 MW) of 2015 generation. Enabling ramping capability for NPPs, would raise the
limit of PV penetration to near 9% of electricity generated.
If planned retirement of coal fired power plants together with new installations
and upgrades of natural gas and nuclear plants materialize in 2025, and if NPPs operate
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flexibly, the share of coal-fired electricity will be reduced from 37% to 22%. A 9%
penetration of electricity from PV would further reduce the share of coal-fired electricity
by 4-6% resulting in a system-wide CO2 emissions rate of 0.33 tons/MWh to 0.40
tons/MWh and associated abatement costs of 225-415 (2015$/ton).

3.2 Introduction and Objectives
While Chapter 2 presents the most cost effective solution to deploy a
concentrated solar thermal power plant (CSP) which is still more expensive than solar
PV technology [5], this chapter addresses the technical, economic and environmental
performance of a real power system that has a potential to experience large growth in
distributed solar PV electricity generation due to policy and financial incentives.
In 2007 North Carolina’s State Bill 3 established a Renewable Energy and Energy
Efficiency Portfolio Standard (REPS) requiring investor-owned utilities to supply 12.5%
of their retail electricity sales by 2021 through energy efficiency measures and renewable
energy sources such as wind, solar, hydro and bio-gas [67]. Efforts undertaken to meet
this standard –which also mandates that 0.2% of electricity is generated from solar
energy by 2018-, resulted in the state ranking 4th in the nation for its 1,011 MW of
installed solar power generation capacity in year 2014 [68].
PV generation capacity in North Carolina is expected to continue increasing in
the next 15 years. The investor-owned utility company Duke Energy Carolinas and
Duke Energy Progress (DEC&DEP) in its Integrated Resource Plan (IRP) projects the
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total of utility and non-utility PV installations will reach 5,000MW by year 2028 under a
base case scenario, and 6,774MW under an Environmental Focus Case, which translate
to annual energy penetration levels of approximately 2.5% and 3.4% of 2005 demand
[69] [70]. Although these penetration levels seem small compared to projections for
other regions of the country, and considering the conclusions of large integration studies
like those conducted for PJM [71] and CAISO [72], the question of whether a balancing
authority like DEC&DEP with significant generation capacity from “must run” baseload NPPs can accommodate all these intermittent generation resources is still open.
Eleven large-scale wind integration studies in the U.S. [73]-including the Western
Wind and Solar Integration Study (WWSIS)[74] from 2010 and the Eastern Wind
Integration Transmission Study (EWITS) [75] from 2011- conclude that achieving wind
penetration levels of 25% to 35% is technically feasible with upgrades in transmission
infrastructure and some system operational changes. Studies [74] and [75] also indicate
that the overall savings in fuel costs (estimated at a maximum of 40% for [74] and 35%
for [75], assuming fuel prices of 2 and 9.5-12 $2017/MMBtu, for coal and gas
respectively) may offset any integration expenses. Because they look at different –in
most cases larger- regions and focus on wind, the conclusions from these studies do not
necessarily offer useful lessons for smaller systems considering increased penetration of
distributed PV-solar. Some of the strategies suggested by these studies to facilitate
renewables integration such as expanding balancing authorities to increase generator
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diversity and geographic smoothing effects, may not be feasible in the short term for
systems operating in regulated regions like DEC&DEP.
Two studies looking at the integration of PV solar for individual electric utilities
suggest that feasible renewable integration levels may be significantly lower than those
found by [74] and [75]. J. Wu et al. [76] estimated integration costs of solar PV for a
utility in Arizona considering the variability and uncertainty of solar energy and
assuming a perfect forecast for wind power and load. They found that the combination
of must run coal plants and inflexible nuclear operations results in very high levels of
renewable curtailment and integration costs during low-load and high solar periods.
However, if nuclear units are assumed to be able to operate below maximum output and
also provide up and down reserves, then under high PV penetration (14-17%) the
integration cost would drop from 3.77 to 1.74 $/MWh-PV and curtailment would be
reduced from almost 18% down to 3.4% of available renewables. Similarly, J.H. Jo et al.
[77] conducted a study to determine the optimum penetration of utility-scale gridconnected solar photovoltaic systems in Illinois and found that the maximum
penetration level of PV, where all the energy generated from PV sources will be utilized
100% of the time, is 1.82% of the state’s electrical load demand.
Taking the lessons of these studies, North Carolina’s significant proportion of
“must run” base-load nuclear generation capacity is likely to be the main challenge to
PV integration. This is because during the fall and spring seasons, relatively low
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electricity demand and high PV production may coincide to produce a net-demand that
is lower than the system’s base-load generation provided by the NPPs [78].
Given that in the DEC&DEP service territory, nuclear generation accounts for
25% of the total generation capacity, and is projected to provide 49% of system’s energy
over the next 15 years [69], a study looking at the feasible levels of renewables
integration in this region and its impacts seems like a much needed step to advance the
discussion of challenges and opportunities for energy sustainability in the region.
Hence, the goal of this study is to conduct a first order analysis of the limits to solar PV
in the DEC&DEP balancing authority region and to explore technical, economic and
environmental effects of different levels of distributed solar Photovoltaic (PV)
penetration in terms of reliability, operational costs, changes in generation mix, and
corresponding CO2 emissions. In order to do this, we simulate the commitment and
dispatch of power generating units accounting for their technical constraints such us
minimum and maximum power output, minimum down times, and ramping capability
both assuming the fleet characteristics of year 2015 and those planned for 2025.

3.3 Methods and Data
We simulate the operation of the DEC&DEP system using a Unit
Commitment/Economic Dispatch model for 365 days under eight different scenarios that
differ in their assumptions on the levels of distributed PV generation capacity, the
operational flexibility of the Nuclear Power Plants, and fuel prices. Although high
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penetration of distributed PV may ease transmission congestion during high demand
times and reduce energy losses, this is not taken into account within the model which
does not consider power transmission constraints or transmission losses.

3.3.1 Model Description
DEC&DEP provide electric service to approximately 3.93 million customers
located over a 58,000-square-mile service area in North Carolina and South Carolina (see
Appendix D, Section 1), where the forecasted system’s peak for 2015 is 31,468 MW and
the minimum electrical load is 10,932 MW [69,70,79]. The energy demand is met with
purchases from the open market, through longer term and purchased power contracts,
and with electric generation from assets with cumulative power generation capacity of
34,492 MW (as of 2014).
We look both at the present fleet and the most likely future fleet by developing
two representative models for 2015 and 2025. The model of the current fleet includes all
the coal, natural gas, hydro and nuclear power plants of DEC&DEP reported in [69,70]
(assuming the characteristics reported in the Emissions & Generation Resource
Integrated Database (eGRID) [13]) while the model for 2025 includes all of the new
installations and retirements described in the IRP for year 2025 [69,70] (See Appendix D,
section 2). The current fleet includes six nuclear generating stations with a combined
capacity of 10,661 MW, eight coal-fired stations with a combined capacity of 10,708 MW,
33 hydroelectric stations (including two pumped-storage facilities) with a combined
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capacity of 3,460 MW, thirteen combustion turbines stations and five combined cycle
stations with a combined capacity of 9,663 MW. The projected generator capacity mix in
2025 reflects the approved planned retirement of 370 MW of coal-fired power plants,
addition of 3,650 MW of gas-fired power plants and uprates (i.e. capacity increases) of
139 MW on existing NPPs [49].
In consistency with the DEC&DEP generation expansion plan, it is assumed that
nuclear generators and hydro-electric generators provide 49% and 2%, respectively, of
total system energy generation both in 2015 and in 2025 [69,70].
The system hourly load is assumed to be equal to the time-series for system load
for 2005 [79] –the same year for which we could find hourly solar data- , scaled to meet
the aggregated demand levels of 2015 and 2025 [69,70]. PV generation occurs at the
distribution level such that the impact on the system is a reduction on net electrical load
(i.e. Net load = Demand –PV generation).
3.3.1.1 PV generation
Distributed PV power generation at different capacity penetration levels is
simulated with a PV production model (PVM) that uses GIS ArcMap to merge a 10km
by 10km dataset on hourly Global Horizontal Irradiance (GHI) for year 2005, in Watts
per square meter (W/m2) [80], with a GIS shapefile containing household census data on
the number of homes per square meter [81], and assumes all of household units have
roof surface to accommodate a 4kW PV system. Each system is assumed to be made of
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16, 3ft by 5ft, polycrystalline PV modules rated at 250W each, with 14-16% efficiency
[82]. Actual hourly power output GenPV(W) is estimated using equation (1) which
relates the amount of irradiance hitting the tilted surface of the PV modules, I_m(W/m2),
with the nameplate PV capacity, pv_(c )(W); a de-rating factor of 77% to account for
reductions in power output due to soiling of the modules, wiring losses, inverter losses,
module mismatch etc.; and the effect of module’s temperature, Tc (°C) [17]. As in [82],
we assume PV power generation decreases 0.5% for each degree Celsius of module’s
temperature exceeding 25.
(1)

The values of module temperature, Tc, are estimated for each grid cell, and each
hour of the year, using data on ambient temperature, GHI, and wind speed as in [83].
The hourly, location-specific values of the direct irradiance hitting the tilted module
surface are estimated based on the specific GHI and the position of the sun relative to
the tilted module, using a series of equations adapted from [84]. (See Appendix D,
section 2.2.3). Also, in order to consider the declining performance of the PV systems
over their lifetime, we assume an annual compound rate of efficiency decay of 0.5% [85].
The PV production model determines the hourly output of each 10km by 10km
cell based on the number of households and the PV penetration level, which is defined
as the expected percentage of total annual energy generated by the distributed PV
systems relative to the total annual energy consumed within the system. Using load
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data from year 2005 as a reference, if 7% of households had 4kW PV systems, then PV
would reach 1.1% penetration, while installations in 100% of households would result in
a PV penetration of 16.3%. PV power production from all cells is aggregated to get the
total hourly PV generation which is then subtracted from the demand to obtain the netdemand for the system. The PVM is validated by comparing simulated PV power output
levels from NREL’s PVWatts System Model [82] as explained in the Appendix D, section
2.2.3.
3.3.1.2 Generator operational parameters and costs
Nuclear plants are assumed to run constantly (i.e. we do not simulate shutdowns
or start-ups of NPPs). Hydro-electric plants are assumed to have a required minimum
run time of 1 hour and a required minimum down time of 1 hour which allows them to
turn on and off as needed with no restraints [86], but are constrained to operate only
from 7am to 8pm, and to not exceed water availability limits (Appendix D, section 2.2.1).
The assumptions on the performance and operational constraints of fossil-fired
generators are summarized in Table 4. Major characteristics of each power generator
such as Type, Max Capacity, Average Heat-Rate, Average CO2 emissions, were obtained
from the eGrid data base [49] for the analysis with the 2015 fleet, and from the
Integrated Resources Plan reports for the 2025 case. Additional operational parameters
were determined using information from multiple sources. Minimum run/down times,
fixed costs, start-up costs, minimum economic capacity operational levels and
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generators ramp rates were taken from reports issued by the Electric Power Research
Institute (EPRI) [87]; National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) [88]; Energy and
Environmental Economics, Inc. (E3) [89]; a generator dispatch study conducted by the
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) [91], which contains set of generator
parameters based on historical performance and bidding data in the PJM region; a report
produced by Intertek APTECH for the National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL)
and Western Electricity Coordinating Council (WECC) [92]; and the IEEE Power and
Energy Magazine [90]. Estimates of the start-up heat rates were obtained from [90]. A
summary of the findings of these reports in relation to our choices of parameters is
presented in the Appendix D, section 2.2.5-2.2.6.
Table 4: Assumptions on Operational Parameters and Costs for Conventional
Generators
Plant Type
Parameter

Unit
Coal

NGCC

NGCT

Max capacity

MW

Name plate capacity (NPC) as reported in eGrid

Min generation (i)(ii)

MW

0.1295 x NPC1.1749

0.25 x NPC

0.25 x NPC

Start-up heat rate (iii)

MMBtu/MW

16.5

2

3.5

Average heat rate

MMBtu/MW

Annual heat rate as reported in eGrid

Minimum down time (iv)

Hours

9

3

2

Minimum up time (iv)

Hours

15

4

2

Maximum ramp rate (v)

MW/Hr

0.85NPC/Hr

NPC/Hr

NPC/Hr

CO2 emissions rate

Lb/MMBtu

As reported in eGrid

Fixed Costs (vi)

$/kW/year

35

10

9

Start-up costs (vii)

$/MW

94

35

36

(i)We treat the Minimum Economic Generation level as an operational constraint. For coal-fired
generators the feasible level of Minimum Generation is assumed to be a power law function of
name-plate capacity with parameters estimated from the data in [91]. (ii)The Minimum Economic
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Generation level for gas-fired generators is 25% of nameplate capacity [87]. (iii) Start-up heat rate
is as indicated by [90]. This value is used for estimating emissions from start-ups. (iv) Minimum
down/up times are as indicated in [91]. (v) Maximum ramp rate as suggested by [87] and [88]. (vi)
$/kW/year depending on generator type as indicated in [89]. (vii) Start-up costs include the fuel
and electricity needed to crank the generator motor, and are obtained from [90] and verified to be
consistent with [92].

3.3.2 Unit Commitment, Economic Dispatch and PV Power Generation
Models
We use a Unit Commitment (UC) model and Economic Dispatch (ED) (UC/ED)
model to simulate the hourly dispatch of all generating units in the system that balances
total power generation with net-load (electrical demand minus PV generation) at the
lowest possible cost. The UC model takes as inputs the characteristics of the coal, gas,
nuclear and hydropower resources in the DEC and PEC system (costs, performance, and
operational constraints), and hourly values of the forecasted electrical load and PV
power generation, to prescribe a day ahead hourly generator schedule. The solar
forecast errors are generated from actual historical data using a statistical model
described in [93] and summarized in the Appendix D, section 2. As in [94], the dayahead forecast error of hourly electrical load as a percentage is assumed to be a random
variable following a normal distribution with mean 0% and standard deviation 1%. In
this way, the day-ahead hourly load forecast is set equal to the actual load value
increased or decreased by a percentage equal to the randomly generated forecast error.
The ED model determines hourly generator dispatch based on realized load and
PV generation. Its formulation is similar to that of the UC model with the only difference
being that the commitment status of a generation unit is no longer a decision variable
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and instead is taken as a parameter set equal to the solution of the previously run (i.e.
day-ahead) UC. The model integrating the UCM/ED is almost identical to the baseline
model presented in [95] with the only difference being its hourly resolution (due to lack
of more granular demand and PV production data for DEC&DPC) and the additional
constraints to represent the NPPs and the hydropower generators (see Appendix D,
section 2). Outputs from the UC/ED include daily cost of meeting system’s electrical
demand, generator level hourly information such as: status (on/off), generation level
(MW), spinning reserves (MW), start-up/shut-down events, and system error flags
indicating a system imbalance at a specific hour, all of which allow estimating system
costs and CO2 emissions. Simulation of operations is performed daily assuming a
forecast 32 hours ahead, and iterating for 365 days. The UC/ED models assume that
load-generation imbalances do not cause complete system failure and can be addressed
operationally through manual generator adjustments, curtailment, demand response,
imports, or other measures. Hence, the security requirements of the system are assumed
to be such that over-generation and under-generation are penalized at a rate of
$10,000/MWhr. This value implies that these imbalance events can be corrected
technically or operationally at a penalty cost of $10,000/MWhr which is consistent with
modeling assumptions in the unit commitment study completed by FERC [91]. We also
assume that power generation spinning reserves must be equal to 3% of the total
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demand and 5% of total renewable energy as proposed by NREL in [96]. As in [91], a
penalty of $1,000/MWhr is incurred if this requirement is not met.

3.3.3 Scenarios Description
System’s operations are simulated under eight scenarios that differ in
assumptions about the fleet (i.e. year 2015 or 2025), flexibility of the Nuclear Power Plant
(i.e. fixed power output or flexible power output), and fuel prices (Table 5).
Scenarios A and B have the same generator capacity mix as reported in the 2014
DEC and DEP IRP reports [69,70]. While scenario A assumes fixed generation capacity
from NPPs at a constant capacity factor of 87%, scenario B assumes that NPPs can daily
ramp up and down within 100-70% of their full generation capacities, similar to many
NPPs in Europe and US [87,97]. These scenarios assume 2015 coal and gas prices are
equal to those projected by the 2015 AEO, while $24.4/MWh is assumed as a variable
production cost (i.e. O&M and fuel costs) for the Nuclear Power Plant (NPP) in 2015
[98], and hydro-electric generators are assumed to have a marginal cost of $0.
The rest of scenarios (C-H) consider the projected generator capacity mixes in
2025 [69,70] and reflect the approved planned retirement of 370 MW of coal-fired power
plants, addition of 3,650 MW of gas-fired power plants and uprates of 139 MW of NPPs.
Scenarios C-E assume the NPPs cannot ramp down generation and hence operate at a
constant capacity factor of 87%.
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These scenarios represent different coal to natural gas price ratios reflecting low,
high and baseline natural gas estimates from the 2014 Annual Energy Outlook [99]. We
call these the “Inflexible NPP Scenarios”. Scenarios F-H use same fuel prices scenarios
but assume that NPPs are able to ramp their power generation from 70% to 100% of their
maximum generation capacities within one hour. We call these the “Flexible NPP
Scenarios” [see Appendix D, section 2.3]. The NPPs are assumed to have a production
cost of $28.6/MWh in year 2025 (assuming a 1.6% annual increase in fuel prices since
year 2015, same increase observed in years 2010-2015 [98]). The marginal fuel costs for
hydro-electric generators are assumed to be $0. Marginal fuel costs for coal and natural
gas generators when operating between the minimum and maximum power output are
determined by the generator average heat rate and the corresponding fuel price.
Table 5: Description of Modeled Scenarios
2015 Fuel Price
per MMBtu
Scenario

NPP
Generation

2025 Fuel Prices per MMBtu

Generation
Low
4.65(NG)
Fleet
5.43 (NG)
2.34 (Coal)
2.80 (Coal)
(2015$/MMBtu)
(2015$/MMBtu)
X
As in
2015(iii)
X
X

Mid
6.18 (NG)
2.92 (Coal)
(2015$/MMBtu)

High
7.81 (NG)
2.99 (Coal)
(2015$/MMBtu)

A
Fixed (i)
B
Flexible (ii)
C
Fixed (i)
D
Fixed (i)
X
As in IRP
E
Fixed (i)
X
for 2025
F
Flexible (ii)
X
(iv)
G
Flexible (ii)
X
H
Flexible (ii)
X
(i)NPPs operate at a constant capacity factor of 87%. (ii)NPPs are able to ramp their power generation from
70% to 100% of their maximum generation capacities within one hour. (iii) Assumes the generator capacity
mix reported in 2014 DEC and DEP IRP reports [69,70]. (iv) Assumes the projected generator capacity mixes
for 2025 and the approved planned retirement of 370 MW of coal-fired power plants, addition of 3,650 MW
of gas-fired power plants and uprates of 139 MW of NPPs [69,70].
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3.3.4 Prices and Costs Conversions
Coal and gas prices in 2015 and in 2025 for the mid-prices or baseline scenario
are from the early release of the AEO2015 report [99]. Fuel prices for the low and high
price scenarios in 2025 are from the AEO2014 report [100], because AEO2015 does not
present fuel price sensitivity cases. All prices are converted to 2015$ using EIA factors
(see Appendix D, section 3.4).

3.4 Results
The following results assume the PV systems’ performance is given by its
efficiency in the first year of operations. However, estimates of the CO2 abatement costs
take into account the efficiency decay of the PV systems over 25 years.

3.4.1 Limit Imposed by Inflexible Must Run Nuclear Power Plants
Because nuclear power generation is set to account for 49% of system generation
in both 2015 and 2025(following NPPs upgrades to increase their capacity by 139 MW),
the maximum level of PV penetration is limited to 5.3% of electrical load. This limitation
is illustrated in Figure 11 which shows that for a PV penetration level of 5.3%, netdemand dips below the power production from base-load nuclear plants during the
spring, when energy demand is low and PV production is high. Note that this result
stems from the relationship between the projected PV generation with the fixed power
output of the NPPs and hence represents the maximum PV penetration that could be
achieved in the absence of any other constraint.
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Figure 11: Net System Demand under a) scenario A (year 2015) and b)
Scenarios C, D and E (year 2025). The horizontal line shows generations from Nuclear
Power Plants which for both years is set to be equal to 49% of system’s total
generation. It is clear that for both fleets 2015 and 2025 the net-demand depicted is the
lowest that the system can handle with its lowest values, being just above the NPP
generation line

3.4.2 Demand-Supply Imbalance Events
In addition to the limiting threshold observed above, other limitations of the
system become apparent in the form of over-generation events and under-generation
events. Over-generation events are observed when the electricity supply, including
generation from intermittent renewable resources such as solar PV, exceeds the system’s
electricity demand within an operating period. These events occur due to the inability of
committed generators to ramp down or shut down when demand decreases, due to
either ramping or minimum up-time constraints. Under-generation events are observed
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when the electricity supply -including generation from roof-top solar PV- is not enough
to meet the electricity demand within an operating period.
Figure 12 shows both the quantity and magnitude of over- and under-generation
events for three levels of PV penetration (0%, 5.3% and 9%) under the eight scenarios
considered. Results show that the rate at which these events occur, increases with the PV
penetration. Although as mentioned, these types of events are associated with a penalty
of $10,000/MWh, they occur because of the system’s inability to re-dispatch resources to
strike a balance between power generation and consumption. Under scenarios that have
inflexible NPP generation, namely A, C, D and E, over-generation events increase as the
hourly system loads decrease and approach or dip below the NPP base-load generation
threshold. On the other hand, when NPPs ramping capabilities are enabled –i.e.
scenarios B, F, G, H- the system experiences few over-generation events even at the high
PV penetration levels of 9%. Although these over-generation events do occur they are
extremely rare. For example, under scenario G at penetration levels of 9%, which is the
situation with the highest number of events among all flexible scenarios, has only 3
hours of over generation –of the 8,760 hours of simulation- and the 377 MW by which
supply exceeds demand is not more than an average of 1.5% of the systems demand at
those times.
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Figure 12: Imbalance events in the simulated year. The high number of
over/under generation events observed for scenarios A, C, D, E when the NPP is
inflexible and 9% of generation comes from PV solar, suggests that this level of PV
penetration is unfeasible. Note that the number and size of events results from the
particular realizations of roof-top PV solar and demand for the simulated year and
hence is likely to change for other assumptions about hourly demand and solar
resources

3.4.3 System Costs
Figure 13 shows the annual operating system costs for each scenario. Such costs
include generation costs and generation imbalance penalty costs. PV penetration
reduced overall system operating costs in all scenarios at penetration levels below the
base-load threshold limit (Note: capital costs of the PV systems are not included as
systems costs. PV systems are assumed to be customer owned). This result makes sense
since the operational costs of PV systems are $0 due to no fuel costs or variable O&M
costs. The range of reduction in costs from 0% penetration to 5.3% penetration across
“Inflexible NPP” scenarios A, C, D and E was 5-7% per MWh, and for “Flexible”
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scenarios B, F, G and H the reduction was 5-10% for a PV penetration ranging from 0%
to 9%. After reaching the base-load threshold of 5.3% of PV penetration in the “Inflexible
NPP” scenarios, the over-generation penalty costs associated with excess generation
significantly increase system costs. This is the reason why under these scenarios, the
system costs for a PV penetration level of 9% is appreciably higher than for a 0% PV
penetration. As expected, system costs increased when natural gas and coal prices
increased across C-E scenarios and F-H scenarios.

Figure 13: System costs results by scenario. The units of the left axis are
$/MWh. The right axis measures the % difference in costs relative to the equivalent
scenario at 0% PV penetration. The percentage value inside the bar is the change in
system’s cost relative to the scenario with no PV generation. Results show that for
scenarios A, C, D and E (i.e. scenarios with inflexible NPP), the system’s cost of
providing 9% of demand with PV solar are at least 14% higher than the baseline costs.
Instead, a PV penetration level of 5.3% of total demand, reduces systems costs by at
least 5% for all scenarios
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3.4.4 Generation Mix
Figure 14, shows the contribution of each fuel-type generator as a percentage of
annual electricity generation in the system. As discussed, in all scenarios, the generation
from NPPs accounts for 49% of total electricity. Also, because the fleet of 2025 has less
coal and more natural gas generation capacity -a reduction of 370 MW of coal and an
increase of 3,650 MW of gas-fired- in all the scenarios of 2025 with low or mid fuel
prices, coal represents a lower proportion of the electricity generation than in 2015. The
change in the fleet composition together with low natural gas prices causes a decrease in
the share of coal-fired electricity from 38% to 21% (i.e. 17 percentage points) when the
NPP is inflexible and from 37% to 22% (i.e. 15 percentage points) when it is flexible.
Instead, when natural gas prices are assumed to be high as in scenarios E and H, the
share of coal generation would increase by 2 percentage points, from 38% in 2015 to 40%
in 2025 for the inflexible NPP cases, and by 3% -from 37% to 40%- for the flexible cases.
Comparing the fuel mix within scenarios makes clear that a 9% of PV penetration
decreases the proportion of electricity generated by coal by 4-6 percentage points. For
example, 9% PV penetration with flexible NPPs would reduce the share of coal
electricity from 40% to 34% under a scenario high fuel prices. Similarly, it would reduce
the share of coal-fired electricity from 22%-18% under low fuel prices.
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Figure 14: Generation mix by scenario . Coal generation is reduced for all the
2025 scenarios assuming low and mid natural gas prices (i.e. scenarios C,D,F,G) due to
the coal plant retirements. An increase of PV penetration to 5.3% or 9% of generation
further reduces the share of coal-fired generation in 2025

3.4.5 CO2 Emissions & Abatement Costs
CO2 emissions decrease as PV penetration increases for all scenarios. Figure 15
shows a reduction of 11%-20% from the 0% to the 5% and 9% PV penetration cases
under the inflexible NPP assumption and a reduction of 10%-18% when the NPP is
flexible. In 2025, although absolute CO2 emissions are lower due to the changes in the
fleet, the percentage reductions in CO2 achieved from a transition from 0% PV to 5% and
9% PV penetration are comparable to those of the 2015 scenarios (i.e. 16-18%). (See table
with emissions in Appendix D, section 3.2).
It is important to note that CO2 emissions are not reduced in proportion with PV
penetration. For the cases with inflexible NPP in 2025 (scenarios C-E), going from 0% to
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5.3% PV penetration achieves CO2 emissions reductions of 11%-12% but increasing PV
penetration from 5.3% to 9% achieves additional reductions of only 5-6%. This is due to
increased cycling (i.e. start-ups) and the associated higher emissions of large coal-fired
plants needed to balance PV generation. (See Appendix D, section 3.1 for a comparison
of cycling under different scenarios).

Figure 15: CO2 Emissions by scenario . Introducing PV generation reduces
system’s CO2 emissions for all scenarios. Even for today’s system, meeting 5.3% of
electricity demand with PV solar would reduce CO2 emissions by 10%-13%
depending on assumptions about the Nuclear Power Plant. For year 2025, 5.3% or
more of PV penetration would result in CO2 emissions reductions of at least 11% from
the already lower level expected from coal plant retirements
To estimate the cost at which PV reduces CO2 emissions (i.e. cost of abatement
CoA), we assume a PV installation cost of 4.90 (2015$/WDC), as observed for residential
installations completed in 2014 in North Carolina [101] which includes the costs of PV
modules, inverter and balance-of-system (BOS). In order to isolate the effect of PV on
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emissions, the abatement cost is calculated for each scenario, taking as a reference the 0%
PV case. In all cases, abatement cost is calculated as the change in system’s costs
divided by the changes in CO2 emissions, where system’s costs are equal to the costs of
achieving the assumed PV installed capacity plus the fuel costs incurred to meet
demand (see Appendix D, section 3.2 for formula of abatement cost).
Accordingly, the abatement cost of CO2 for 2015 DEC and PEC system is about
305-395 (2015$/ton) across 0-9% PV penetration levels. If the cost of residential PV
system decreases by 25% in 2025 as projected in [101], then CO2 emissions reductions
expected for 2025 could be achieved at a cost of between 225 and 415 (2015$/ton).

3.4.6 Sensitivity of Results to Assumptions about Orientation,
Material, and Efficiency Decay Rates of PV Systems
The base-case analysis presented above assumes the PV systems are all made of
the standard polycrystalline silicon modules, are positioned to face south, and will have
a 0.5% compound rate of annual decay in efficiency over their lifetime [82]. Since all
three parameters may vary, we conduct additional simulations to explore the effect of
alternative assumptions on the results for scenario A with a PV penetration of 5.3%.
Results show that assuming all PV systems face east, west, or north, increases the
overall system costs by 0.8%, 0.9% and 1.3% relative to the baseline costs, and increases
the system’s CO2 emissions by 1.8%, 2.0% and 3.5% respectively. (see Appendix D,
section 4).
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Assuming the PV systems are made of monocrystalline modules, which are 3%
more efficient than the polycrystalline ones, and 18% more expensive [82, 102], raises the
total system’s costs per MWh by 10.1% but reduces the system’s CO2 emissions by 0.2%.
On the other hand, assuming thin film (CdTe) modules, which are 3% less efficient and
2.8% more expensive than the polycrystalline silicon ones [82,103], increases the total
system’s cost per MWh and CO2 emissions by 2.6% and 2.7%, assuming the thin film
module’s annual efficiency decay is about 70% higher than that of the standard
polycrystalline module’s [103].
Finally, given that temperature, humidity and moisture in some areas of the DEC
and DEC region might cause the PV modules to degrade faster than the assumed
0.5%/year, we have examined the effect of higher performance degradation rates and
found that for each 0.1%/year increase in the efficiency decay rate, system costs, CO2
emissions, and CoA increase in the ranges 0.4-0.9%, 1.0-1.8% and 1.4-2.8%, respectively.

3.5 Discussion
Several model simplifications limit the accuracy of our results. On one hand, the
lack of high frequency irradiance data, prevented the PVM from capturing intra-hour
variability in PV power output. Variation in cloud cover, rising and setting of the sun,
and seasonal axial tilt are responsible for the variable nature of PV electrical generation
on both short and long time scales. Solar irradiance can fluctuate instantaneously and
therefore higher frequency irradiance data (5 min or 1 min) is preferred [72]. By using
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available hourly data, the simulation obtained with our UC/ED model may
underestimate the number and magnitude of over generation and under generation
events due to lack of ramping capability of the conventional power plants. On the other
hand, our UC/ED model does not consider demand side management, more timely
forecasts, real-time unit commitment, and other resources that could better position the
system to handle the uncertain and variable PV generation.
Despite these limitations, this study provides valuable insight into what may be
an upper limit of PV penetration in the absence of energy storage and demand response.
This study suggests that in the DEC and DEP region, technical constraints of the power
generation system allow increasing its PV penetration well beyond its current level of
less than 0.5% up to near 5.3% -equivalent to 30-35% of households with 4kW
installations- when the base-load nuclear threshold is reached. Accommodating greater
levels of PV generation up to 9% (52-57% of households) is feasible when NPPs are
allowed to ramp down to 70% of their nameplate capacities. The limitation is due to
other system operation constraints such as up/down ramping, minimum up/down times
and minimum plant generation constraints. Unless the system has enough energy
storage or curtailment/protection measures in place, the surplus generation from the PV
system may have negative impacts including voltage rise, power fluctuations, power
factor changes, harmonics, unintentional islanding, fault currents and grounding issues
[104].
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The planned retirement of 370 MW of coal-fired power plants over the 2015-2025
period will result in a noticeable reduction in CO2 emissions which can be furthered
with increased penetration levels of PV.
This study shows that integration of 9% PV generation can reduce system CO2
emissions by 16-18% in 2025, which would result in a systems’ CO2 emissions rate of
645-800 lbs/MWh that is notably below the EPA’s proposed caps for North and South
Carolina by year 2030 of 1077 lbs/MWh and 840 lbs/MWh respectively [105]. However,
the cost of CO2 abatement by these means would be relatively high compared with other
alternatives such as the installation of advanced natural gas combined cycle (e.g F-Class)
or ISCC plants [106].
The high costs of abating CO2 are mainly due to the high costs of PV installation
in the region. While the median cost of residential PV in the U.S. in 2014 was 4.44
(2015$/WDC), the cost observed in North Carolina was 4.90 (2015$/WDC), the second
highest in the nation [101]. If installation costs were the same as the median cost
mentioned above, then abatement costs would be 275 - 360 2105$/ton for 2015 and 205 375 2015$/ton in 2025.
Estimated abatement costs would be even lower if rather than using NRELs
installation costs we used those reported by the Solar Energy Industries Association
(SEIA) or the GTM research group which are 25-30% lower [107]. In this case, abatement
costs would vary between 150 and 270 $/ton for 2025. For PV to achieve the same
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abatement costs of an advanced combined cycle power plant (i.e. 70-90 $/ton) that
delivers the same annual electricity generation and runs in the same system, installation
costs should decrease by 55-65% to about 1.55-2.00 2015$/WDC.
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4. Combined Effects of Increased Energy Efficiency and
Distributed Solar Generation in the Carolinas Electric
Power Network
4.1 Abstract
This chapter estimates the cost of electricity, reliability, and atmospheric
emissions reductions associated to large levels of residential roof-top Photovoltaic (PV),
and energy efficiency (EE) penetration within the service areas of the Duke Energy
Carolinas (DEC) and Duke Energy Progress (DEP). A PV production model based on
household density and a gridded hourly global horizontal irradiance dataset simulates
hourly PV power output from roof-top installations; a demand adjustment model
simulates the effects of residential energy efficiency investments, and a unit commitment
and real time economic dispatch (UC/ED) model simulates hourly power system
operations.
Results show that 8.7% of 2015 electricity consumption in the DEC and DEP
region can be avoided by upgrading all residential housing units to comply with Energy
Star standards. However, reductions in the daily peak load due to EE measures limit the
maximum share of electricity from roof-top solar PV that the system can accommodate
by 28%, from 8.9% to 6.4%.
Also, the results suggest that increasing PV generation by 1% would reduce the
system’s operational costs and CO2 emissions, on average, by 0.8% and 2.1%, while a 1%
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decline in electricity consumption obtained through energy efficiency improvements
would cause reductions of 0.4% in costs and 1% in CO2 emissions.

4.2 Introduction
In the previous chapter, results show that the large installed capacity of baseload nuclear power plants (NPPs) together with the constrained ramping capability of
fossil-fuel power plants, limits the integration of residential roof-top solar PV systems to
about 9% (10.8 GW) of 2015 generation. This is because at times of high electricity
generation of the PV systems the low net-load levels may result in over-generation
events unless expensive adjustments are made to the dispatch. Given this, it is
imperative to study how further reductions in net-load resulting from end-use energy
efficiency may further limit the potential of cost-effective and environmental
deployment of roof-top PV systems
Increasing the integration of renewable energy into the electric power grid, and
improving end-use energy efficiency are two strategies pursued by states in the U.S. to
reduce electricity generation from fossil fuels and associated environmental emissions
[108, 109]. As of 2017, twenty eight states [110] plus Washington D.C. have Renewable
Portfolio Standards (RPS) that establish a minimum share of electricity that must be
supplied from renewable sources, and 8 states more have Renewable Portfolio Goals. In
North Carolina, the Energy and Energy Efficiency Portfolio Standard (REPS) established
in 2007 set a goal for all state investor-owned utilities to supply 3% of total electricity
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sales in 2012 and approximately 12.5% of 2020 total electricity sales by 2021 through
energy efficiency investment and renewable energy sources [108]. This REPS in
conjunction with other state and federal policies and incentives [109] has resulted in a
20-fold increase in annual investments in clean energy, from $47.7 million in 2007 to
$900.7 million in 2014, with 72% corresponding to renewable energy projects and 28% to
energy efficiency initiatives, and a total of 16.1 TWh [111] saved during the same period.
Similarly, in 2014 South Carolina created a voluntary Distributed Energy
Resource Program that allows electric utilities to recover costs incurred to meet a 2021
target of 2% aggregate power generation capacity from renewable resources [112]. This
complemented other policies and incentives established in amendments of the Energy
Efficiency Act [113] encouraging the development and use of “clean energy resources
including nuclear energy, energy conservation and efficiency and indigenous renewable
energy resources”.
Despite the success of energy efficiency policies, it has been estimated that there
is still a potential for obtaining 19-26% energy savings in the North Carolina’s residential
sector [114], and a similar figure for South Carolina [8], through the improvement of the
energy efficiency of residential homes’ envelopes, space heating, ventilation, and air
conditioning (HVAC) systems, lighting equipment, water heaters, refrigerators,
dishwashers, and clothes’ washers and driers.
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While increasing end-use energy efficiency and the share of distributed
renewable energy resources are commendable goals, it is possible that their benefits are
not as expected due to their joint effect on net electricity demand changes and the
corresponding required adjustments to the dispatch of conventional generation
resources. This may be particularly true for Duke Energy Progress and Duke Energy
Carolinas (DEC\DEP) the largest regulated electric utility of the U.S. whose service
territory encompasses almost all of North Carolina and a vast portion of South Carolina
[69,70]. With nuclear power representing over 25% of capacity and 49% of effective
electricity generation [69,70], the DEC&DEP region is an interesting case study of the
possible impacts of the changes in the load patterns that result from increased
generation from roof-top PV systems occurring simultaneously with improved energy
efficiency. The inability of the nuclear plants to cost effectively or safely ramp-up and
down their power production or frequently shut down, implies an inherent low level of
operational flexibility of the system that ultimately will limit the extent to which
distributed generation can be implemented. Hence, the goal of this study is to
investigate the impact of different levels of implementation of distributed generation
and end-use energy efficiency on the cost of electricity, the levels of operating reserves,
and CO2 emissions of the DEC&DEP system. Its purpose is to shed light on the
complexity of interactions of these measures and the technical constraints of the
conventional power generation.
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By simulating the commitment and hourly dispatch of all the generation fleet,
this work differs substantially form other studies [111, 114-115,117-118] seeking to
estimate the potential of renewable energy and/or energy efficiency in different regions
and states. Also by extending the simulation horizon for a whole year and by taking
into account the operational constraints imposed by the ramping capabilities and
required minimum up and down times of conventional generators, our work differs
from other studies looking at the system implications of demand resources [119] [120].
Finally, by looking at end-use energy efficiency, our work is different from recent
studies that look at demand side approaches [121, 122], and energy storage [123] to
overcome the limits of solar PV integration [124].
The goal of this study of exploring the effects that different levels of energy
efficiency improvements may have on the ability of the DEC&DEP to integrate
distributed solar PV is also motivated by the intention of DEC-DEP to meet 40% of the
REPS requirement through energy efficiency measures [69, 70].

4.3 Methods and Data
As in [9], we simulate the hourly operations of the DEC&DEP system during 365
days assuming the same fleet of year 2015 and assuming scheduling and dispatch
decisions for all the conventional power generators in the system occur as dictated by an
Unit Commitment and Economic Dispatch model (UC-ED model) which considers their
start-up and marginal costs, minimum and maximum power output, minimum down
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times, and ramping capability. The modeling framework used in [116] is extended with
a model that simulates hourly residential demand under six different scenarios of
residential end-use energy efficiency measures (described below and in the Appendix
E).

4.3.1 System Description
The DEC-DEP system serves 3.93 million customers located over a 58,000-squaremile service area in North Carolina and South Carolina. Electricity demand is met
through purchases from the open market, with long term and purchased power
contracts, and with electric generation from their assets totaling a power generation
capacity of 34,492 MW (as of 2014). The forecasted system’s peak and minimum loads in
2015 were 31,468 MW and 10,932 MW, respectively [69-70,79].
Our model of the current fleet includes all the power plants of DEC&DEP
reported in [69, 70] (assuming the characteristics reported in the Emissions & Generation
Resource Integrated Database (eGRID) [49]), which includes six nuclear generating
stations with a combined capacity of 10,661 MW, eight coal-fired stations with a
combined capacity of 10,708 MW, 33 hydroelectric stations (including two pumpedstorage facilities) with a combined capacity of 3,460 MW, thirteen combustion turbines
stations (NGCT), five combined cycle stations with a combined capacity of 9,663 MW,
and a total of 960 MW from solar resources that generate about 0.9% of DEC&DEP’s
total annual power demand. In consistency with the DEC&DEP generation expansion
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plan, it is assumed that nuclear generators and hydro-electric generators are capable of
providing electricity equivalent to 49% and 2% of the total electricity generation in 2015
[69, 70].
The system hourly electrical demand under a baseline scenario is assumed to be
equal to that observed in 2015 [79]. Given that PV generation occurs at the distribution
level, its main effect is a reduction on net electrical load (i.e. Net load = Demand –PV
generation). Although it is likely that high penetration of distributed PV will ease power
transmission congestion during high demand times and reduce energy losses, this is not
taken into account within the model.

4.3.2 Generator Operational Parameters & Costs
Nuclear power plants (NPPs) are assumed to be able to ramp up and down their
power generation between 70% and 100% of their maximum generation capacities
within one hour. Hydro-electric plants are assumed to have a required minimum run
time of 1 hour and a required minimum down time of 1 hour which allows them to turn
on and off as needed with no restraints [86]. The assumptions on the performance and
operational constraints of fossil-fired generators are summarized in Table 4 (Chapter 3).
Major characteristics of each power generator such as Type, Max Capacity, Average
Heat-Rate, Average CO2 emissions, were obtained from the eGrid database [49].
Additional operational parameters were determined using information from multiple
sources. Minimum run/down times, fixed costs, start-up costs, minimum economic
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capacity operational levels and generators ramp rates were taken from reports issued by
the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) [87], National Renewable Energy
Laboratory (NREL) [88], Energy and Environmental Economics, Inc. (E3) [89], a
generator dispatch study conducted by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
(FERC) [91] -which contains set of generator parameters based on historical performance
and bidding data in the PJM region-, a report produced by Intertek APTECH for the
National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) and Western Electricity Coordinating
Council (WECC) [92], and the IEEE Power and Energy Magazine [90]. Estimates of the
start-up heat rates were obtained from [90]. All prices and costs presented in this study
are in 2015 dollar values. The coal and gas prices are based on the AEO2016 reference
case [125].

4.3.3 Unit Commitment, Economic Dispatch and PV Power Generation
Models
Hourly power generation from different levels of penetration of distributed PV
systems is simulated with a PV production model (PVM) that uses GIS ArcMap to
merge a 10km by 10km dataset on hourly Global Horizontal Irradiance (GHI) for year
2005 - in Watts per square meter (W/m2)- [80] with a GIS shapefile containing household
census data –i.e. number of homes per square meter -[81] and assumes all of household
units have roof surface to accommodate a 4kW PV system. Each rooftop PV system is
assumed to be made of 16, 3ft by 5ft polycrystalline PV modules rated at 250W each with
efficiency of 14-16% [82]. Also, 0.5% yearly compounded performance decay is assumed
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to evaluate the performance of the modeled PV systems over their lifetime, consistent
with NREL’s assumption [85]. Full description of the PV power generation model and
its results validation are presented in paper [116].
The Unit Commitment (UC) and Economic Dispatch (ED) (UC/ED) models are
used to simulate the hourly dispatch of all generating units in the system to balance total
power generation with net-load (electrical demand minus PV generation) at the lowest
possible cost. The UC model takes as inputs the characteristics of the coal, gas, nuclear
and hydropower resources in the DEC-DEP system (costs, performance, and operational
constraints), and hourly values of the forecasted electrical load and PV power
generation, to prescribe a day ahead hourly generator schedule, ignoring transmission
constraints. The solar forecast errors are generated from actual historical data using a
statistical model described in [116]. As in [94], the day-ahead forecast error of hourly
electrical load as a percentage is assumed to be a random variable following a normal
distribution with mean 0% and standard deviation 1%. In this way, the day-ahead
hourly load forecast is set equal to the actual load value increased or decreased by a
percentage equal to the randomly generated forecast error.
The ED model determines the hourly dispatch of conventional generators based
on realized load and PV generation. Its formulation is similar to that of the UC model
with the only difference being that the commitment status of a generation unit is no
longer a decision variable and instead is taken as a parameter set equal to the solution of
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the previously run (i.e. day-ahead) UC. The model integrating the UCM/ED is identical
to the model presented in [116]. Outputs from the UC/ED include daily cost of meeting
system’s electrical demand, generator level hourly information such as: status (on/off),
generation level (MW), spinning reserves (MW), start-up/shut-down events, and system
error flags indicating a system imbalance at a specific hour, all of which allow estimating
system costs and CO2 emissions. Simulation of operations is performed daily assuming
a forecast 32 hours ahead, and iterating for 365 days. The security requirements of the
system are assumed to be such that over-generation and under-generation are penalized
at a rate of $10,000/MWhr. This value implies that these imbalance events can be
corrected technically or operationally at a penalty cost of $10,000/MWhr which is
consistent with modeling assumptions in the unit commitment study completed by
FERC [91]. We also assume that power generation spinning reserves must be equal to
3% of the total demand and 5% of total renewable energy as proposed by NREL in [96].
A penalty of $1,000/MWhr is incurred if this requirement is not met as in [91].

4.3.4 Residential Electricity Consumption Model
This model estimates the residential electricity consumption of HVAC systems,
lighting equipment, and refrigerator/freezer, dishwasher, range, and clothes washer and
dryer, at the household level for each hour of the 365 days period, under six different
scenarios of end-use energy efficiency. The time-series of electricity consumption from a
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typical dwelling, is then, scaled up to match the total share of residential load which
accounts for 31% of the total annual load in the DEC&DEP network [69, 70].
The hourly electricity usage of the HVAC system is estimated by calculating the
heat transfer (gain) through the house envelope due to the outdoor-indoor temperature
difference, solar heat gains through windows/glasses, heat gains from air ventilation,
and internal heat gains generated by occupants, lights, and appliances. These
calculations are based on the ASHRAE handbook and are presented in the Appendix E.
The assumptions about the house dimensions and window-to-wall ratio are based on
the typical figures in North Carolina as reported in [126].
It is also assumed that all existing homes are in compliance with the North
Carolina Energy Conservation Code of year 1996 and with the South Carolina State
Energy Code of 1996. Both codes are based on the 1994 edition of the Standard Building
Code, issued by Southern Building Code Congress International, Inc., which requires a
minimum wall insulation R-value of 13, a minimum roof insulation R-value of 23, a
minimum floor insulation R-value of 20, a maximum fenestration U-factor of 0.53, and a
maximum Solar Heat Gain Coefficient (SHGC) of 0.40 [127, 128]. This assumption is
justified considering that a) more than 40% of Carolinas’ existing homes in 2009 were
built after year 1990 [129]; b) homes built over the period 1970-1989, which represent
another 40% [129] complied with standards that were only slightly less stringent than
those of 1996; c) the high energy prices of the 70’s and 80’s make likely that a significant
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share of the houses built between 1970 and 1990 would meet the energy conservation
codes enacted later in the 1990s and 2000s [129]; d) the inefficiencies of the houses built
prior to 1970 (representing the remaining 20%) are likely offset with the improved
efficiency of new homes built after 1996 [129]. We also assume that 10% of existing
homes have the EPA’s Energy Star Certification [130]. This assumption is consistent with
a residential growth rate of 1.3% [69, 70] in the DEC/DEP region, and with the fact that
10-20% of new homes in the Carolinas over the last decade have earned this certification
[131] in part as a result of DEC and DEP programs that since 2000 and 2001 award a rate
discount to customers living in Energy Star homes [132].
Given that the domestic electrical appliances typically last less than 15 years
[133], it is assumed that all households have appliances that meet or exceed the
standards of the Energy Policy Act (EPAct 2005) and the Energy Independence and
Security Act (EISA 2007) [44], and that the penetration of EPA’s Energy Star certified
appliances presented in [133].
The daily electricity consumption patterns of major electrical appliances
including lighting, refrigerator/freezer, dishwasher, range, and clothes washer/dryer are
assumed to be similar to those found in [135, 136] (see Appendix E for more details). The
annual energy use of these appliances is assumed to be the same as reported by Duke
Energy [137] and it is consistent with [129].
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4.3.5 Scenarios Description
We simulate system’s operations for year 2015 under six scenarios that differ in
assumptions about the levels and types of energy efficiency improvements. These
scenarios can be described as follows:
A.

Business as usual (BAU) scenario: it assumes no further energy efficiency

improvements are made to the existing homes.
B.

Energy star scenario: it assumes that all existing homes are retrofitted to

comply with the Energy Star program. This is a scenario that would deliver the
maximum possible EE improvement in the residential sector, and would only be
achieved in the absence of market and adoption barriers.
C.

Renewable Portfolio Standard (RPS) Scenario: it assumes the energy

efficiency penetration by all household electrical appliances in DEC&DEP residential
sector increases enough to meet 40% of the REPS target for NC. This share is the
maximum EE contribution allowed by this REPS.
D.

RPS-HVAC+Lighting scenario: This is a similar scenario to the RPS

described above but it assumes the RPS target is only met by energy efficiency
improvements in HVAC, building envelop, and lighting systems.
E.

HVAC Scenario: it assumes all HVAC and homes’ thermal envelop

systems have the Energy Star certification.
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F.

No-HVAC scenario: it assumes all electric appliances other than HVAC

and homes’ thermal envelop systems are Energy Star certified.
Having different scenarios for HVAC and Non-HVAC EE improvements allows
us to explore the impact of reductions in heating and cooling loads during peak hours,
and the corresponding effects on system costs and emissions. Table 6 below summarizes
the assumptions of each of the six scenarios considered.
Table 6: Energy efficiency assumptions of each of the six scenarios

Equipment

Wall thermal Transmittance
in BTU/(hr ft2 ℉)
Roof thermal Transmittance
in BTU/(hr ft2 ℉)
Floor thermal
Transmittance in BTU/(hr
ft2 ℉)
Window thermal
transmittance in BTU/(hr ft2
℉)
Solar heat gain coefficient
HVAC SEER in %
Lighting energy
consumption in kWh/yr
Water heater energy
consumption in kWh
Refrigerator/freezer energy
consumption in kWh
Dishwater energy
consumption in kWh
Clothes washer energy
consumption in kWh
Clothes dryer energy
consumption in kWh
Range energy consumption
in kWh

Reference
standard*

13
23

Energy
star **
13-15
(13.5)
30-38
(32)

% of energy star penetration for each scenario
RPSEnerg
HVAC
BAU
RPS
HVAC
y star
+
lighting

NoHVAC

10%

100%

61%

65%

100%

10%

10%

100%

61%

65%

100%

10%

20

19

10%

100%

61%

65%

100%

10%

0.53

0.3

10%

100%

61%

65%

100%

10%

0.4
10

0.25
15

10%
10%

100%
100%

61%
61%

65%
65%

100%
100%

10%
10%

180

89

27%

100%

61%

65%

27%

100%

185

176

20%

100%

61%

20%

20%

100%

130

117

31%

100%

61%

31%

31%

100%

32

30

44%

100%

61%

44%

44%

100%

16

13

26%

100%

61%

26%

26%

100%

74

60

26%

100%

61%

26%

26%

100%

77

77

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

0.0%
0.0%

27.6%
8.7%

16.6%
5.3%

16.6%
5.3%

16.9%
5.3%

10.7%
3.4%

Residential achievable energy saving***
DEC&DEP total achievable energy saving***
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* The 1996 Building energy code applies to wall, roof, floor, and window thermal transmittance
and coefficients. The Energy Policy Act (EPAct 2005) and the Energy Independence and Security Act (EISA
2007) apply to the rest of the appliances. The appliances’ consumption in KWh are calculated based on the
EIA data book [138] and their share in DEC&DEP system [137].
** The range refers to different requirements for each of the three climate zones in NC & SC. The
value in brackets is an average based on the size of each climate zone in the DEC&DEP system.

4.4 Results
This section presents potential maximum energy savings, as well as the outcomes
of the system’s simulations in terms of maximum rooftop solar PV penetration, system
generation costs, generation mix, and CO2 emissions.

4.4.1 Potential Energy Savings for Each Energy Efficiency Scenario
Estimates of Energy savings shown on Table 7, are obtained by comparing the
current energy consumption of the residential sector- calculated with the assumptions
presented in section 4.3- to the calculated energy consumption under the five scenarios
presented in Table 6. Under the RPS scenario where 61% of residential homes meet the
Energy star standards, the estimated DEC&DEP system power consumption of year
2020 is reduced by 5% by year 2021. This reduction is equivalent to 5.3% of 2015 load.
The same level of savings is achieved under the RPS-HVAC+Lighting scenario, where
65% of the dwellings envelopes together with space heating/cooling and lighting
systems comply with Energy Star standards. These calculations also show that the
maximum energy savings are achieved under the energy star which assumes all existing
homes are Energy Star certified. In contrast, under the No-HVAC scenario where 100%
of houses have lighting and appliances that comply with Energy Star standards, but
where the dwelling’s envelopes and the efficiency of the HVAC system are assumed to
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be unchanged, the savings are the lowest of all the scenarios. This occurs because,
although 44% of the estimated residential electricity consumption is due to lighting and
other appliances, the difference between the reference and the Energy Star standards are
not as large as for the house envelope’ thermal performance, and the HVAC efficiency.

4.4.2 Limit on Roof-Top PV Capacity Imposed by Baseload Power
Plants and Operational Constraints
In Chapter 3, we found that the DEC/DEP balancing authority would only be
able to integrate electricity generation from residential roof-top PV installations not
exceeding 8.9% the entire systems annual generation. Increasing distributed solar
capacity generation exceeding this limit would result in imbalances in electricity
demand and supply and threaten the reliability of the network. The limit is imposed by
the nine baseload nuclear power plants which supply 49% of the system annual
generation together with the inability of committed generators to ramp up/down or
startup/shut down to compensate for solar generation fluctuations.
Simulations of the DEC/DEP system show a further reduction in the electricity
demand caused by the implementation of EE measures constrains even more the ability
of the system to integrate electricity from roof-top solar PV systems. These limits are
presented in Table 7 below.
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Table 7: Limits in roof-top PV generation capacity imposed by operational constraints
of the generation fleet
Scenario
Residential achievable energy saving***
DEC&DEP total achievable energy
saving***
Maximum electricity from roof-top solar
PV that can be integrated in the system
(as % of DEC/DEP annual generation)

BAU
0.0%

Energy
star
27.6%

RPS

RPS-HVAC HVAC No+ Lighting
HVAC
16.6%
16.6%
16.9% 10.7%

0.0%

8.7%

5.3%

5.3%

5.3%

3.4%

8.9%

6.4%

7.1%

6.5%

6.5%

7.5%

*** Values are expressed as a % of 2015 electrical demand, estimated from reductions in
2021 assuming demand grows at 1%/year from 2015 to 2021 as reported in [69, 70]

As shown in the table, the limits to roof-top PV under each scenario vary
depending on the type of energy efficiency measures. While fully improving the
efficiency of everything except HVAC systems (No-HVAC scenario) reduces the PV
limit to 7.5%, improving the efficiency of HVAC systems under the RPSHVAC+Lighting and HVAC scenarios reduces the PV limit to 6.5%. This indicates that
increasing the efficiency of HVAC systems and hence, reducing peak energy
consumption at the same time of highest production from solar PV systems in the
Spring, Summer, and Fall has the most impact in limiting roof-top solar penetration.

4.4.3 System Costs
Figure 16 shows the systems’ operating cost of conventional generators in
2015$/MWh for each scenario. These costs reflect only the operational costs (fixed and
variable generation costs of electric power plants in DEC&DEP during the course of the
year) and thus exclude the costs of energy efficiency improvements and solar PV
systems. The cost is calculated by dividing the system’s operational costs by the amount
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of electricity generated by the conventional power plants so it does not include the
electricity generated by solar PV or saved by energy efficiency improvements. In this
way, the systems cost are a metric of the impacts of EE and roof-top solar on the
performance of the existing power generation fleet.
The first six bars on the left represent the systems operating costs of conventional
generators (SOCC) under the six EE scenarios considering only 0.9% of annual system
generation from roof-top PV solar array. The other six bars on the right show the costs
for the same scenarios under the maximum PV generation allowed. At 0.9% solar
penetration, the energy star scenario results in a 3% reduction in SOCC while the NoHVAC scenario doesn’t have an impact. Under the RPS, RPS-HVAC and HVAC
scenarios, costs are reduced by about 2% with respect to the BAU scenario. These results
are to be expected since the most expensive generation units (i.e. peaking and
intermediate coal and NGCT plants) are generally run during the peak daytime which
coincides with cooling loads that are reduced under all energy efficiency scenarios
except the No-HVAC scenario.
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Figure 16: System costs results by scenario . The units of the left axis are
$/MWh. The right axis measures the % difference in costs relative to the BAU scenario
at 0.9% PV penetration. The percentage value inside the bar is the change in system’s
cost relative to the BAU scenario at 0.9% PV penetration
Assuming their maximum feasible PV solar penetration, all scenarios show significant
reductions in the SOCC ranging from 6% under the No-HVAC scenario to 9% under the
energy star scenario. It is also found that the level of penetration of roof-top solar is
more effective in reducing the SOCC than an equivalent energy efficiency penetration
level. For example, the Energy Star scenario would result in an 8.7% reduction in
electricity consumption, but it would reduce the SOCC by only 3%, whereas a BAU
scenario with 8.9% of solar PV penetration, would reduce the SOCC by 7%. This is
because an increase in solar generation displaces expensive peak gas and coal generation
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units, while the Energy Star scenario results in an equivalent reduction of electricity
generation from conventional units, but often, during hours when the expensive
peaking plants are offline

4.4.4 Generation Mix
Figure 17, shows the contribution of each fuel-type generator as a percentage of
annual electricity generation in the system. As discussed, in all scenarios, the generation
from NPPs and hydro account for 49% and 2% of total electricity respectively, while
maximum imported electricity from neighboring networks is 3%. Also, the electricity
saved due to energy efficiency (EE) is considered as part of the supply and presented as
one block of the generation bar
In all energy efficiency scenarios with/without maximum solar PV penetration,
the electricity generation from peaking and intermediate coal and natural gas
combustion turbine (NGCT) power plants is reduced. While gas combustion turbines
(NGCTs) account for slightly more than 1% under BAU scenario (with 0.9% solar), its
share under all energy efficiency scenarios with 0.9% solar penetration ranges from 0.1%
(energy star) to 0.5% (No-HVAC). This range is reduced to 0.0%-0.2% under these
scenarios with maximum solar PV penetration.
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Figure 17: Generation mix by scenario . An increase of energy efficiency
improvements or/and PV penetration reduce(s) the share of coal-fired and NGCT
generations
Similarly, under the BAU scenario, 31.2% of annual electricity generation comes from
coal-fired power plants. However, the under the energy efficiency improvement scenarios with
0.9% and maximum solar PV penetration the coal’s share is reduced to 26.0%-29.7% and 21.9%24.6% respectively, with the Energy Star scenario and the No-HVAC scenario representing the
lower and higher range ends.

4.4.5 CO2 Emissions
CO2 emissions per unit of electricity generated decrease along with reduced
electricity generation from coal and NGCT units under all EE scenarios. Figure 18 shows
that CO2 emissions reductions range between 3%-9% where, as expected, the highest
reduction occurs under the Energy Star scenario and the lowest reduction under the NoHVAC scenario. These results indicate different effects of different types of energy
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efficiency improvements. In particular, improving the efficiency of heating and cooling
systems results in the highest emissions reductions. Under the Energy Star, RPS, RPSHVAC+Lighting and HVAC scenarios, one percent of energy efficiency improvement
reduces emissions by about 1.3%. In contrast, one percent of energy efficiency
improvement in other appliances (i.e. No-HVAC scenario) would reduce emissions by
only 0.9%. Similarly, CO2 emissions decrease as solar PV penetration increases for all
scenarios. The results reveal that one percent of PV solar penetration reduces the CO2
emissions by 2.0-2.3%, compared with 0.9-1.3% emissions reduction caused by one
percent of energy savings from energy efficiency.
It is also, observed that different type and levels of energy efficiency
improvements have significant impact on the operations and cycling of coal and gas
plants. Under the Energy Star, RPS, RPS HVAC+Lighting, and HVAC scenarios with
0.9% PV solar penetration, the number of start-ups of coal and NGCT units are less than
under the BAU, At the same time the number of start-ups for NGCC units increases but
given their lower startup emissions relative to those of coal and NGCT units, net
emissions are reduced. These changes in the number or start-ups are proportional to the
energy efficiency level of the heating and cooling systems. Although cycling contributes
to the total emissions, its effect is minor. For example, under the BAU scenario with
maximum solar penetration, the emissions caused by coal and NGCT units’ cycling are
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only 1% of total GHG emissions, while emissions caused by NGCC units cycling are
about 0.1%.

Figure 18: CO2 Emissions by scenario . Increasing EE and PV penetrations
reduce system’s CO2 emissions for all scenarios

4.4.6 Sensitivity of Results to Assumptions on PV Panels’ Orientation,
and Fuel Prices
Results presented above assumed that all residential roof-top PV systems
installed would face due south, which maximizes generation of power over the course of
a year. Simultaneously, the results assumed that the prices of coal and natural gas
delivered to power plants were those observed in 2015. In order to test the sensitivity of
results to these assumptions, we consider again the Energy Star Scenario and simulate
the DEC/DEP operations assuming the projected system’s load level of 2021 [69, 70], the
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projected fuel prices in 2021 under the EIA’s AEO2016 reference, high gas price and low
gas price scenarios [125], and PV systems oriented east, north and west.
As shown in Table E3 in the Appendix E, if roof-top PV systems were facing east,
north, or west, the maximum installed capacity that the system would accommodate
would be 3.26%, 8.65%, and 30.50% higher than the maximum installed capacity that can
be accommodated from south facing panels. However, despite having larger installed
capacities, annual solar PV electricity generation from east, west and north-facing
systems would be reduced by 10.7%, 6.8% and 6% with respect to a due south
orientation. Unlike PV systems oriented east or north, those facing west would result in
lower CO2 emissions due to a reduction of 11.7% in start-ups of conventional power
plants. This is because increased solar output between the afternoon and sunset from
west-facing panels reduces the fluctuation of net electrical load.
Results also indicate that under all fuel price scenarios, the DEC&DEP system
achieves the same maximum solar PV penetration of 7.05% of total projected system’s
load in 2021. However, low natural gas prices cause and increased dispatch of gasfueled power plants and thus lower generation costs and emissions. On the contrary,
under a high natural gas price scenario, there is an increase in generation from coal-fired
power and hence an increase in generation costs and emissions.
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4.5 Discussion
This study has made several model simplifications and assumptions which limit
the accuracy of our results. First, the lack of information about the energy efficiency
performance of existing housing units including the type and vintage of installed
electrical appliances and consumption patterns, and potential rebound effects, prevents
an accurate estimation of the changes in electricity demand from the residential sector
within the DEC/DEP service territory. Second, the lack of high frequency irradiance
data, prevented the PVM from capturing intra-hour variability in solar PV power
output. Solar irradiance can fluctuate instantaneously and therefore higher frequency
irradiance data (5 min or 1 min) is preferred [72]. By using available hourly data, the
simulation obtained with our UC/ED model may underestimate the number and
magnitude of over generation and under generation events due to lack of ramping
capability of the conventional power plants. Last, our UC/ED model does not consider
demand response, and other resources that could better position the system to handle
the uncertain and variable PV generation.
Despite these limitations, the findings of this study provide valuable insights for
policy makers on the implication of residential energy efficiency and rooftop solar PV.
Besides calculating the minimum potential of energy savings that can be achieved under
different types and levels of residential energy efficiency improvement measures, this
study assesses the impact of energy efficiency on system’s costs, generation mix, CO2
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emissions, and maximum limit of solar PV penetration in the absence of energy storage
and demand response.
This study suggests that 8.7% of electricity consumption in the DEC and DEP
region can be avoided by upgrading all residential housing units to comply with the
Energy Star standards. Improving the energy efficiency of residential heating and
cooling systems has an important impact reducing generation from the most expensive
and polluting coal and natural-gas fired power plants due to the coincidence of the peak
load of HVAC systems with daily peak load. Yet, reductions in the daily peak load limit
the maximum share of electricity from roof-top solar PV that the system can
accommodate by 28%, from 8.9% to 6.4%.
Integrating residential solar PV in the DEC/DEP system has a higher potential to
reduce the systems marginal cost of generating electricity, and reducing air emissions
than energy efficiency improvements. The results suggest that each percent of solar PV
penetration would reduce the system’s operational costs and CO2 emissions, on
average, by 0.8% and 2.1%, respectively. In contrast, every one percent of energy
efficiency improvement would decrease the system’s operational costs and CO2
emissions, on average, by 0.4% and 1%, respectively. These results ignored the life cycle
costs of solar PV and energy efficiency measures, and also ignore the capital costs of
these interventions.
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The outcomes of this study underpin the importance of evaluating energy
efficiency and renewable energy related policies and regulations in the real sitting of
wide-system operations. The existing system’s operational characteristics as well as
potential interactions between distinct clean energy measures could lower the expected
economic and environmental benefits.
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5. Electricity Supply Solutions for Remote Areas in KSA
Unlike chapters 3-4 which assess the economic and environmental performance
of solar photovoltaic technology in the context of a power system with central power
generation experiencing major technical and operational constraints, this chapter
examines the competitiveness of local renewable energy in highly flexible micro-grid
systems in remote areas.

5.1 Background
The kingdom of Saudi Arabia has a massive electricity transmission and
distribution network consisting of 70,347 km of transmission lines, 298,073 km of
distribution lines and over 280,106 km of service connections that carry electric power to
cities, towns and villages across the country [1, 2]. Despite what would otherwise be
adequate electric power generation, transmission, and distribution capacity, there is a
constant need for additional investment, mainly due to high growth on electricity
demand, and the existence of 23 small areas located in the northeastern and southern
regions that remain disconnected from the main grid. In 2014, Saudi Arabia power
consumption peaked at 54,117 MW and 2,430 MW in the interconnected and isolated
networks respectively. To keep with the load, the system generated about 311.8
Terawatt-hours (TWh) of electricity, 9.8% more than in 2013 and more than double the
electricity generated in 2003 [1]. The load in isolated networks has increased at a rate of
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4.1% annually over the last 15 years despite significant annual investment in the main
power network to interconnect isolated regions [1].
The current size and annual growth rate of the load in isolated networks and the
required investment to connect them to the grid, suggests that perhaps a more economic
and sustainable alternative may be to develop the necessary infrastructure for off-grid
distributed electricity generation which is quickly becoming a viable alternative to large
centralized power plants, due to its economic and environmental benefits associated to
eliminating the unnecessary transmission and distribution costs, deferring capital costs
of large central plants, reducing greenhouse gas emissions, and improving the
availability and reliability of electrical networks.
The Saudi Electric Company (SEC), mainly owned by the government (81% of
SEC shares), manages existing power generation, and distribution facilities. SEC
accounts for 68% of the country’s total power generation installed capacity (59.6 GW in
2016). The other main electricity producers in the Kingdom are the government-owned
Saline Water Conversion Corporation (SWCC) and Jubail Water and Power Company
which account for 9% and 3%, respectively of the total generation capacity. Also, there
are a number of privately owned generators (i.e. independent power projects (IPPs) and
independent water and power projects (IWPPs)) that produce and sell power to SEC or
supply electricity directly to isolated loads. Some of the large industrial consumers such
as Saudi Aramco self-generate power to feed a large portion of their own loads. [139]
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The National Grid SA Company, wholly owned by SEC, is responsible for
planning, building and operating the high voltage transmission network that
interconnects the Central, Eastern, Western, and Southern regions of Saudi Arabia and
also interconnects the Saudi Arabia grid to the other Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC)
Countries’ grids in order to facilitate sharing a capacity of 1200 megawatts (MW). [1,
140]
The country is the world’s largest user of crude oil for power generation. Crude
oil, diesel and heavy fuel oil (HFO) account for two thirds of the input into electricity
generation while natural gas provides most of the remaining share [1]. The Kingdom
also uses desalination plants to generate electricity using the steam that results as a
byproduct of the water desalination process [1].
To meet future demand, SEC has a plan to raise its available power generating
capacity to 91 GW by 2021 using different technologies including fossil-fuel combined
cycle, integrated solar combined cycle (ISCC), solar PV and wind [2]. Also, in line with
Saudi Arabia’s Vision 2030, SEC started collaborating with the Ministry of Energy,
Industry and Mineral Resources to achieve the target of generating 9.5 gigawatts from
renewable energy by 2023 [6]. In order to improve electricity generation efficiency, two
offshore natural gas fields have been recently developed to produce and process 2.5
billion cubic feet per day (Bcf/d) of natural gas, increasing the amount of natural gas
available for electricity generation [141].
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In order to enhance end-use efficiency, the government created the Saudi Energy
Efficiency Center in 2010 and gave it the task of developing policies, regulations, and
rules to enhance energy consumption efficiency and to unify the efforts of governmental
and non-governmental agencies in this field [8]. Finally, the Electricity & Cogeneration
Regulatory Authority (ECRA), which regulates the electricity and water desalination
industry in Saudi Arabia, has recently announced that the Saudi Arabia Council of
Ministers has approved energy prices reform starting January 2018 to gradually
eliminate energy subsidies and send and even stronger signal for energy efficiency and
conservation [142].

5.2 Literature Review
There are different available technology options for distributed power generation
in remote or rural areas that can be used alone or in combination with each other. These
technologies include fossil fuel based technologies such as combined heat and power
(CHP), reciprocating engine and combustion turbines, and renewable technologies such
as solar Photovoltaic (PV), wind, biomass, and hydro.
Distributed generation resources in the rural areas could be connected with each
other to form a micro-grid that serves large loads in remote areas, interconnected with a
larger or main grid (i.e. national or regional grid) that serves regional, state or national
loads, or run in complete isolated networks (off-grid) that serve small loads. The
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decision to select the most appropriate power network setup may rely on one or more
factors pertaining to economic, social, environmental or climatic conditions.
A number of studies have studied the feasibility, costs, and optimal
configuration of distributed power generation systems to meet electricity needs in rural
areas. Most of these studies take one of two approaches, a) analyze options assuming the
system can be only connected to a main power grid [143, 144], or b) study the options for
an off-grid application [143, 144]. Only few studies compare grid-connected systems
with isolated systems [145-159]. However, these studies (summarized in Table 8) do not
perform a technical evaluation of the grid extension option and overlook the costs
pertaining to power generation capacity upgrades and ancillary services. In addition,
they do not account for inter-hour fluctuations of intermittent renewable energy which
may significantly affect the costs of providing sufficient ancillary services.
A number of the studies that simultaneously consider supplying the energy
needs of the isolated region by distributed generation and by building the necessary
power transmission lines to connect to a main grid, use the tool HOMER to find the
optimal size of pre-defined components. The HOMER (Hybrid Optimization of Multiple
Energy Resources) model, developed by the U.S. National Renewable Energy
Laboratory NREL for the Village Power program, is a tool that simulates the operations
of an off-grid power system with a number of distributed generation technology options
to assess its feasibility and find the optimal configuration of different components to
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achieve a number of economic criteria such as lowest Net Present Value of cost, payback
period, etc.. [160].
Studies 149-153 use HOMER to find the levelized electricity costs of the optimal
renewable and/or fossil-fuel hybrid system and compare them with grid-electricity costs.
One more study [158] uses a user-developed algorithm to optimize the size of PV
systems. The rest of the studies do not use nor develop an optimization model to find
the size and configuration of the distributed generation. On the other hand, studies [156,
157] formulate optimization models based on the Minimum Spanning Tree algorithm to
determine the least-cost electricity network expansion given existing grid lines and a set
of unconnected demand nodes. Both studies address electricity supply planning in
African countries where most of the areas have no access to the main grid. More details
about these studies are provided in Table 8.
Focusing on Saudi Arabia, no study has been conducted to compare the gridextension option with an off-grid distributed generation (DG) option to supply
electricity to the previously or currently isolated areas. However, there have been many
studies evaluating the potential and the performance of off-grid and grid-connected
distributed generation, mainly diesel engine, solar and wind. For example, Shafiqur
Rehman et al. [161] use HOMER to assess a proposed wind-PV-diesel hybrid system for
a remote village that was supplied electricity from off-grid 9 MW diesel generators.
They found a hybrid system consisting of 1.8 MW wind, 1 MW solar PV and 4.5 MW
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diesel engines is a feasible option at energy cost of 21.2 cents/KWh. Also, Elhadidy &
Shaahid [162] investigate the potential of utilizing hybrid (Wind–Battery) systems
supplemented by a diesel generator to meet the load of a hundred residential buildings
with annual electrical energy demand of 3512 MWh located in an eastern city and
concluded that 1050 kW wind energy and hybrid system of 1050 kW wind energy plus 3
days of battery storage could displace 63% and 82.5% of diesel fuel, respectively.
Another study performed by Shaahid et al. [163] uses HOMER to evaluate the
economic feasibility of deploying 75MW wind farms (50 m hub-height) in the coast of
Saudi Arabia. The results show that the generation cost of wind-based electricity are in
the range of 4.23-7.11 cents/kWh for several major cities in the west coast assuming
capital cost of $958 per kW, annual O&M cost of 21.7 $/kW/year and discount rate of 5%.
The capacity factor (CF) of wind-based power plants are found to vary from 12% to 21%.
Finally, Umar Bawah et al. [164] developed a model to compare the costs of generating
electricity from wind and solar resources with the cost of diesel-based electricity
generation to meet an annual load of 4 GWh in a remote area in the southern region.
Their analysis indicates that a 1.4 MW wind energy system has the lowest levelized cost
of energy (LCOE) of 9.22-10.9 cents/kWh assuming capital cost and O&M costs of 1980
$/kW and 20 $/MWh, respectively. A 1.2 MW diesel engine with LCOE of 10.82-11.75
cents/kWh is the second least expensive option, followed by a hybrid system consisting
of 0.9MW wind plus 1MWdiesel which has an LCOE of 11.02-12.34 cents/kWh. A 3.7
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MW solar PV farm is found to be the least economic choice with and LCOE of 27.9132.79 cents/kWh assuming capital cost and O&M costs of 2830 $/kW and 15,000 $/kW-yr,
respectively. These solar PV’s capital cost and O&M costs are higher than those reported
by NREL Annual Technology Baseline (ATB) for year of 2015 by 42% and 16%,
respectively [165].
These figures are based on annual system output and thus system’s reliability
requirements to meet hourly load are not taken into account. So, the literature presents
the need for a methodology to conduct a thorough techno-economic comparison
between the option of off-grid distributed generation and the option of extending the
grid and increasing the generation capacity of central power plants as needed. This
dissertation intends to fill this gap.
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Table 8: Summary of studies’ scope, methodology, and findings
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5.3 Objective
This study conducts a techno-economic evaluation of the electricity generation
options available to supply major residential and commercial loads located in scattered,
remote and isolated areas in Saudi Arabia (listed in Table 9), over the period 2020-2040,
in a reliable and sustainable way. The final goal is to analyze the costs of developing
distributed electricity generation versus those of supplying demand through
transmission interconnection to the national grid operated by the Saudi Electricity
Company –as it has been the strategy traditionally adopted by the government to satisfy
most demand requirements in the country
The analysis considers the impacts of the interconnection on the steady state and
dynamic operation of the main KSA electricity grid, direct and indirect capital
expenditures, costs of ancillary services, T&D losses, fuel transportation costs for
distributed generation facilities, and the demand forecast for the period 2020-2040. A
sensitivity analysis examines different possible future scenarios affecting fuel prices,
carbon emissions prices, and renewable energy technologies costs.
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Table 9: The major isolated areas to be studied
Existing system (data of 2016)
Isolated load Region

Capacity
(MW)

Peak load
(MW)

Generation
(MWh)

SEC planned
addition (MW)

Estimated
Annual
Distance from Growth rate
grid (Km)
(%) (2010-2016)

17

14

48,392

40

830 (503 from
Sharourah)*

1.5%

Aluwaygilah N. Eastern

28.8

25.1

119,292

80

145

1.9%

Sharourah

226

127

595,818

60

340

2.3%

Kharkair

Southern

Southern

* The nearest city to Kharkair is Sharourah as shown in Figure 19 below

Figure 19: Google map to show the location of Kharkair town (red circle) and
Sharourah city (blue circle)

5.4 Method
This study will determine whether remotely isolated distributed generation is a
cost effective alternative to centralized grid supply considering various viable options of
distributed generation. The following sections describe the steps followed to conduct a
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techno-economic evaluation and comparison of the main grid extension (MGE) with the
alternative power generation options. Unlike previous studies, this study involves first
power flow analysis for assumed interconnected isolated networks to identify the
required specification for systems components including the rating of transmission lines,
shunt reactors, transformers …etc. The total cost of grid extension is then calculated
accordingly and compared with the cost of optimal isolated distributed generation
(microgrid) option. Also, unlike previous studies, the optimal energy mix of the
distributed generation is determined based on hourly operations and performance of
these technologies instead of monthly or yearly outputs which does not precisely
address the intra-hour fluctuation and intermittence of renewable energy sources. In
addition, this study attempts to analyze how uncertainty about future fuel prices,
emissions costs, and renewable energy technologies costs might affect the optimal
choice.

5.4.1 Assumptions & Data
5.4.1.1 Main-grid extension (MGE) costs
Table 10 lists assumptions about generation and transmission lines
characteristics and costs (all costs are in 2015 dollars). It is assumed that 90% of the
electricity that would be supplied by the main grid to the newly interconnected loads
would be generated by an oil-fired combined cycle power plant similar to the one
commissioned in 2015 at the eastern region of KSA [166] while the remaining 10% would
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be generated by either solar PV or wind which are expected to be integrated into the
main grid and represent 10% of the installed capacity by 2023 [4, 167]. The grid
connected solar PV is assumed to be located in the city of Tabouk in the north western
area of Saudi Arabia. This region has excellent solar resources (GHI of 2308.4
kWh/m2/yr), and hence is expected to house most of the kingdom’s future solar PV
capacity [168]. The grid-connected wind power generation is assumed to be sited in the
Waad Alshamal area (northern region) which has one of the best wind resources in KSA
(average wind speed of 7.46 m/s at 92 m height) and hence is also expected to be the
location for the first set of multi-hundred megawatt wind generation facilities.
While the capital costs of the new fossil-fired combustion engines for power
generation are assumed to stay constant during the planning horizon, their operating
and maintenance costs will vary every year with the price of fuel. As discussed later, 3
different scenarios for fossil fuels are considered.
On the other hand, the expected changes in the capital costs of wind and solar
power generation result in one having a lower cost of electricity than the other in
different years. The consideration of three different scenarios of wind and solar capital
costs results in different assumptions about the type of generation that supplies 10% of
the load in the main grid. Costs of solar and wind under the different scenarios and the
resulting assumption on the mix for the main grid are discussed in section 5.4.1.7.
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Table 10: Assumptions on technical characteristics and costs of fossil fired
generation and Transmission lines used for evaluating the option of extending the
main grid
Parameters

Location

Sharourah

Kharkair

Aluwaygilah

T/L length (Km)

340

503

145

T/L voltage rating (KV)

380

132

132

400

180

180

5

5

5

T/L cap cost ($K/Km)*
Annual T/L O&M cost (% of Capex)
Substation/Transformer cost ($K)

*

5,500

3,980

3,980

Shunt reactor ($K/MVar)*

21

21

21

T/L power losses (%)

8

8

8

848.5

848.5

848.5

10.22

10.22

10.22

52

52

52

*

**

Capital costs of centrally dispatched
Fuel Oil Combined Cycle power
plants to meet new load ($K/MW)***
Annual non-fuel O&M costs of gridconnected oil-fired CCPPs ($K/MW) ***
Energy efficiency of Fuel Oil
Combined Cycle power plants (%)***
Fuel costs of grid-connected oil-fired
CCPPs ($K/MWh) ***
Capital costs of developing a PV solar
facility in the city of Tabouk ****
Capital costs of developing a wind
farm in the area of Waad Alshamal ****

Depend on year and oil price assumptions
Depend on year and assumptions on solar PV capital costs.
How much is installed depends on the cost of wind
Depend on year and assumptions on wind power’s capital
costs. How much is installed depends on the cost of PV solar

* These cost figures were obtained from SEC and they are in agreement with estimates by Black & Veatch for
the Western Electric Coordinating Council (WECC) [169] except transmission line capital costs which are
about a third of those in the US mainly due to difference in labor costs. Cost assumed for year 2020.
** The transmission lines losses are based on average values reported by SEC over the last five years [139].
*** The power plants capital cost and efficiency are similar to the ones reported from the latest
commissioned combined cycle power plant in Saudi Arabia [166] and it is discounted at rate of 7% to
convert it to 2015 dollars. It is 1.7% less than the EIA estimated capital cost [170]. Annual O&M costs are
same as the one estimated by EIA [170].
**** See section 5.4.1.7 for costs assumptions. The expected capacity factors of solar PV and wind in the 1st
year are 22% and 47%, respectively.

5.4.1.2 Demand
This study uses data on the electricity demand of 2016 and the annual projections
provided by SEC for all locations until 2040. It is assumed that the hourly consumption
patterns under 2020-2040 period will be the same as those observed in 2016. Table 11
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shows projected annual peak load and energy demand in all locations for the period
2020-2040.
Table 11: Peak load & energy forecast at isolated areas
Sharourah
Year
2020

Peak Load, Energy,
MW
MWh
160
763,154

Kharkair
Peak Load, Energy,
MW
MWh
21
74,848

Aluwaygilah
Peak Load, Energy,
MW
MWh
27.3
130,107

2021

167

799,438

22

80,159

27.9

132,698

2022

174

832,682

23

85,210

28.3

134,814

2023

182

871,051

24

89,730

28.7

136,926

2024

189

906,772

25

92,023

29.2

139,109

2025

196

942,007

25

93,361

29.8

141,874

2026

202

974,950

26

94,582

30.3

144,359

2027

208

1,004,953

26

95,671

30.9

147,503

2028

214

1,031,860

26

96,630

31.5

150,300

2029

219

1,055,619

26

97,462

31.8

151,753

2030

223

1,076,279

27

98,176

32.1

153,072

2031

227

1,095,237

27

99,152

32.3

154,000

2032

230

1,112,600

27

100,304

32.6

155,500

2033

234

1,128,475

27

101,502

33.0

157,500

2034

236

1,142,965

27

102,449

33.3

159,000

2035

239

1,156,175

28

103,359

33.6

160,500

2036

242

1,168,200

28

104,299

33.9

162,000

2037

244

1,179,136

28

105,301

34.2

163,500

2038

246

1,189,070

28

106,377

34.5

165,000

2039

248

1,199,088

29

107,533

34.9

166,500

2040

250

1,209,190

29

108,210

35.2

168,000
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5.4.1.3 Off-grid conventional power generator operational parameters
The isolated areas considered in this study are currently supplied by electricity
generated from diesel/oil engines owned or rented by the SEC. Table 12 summarizes the
information of these power plants that constitute today’s fleet in the three areas. It is
assumed that all the power plants to be retired in 2020 and 2025 will be replaced with
combustion turbines similar to a Wärtsilä engine that has been installed in many places
worldwide including Saudi Arabia. This technology offers high efficiency (47-49%) and
operational flexibility and its fuel-flexible engine can run using gas, oil, HFO and Diesel
[171]. Also, according to its technical specifications, this engine has no minimum run
time and only requires minimum down time of 5 minutes which allows unrestricted
number of starts/stops per day with no impact on O&M [171]. It has an effective ramp
rate of 50% per minute, and when it is preheated, it can be synchronized with the grid in
30 seconds, reaching full output in 3 minutes [171, 172]. Thus, it is assumed that it has
zero start-up cost [172] and a minimum continuous stable loading of 30% [171]. Such
operational features have motivated a number of utilities to use similar modern
reciprocating combustion engines as a substitute for new aeroderivate combustion
turbines [89]. In addition of the replacements, any new additions of fossil-fired electric
generating capacity, are assumed to be of this technology as well.
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Table 12: Characteristics of the existing power plants
Owner

Location

Power
Plant
No.

Installed
Capacity
(MW)

Decommissioning
Year
(2016 plan)

Fuel

Heat Rate Gross
Annual (Btu/kWh)

SEC

Sharourah

DG-7

10.0

2025

Diesel

9,094

SEC

Sharourah

DG-8

10.0

2025

Diesel

9,415

SEC

Sharourah

DG-9

10.0

2025

Diesel

9,255

SEC

Sharourah

DG-10

10.0

2025

Diesel

8,733

SEC

Sharourah

DG-11

10.0

2025

Diesel

8,508

SEC

Sharourah

GT-1

17.0

2025

Diesel

14,664

SEC

Sharourah

GT-2

17.0

2025

Diesel

15,078

SEC

Sharourah

GT-3

17.0

2025

Diesel

14,570

SEC

Sharourah

GT-4

64.0

2025

Diesel

14,600

SEC

Sharourah

GT-5

64.0

2025

Diesel

14,794

SEC

Aluwaygilah

DG

26.0

2020

Diesel

9625

Rental (NOUR) Aluwaygilah

DG

29.0

2020

Diesel

9704

DG

19.0

2020

Diesel

9882

Rental (ENERCO)

Kharkair

The average heat rate of the new combustion engine is assumed to be same equal
to that of the recently installed diesel engine in Sharourah which is 8,508 Btu/KWh. The
greenhouse gas emissions rates from burning diesel, oil or HFO are assumed to be
similar to the ones reported by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC)
[173] and summarized in table 13.
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Table 13: Greenhouse emissions rates from fuel combustion
Fuel
Diesel

CO2 emissions
kg/MMBtu*
Ton/MWh**
73.25
0.510

CH4 emissions
g/MMBtu*
Ton/MWh**
3
2.09 x 10-5

N2O emissions
g/MMBtu*
Ton/MWh**
0.6
4.18 x 10-6

Oil

74.54

0.519

3

2.09 x 10-5

0.6

4.18 x 10-6

HFO

74.92

0.522

3

2.09 x 10-5

0.6

4.18 x 10-6

* The greenhouse gas emissions rates from burning diesel, oil or HFO are assumed to be similar to the ones
reported by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) [173].
**Emissions per unit of electricity are calculated assuming a heat rate of 8,508 Btu/KWh as observed in a
recently installed diesel engine in Saudi Arabia.

5.4.1.4 PV generation
The hourly electricity generation from solar PV panels, VGPV (W) is estimated
using equation (5.1) which relates the amount of irradiance hitting the tilted surface of
the polycrystalline PV modules, Im (W/m2), with the nameplate PV capacity, PVC (W); a
de-rating factor of 77% to account for reductions in power output due to soiling of the
modules, inverter losses, wiring losses, module mismatch etc.; and the effect of module’s
temperature, Tc (°C) which is assumed to cause a 0.5% reduction in PV power
generation for each degree Celsius of module’s temperature exceeding 25℃ [41].

(5.1)

The values of module temperature, Tc, are estimated for each hour of the year
according to [83] using data on ambient temperature, GHI, and wind speed. The hourly
direct irradiance hitting the tilted module surface are estimated based on the hourly GHI
values and the position of the sun relative to the tilted module as in [84] (See [116] for
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details). The PV system is assumed to experience an annual compound rate of efficiency
decay of 0.5% as in [85].
The hourly data of GHI, ambient temperature and wind speed for all locations
were obtained from Saudi Aramco, Power System Planning Department based on field
measurements made in 2016. These values are consistent with the monthly average
values reported in the NASA Surface meteorology and Solar Energy database over the
2000-2004 period [174]. The summary of the data is reported in Table 14.
Table 14: Average of hourly data on solar resources and climate conditions in isolated
areas observed in 2016
Location
Sharourah
Kharkair
Aluwaygilah

GHI [kWh/m2/y]
2,371
2,339
2,097

Temperature [T]
25.80
28.20
22.62

Relative Humidity [%]
25.11
25.70
29.31

Ground Wind speed (m/s)
3.2
3.5
3.8

5.4.1.5 Wind generation
The hourly electricity generation from converting wind power into rotational energy in
the wind turbine is estimated from equation 5.2 [175].
(5.2)
Where
ρ is air density in kg/m3

A is the swept rotor area in m2
v is wind speed in m/s
p is the pressure in kPa
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T is the temperature in kelvin
Cp is the turbine power coefficient. It is unique to each turbine type and is a function of
wind speed.
Data on hourly wind speeds and other atmospheric conditions was collected by
Saudi Aramco, Power System Planning Department based on field measurements made
in 2016. This data is consistent with the yearly average values reported in the KA-CARE
Renewable Resource Atlas for the 2014-2016 period [9]. The assumed wind turbine
technical specifications are similar to those of a GE 2.75-120 wind turbine [176] installed
in 2013 in the city of Turaif in the northwestern area of Saudi Arabia. It is considered the
most advanced wind power technology which has a rotor diameter of 120 m, achieves a
high power coefficient [177] and can be installed at heights of 85-139 m. These
characteristics make wind energy more cost competitive in areas with poor ground wind
resources such as the remote areas under study. So far, there have been at least 20
installations in five different countries in Asia and Europe [177]. Table 15 summarizes
wind input data.
Table 15: Wind data summary for the isolated areas
Location

Sharourah
Kharkair
Aluwaygilah

Annual Avg.
air density
(kg/m3)
1.0768
1.1123
1.1351

Annual Avg. wind
speed at 92 m height
(m/s)
6.053
6.284
6.372

Annual Avg.
pressure
(kPa)
92.573
96.298
96.302
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Annual Avg.
temperature
(K)
299.78
301.93
296.02

Swept
rotor area
(m2)
10,825
10,825
10,825

Average
Cp
0.3568
0.3586
0.3572

5.4.1.6 Off-grid energy storage
The energy storage system considered in this study is a lithium-ion battery unit
with round trip efficiency of 86%, 4% annual performance degradation, 10 years lifetime,
charging/discharging duration of 4 hours and 100% of depth of battery discharge (DOD)
(i.e. battery can fully discharge all of its energy content) [178, 179]. When installed, it
would compensate for fluctuations in electricity generation from the intermittent
renewable energy and to sudden changes in the load, providing both energy and
spinning reserves.
5.4.1.7 Costs & other system’s assumptions
There are very limited public sources of information on the costs of installing and
maintaining modern combustion engines. In this study, we use the costs reported in the
Castalia and Lazard’s reports [180-182]. Both reports suggest capital costs of 1,200
K$/MW and annual fixed costs of about 12.24-13.00 K$/MW which are very close to
some reported figures by Energy and Environmental Economics, Inc [89]. The weighted
average cost of capital (WACC) is assumed to be 7% with 20 years to maturity and
inflation rate of 2% consistent with the values used by Electricity Cogeneration
Regulatory Authority (ECRA) in assessing new power plants projects including
renewable energy [according to personal correspondence with ECRA vice governor].
Fuel costs for the planning horizon are estimated based on projections from
different sources. Oil prices are based on the annual average oil prices presented in the
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OPEC 2016 world oil outlook. We consider the prices reported for the reference case
and for the low and high oil price cases depicted in figure 20 [183]. Similarly, as Saudi
Arabia consumes all locally produced natural gas and exports none, estimates of annual
average prices of natural gas corresponding to reference, high and low oil price
scenarios are obtained from the EIA’s Annual Energy Outlook 2016 (AEO2016) report
for the forecasted Henry Hub Spot Price [184] as suggested by a Saudi leading
investment management and advisory firm [185]. Currently, the Henry Hub spot price is
about 400 percent below spot prices in Asia. The yearly average diesel and HFO prices
are calculated relative to oil prices assuming diesel’s prices are 37% higher than oil
prices while HFO prices are, 27% lower than oil prices This is based on a report of
historical EIA monthly refiner petroleum product prices over the period 2007-2016,
[186]. Besides the cost of fuels, we account for the costs of transporting fuels to the
distributed generation facilities from the nearest Aramco fuel distribution network. A
transportation cost of 0.024 $/KM to deliver a barrel of fuel to the generation site [187] is
added to the generation marginal costs. Although KSA does not currently account for
the cost of GHG emissions, this study considers scenarios were emissions of CO2, N2O
and CH4 emissions are priced at the value estimated by the US Environmental Protection
Department [188, 189] under 3% and 2.5% discount rates. The social costs are converted
to 2015 dollar value, from 2007 dollar value at conversion rate of 1.143 based on
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Consumer Price Index (CPI-U) data which is provided by the U.S. Department of
Labor/Bureau of Labor Statistic [190].
The projected solar PV and wind’s capital and O&M costs over 2020-2040 period
are based on low, mid, and high values reported by the NREL’s 2017 Annual
Technology Baseline (ATB) workbook [165]. The projected capital and O&M costs of the
lithium-ion (Li-ion) battery over 2020-2040 period are similar to those recently published
by Schmidt and his group in Imperial College London [191]. They estimated low,
average and high cost values for various energy storage technologies including Li-ion
battery whose experience rate is assumed to be 12 ± 3% over 2020-2040 period. Figure 21
depicts the projected capital costs for solar PV, wind and Li-ion battery.

Figure 20: Projected fuel prices by 2016 OPEC WOO & EIA’s Annual Energy
Outlook 2016 (AEO2016) under different scenarios
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Figure 21: Projected capital costs of solar, wind and Li-ion battery system
under low, mid and high costs scenarios
To ensure there is enough power generation capacity to satisfy electricity
demand reliably (i.e., to ensure resource adequacy) it is assumed that at all times, power
generation capacity exceeds the expected peak load by 12% [167]. Similarly, to ensure
operational reliability, it is assumed that each isolated network has at all times power
generation spinning reserves equal to the maximum value between the capacity of the
largest synchronized unit and the sum of 3% of the total demand and 5% of total
renewable energy as recommended by the 3+5 rule of NREL [96].
As it will be explained below, this study uses a Mixed Integer Linear Programing
(MILP) model to find the best installation and operation strategy to minimize total costs
over the planning horizon. This model assumes a penalty of $10,000/MWh when
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demand and supply are not in balance, and a penalty of $10,000/MW when the system
doesn’t have the required spinning reserves. These costs are meant to force the
simulated system to meet the load in a reliable and economic manner.
5.4.1.8 Sensitivity analysis
The MILP model described in section 5.4.3.1 is used to simulate the capital
investment decisions and operations of the micro-grids of each isolated area. The
simulations are conducted for three scenarios that vary in assumptions regarding future
fuel prices, costs of air emissions, and capital costs of solar, wind and energy storage
technologies (Table 16). The first scenario is a “reference scenario” that assumes oil
prices equal to those presented under the reference case in the 2016 OPEC WOO, air
emission social costs assuming a 3% discount rate, solar PV and wind turbine costs
corresponding to the NREL ATB mid scenario, and Li-ion battery costs under the
average scenario corresponding to [191]. The second scenario, named “Renewable
Scenario” assumes prices and capital costs that make the growth of renewables most
cost effective. It considers high oil prices (from the high price case of the 2016 OPEC
WOO), low costs of air emissions (assuming the social costs calculated using a 2.5%
discount rate), low capital costs for solar PV and wind (corresponding to values of the
NREL ATB low scenario), and the lowest capital costs for Li-ion battery energy storage
(corresponding to [191]). The third scenario, named “fossil-fuel Scenario” assumes
conditions favorable to fossil fuels. It assumes low oil prices (corresponding to the
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projections of the 2016 OPEC WOO under the low oil price case), a cost of zero for any
air emissions, the highest capital costs for solar PV and wind (corresponding to the
NREL ATB high scenario), and highest capital costs for Li-ion battery energy storage
(corresponding to [191]).
Table 16: Description of the assumed scenarios
Scenarios

Fuel price [184]

Reference

2016 OPEC WOOReference case

Renewable

2016 OPEC WOOHigh oil prices case

Fossil-fuel

2016 OPEC WOOLow oil prices case

Air emissions social Solar PV & wind
costs [188]
costs [165]
US EPA social costs
under 3% discount
rate
US EPA social costs
under 2.5% discount
rate
No social costs

Li-ion battery costs
[191]

NREL ATB mid
scenario

Average cost
scenario

NREL ATB low
scenario

Low cost scenario

NREL ATB high
scenario

High cost scenario

5.4.2 Grid Interconnection Evaluation
In order to determine the necessary investments to maintain reliability when
each of the three isolated areas is connected to the grid, this study used the PSSE
software in an iterative approach. The PSSE software package, developed by Siemens
PTI, and used widely for transmission planning and analysis by utilities, ISOs and
consulting firms worldwide, including the Saudi Electricity Company [192], takes as
inputs system loads, bus data, min/max power outputs, spinning reserve, and
transmission lines characteristics to give as output the power flowing on each line and
transformer of the interconnecting network. Also, it provides useful information for
identifying the cause of non-convergence, if any, such as wrong initial values of the bus
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voltage magnitudes and phase angles, and high system reactance to resistance ratio
(X/R). The software performs an analysis of voltage stability, electrical losses, power
flow and power factors under steady state and transient voltage conditions and
indicates critical & marginal limit violations. PSSE offers two main methods to estimate
power flow, namely Gauss-Seidel method and Newton-Raphson method which both
iteratively adjust the voltages at all buses in the system in order to satisfy Kirchhoff’s
current law and the system’s demand-supply balance. Both methods are widely used in
load flow calculations; however, the Newton Raphson method, which came after GaussSeidel method, is more reliable (i.e. solves cases that lead to divergence with other
method) and efficient (i.e. requires fewer number of iterations) for large power systems
but has higher memory requirements [193, 194]. Thus, the Newton Raphson method is
used in this study.
The PSSE model was used to represent the interconnected KSA grid, operated by
the National Grid SA, in 2020, assuming that all the current plans to expand the
transmission system have been implemented. SEC provided a PSSE file with data on all
system components including generators, loads, transformers, shunt reactors, and
transmission lines. The modeled system consists of 362 high voltage buses (mostly
380KV buses), 793 power generators, and 1,732 transmission lines with total length of
112,430 KM. To this baseline system of 2020, we added an interconnection to the isolated
areas as shown in figures 22-24. A simulation of this modified power system provided
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information on the generation and transmission capacity requirements to maintain
reliability during system’s peak load. The main grid extension (MGE) costs were
calculated for each isolated area. These costs represent capital costs, generation cost,
fixed and variable operations and maintenance costs, and emissions damage cost.

Figure 22: Interconnecting Sharourah load into Najran 380 KV network
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Figure 23: Interconnecting Kharkair load into Sharourah 380 KV network

Figure 24: Interconnecting Aluwaygilah load into Arar 132 KV network
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5.4.3 Optimal Off-Grid Distributed Generation Mix
As an alternative option to the grid extension, an off-grid distributed generation
(DG) system has been evaluated considering all feasible energy sources technologies. A
mixed integer linear program (MILP) model has been developed to determine the
optimal installation of electric power generation technologies for each isolated network.
Consistent with the energy resources available in KSA, the model assumes that the only
sources of distributed power generation that can be installed are solar PV, wind, diesel,
Oil, and HFO engines as well as batteries for energy storage. The solar CSP is not
considered as a viable option since solar CSP requires a significant amount of water
which is scarce in these remote desert areas and its capital costs are higher than those of
solar PV given the size of the loads [195, 196].
The selection of DG technologies to install in each area is determined by
minimizing the value of total system costs (capital & O&M) over the 2020-2040 period as
given in the mixed integer linear program (MILP) model described below. A solution to
this model will specify, on yearly basis, the optimal installed capacity of each type(s) of
technology considering three (3) scenarios that vary fuel prices, solar and wind costs,
energy storage costs, and emissions costs. The scenarios represent the most likely case,
and two extreme cases as explained in section 4.1.8. The total costs calculated by this
model will determine whether grid extension or off-grid DG is the least cost option to
supply the total electricity demand at each isolated area over this specified period.
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5.4.3.1 Formulation of MILP optimization model
The objective function of the MILP is to minimize the total costs of installing new
power plants, running the generators (generation fuel costs, spinning reserve fuel costs,
start-up costs, and fixed no load costs, social costs of air emissions) as well as penalty
costs (over-generation, under-generation, un-met spinning reserves) over 21years,
subject to technical constraints. The mathematical model’s indices, parameters and
decision variables are as follows:
Indices

Description

u

Fossil fuel generator unit, u∈U

t

Time interval hour, 𝑡∈1..HxT

h

Time interval hour, h∈1..H

y

Time interval year, y ∈1..T

n

Location index, n∈N

i

Intermittent power generators. i∈[PV, wind]

M

Time interval index used for minimum up and downtime requirements,
m∈𝑡..HxT

Parameters Description
M

Large positive constant number (e.g. 106)

H

Number of hours in one interval period (8760 hours)

T

Number of intervals in time horizon (21 years)
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U

Set of fossil fuel generation units in the system

I

Set of intermittent generators

N

Set of all isolated networks

Dt,n

System demand [MW] in interval t at area n
Quantity of spinning reserves [MW] required in interval t at area n
Quantity of non-spinning reserves [MW] required in interval t at area n
Penalty cost of system’s over/under generation [$/MWh]

Penalty cost of system’s spinning reserve shortage [$/MWh]

Penalty cost of system’s non-spinning reserve shortage [$/MWh]

Marginal Cost [$/MWh] of operating unit u in interval t at area n

Cost of spinning reserves [$/MWh] provided by unit u in interval t at
area n
Capital costs ($) to build generation unit u in time t at isolated area n.
They include capex and loan costs
fixed operation and maintenance cost [$/MW] of operating unit u in
interval t at area n
Startup cost [$] of unit u in interval t at area n
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Capital costs ($) to install energy storage in time t at isolated area n. They
include capex and loan costs
fixed operation and maintenance cost [$/MW] of operating energy
storage in interval t at area n
Maximum generation [MW] of unit u at area n

Minimum generation [MW] of unit u at area n

Forecasted generation [MW] of intermittent source i (based on 1 MW
solar and 2.75 MW wind) in interval t at area n
Maximum ramp-up rate of generator u [MW/Hour] at area n

Maximum ramp-down rate of generator u [MW/Hour] at area n

Minimum uptime of unit u [intervals] at area n

Minimum downtime of unit u [intervals] at area n

Number of intervals fossil fuel generator u must be up at the start of the
optimization period
Number of intervals fossil fuel generator u must be down at the start of
the optimization period due to its initial downtime [intervals]
CFu.n

Annual capacity factor of unit u at area n
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CO2u

Carbon dioxide emissions rate (tonne/MWh) from unit u

N2Ou

Nitrous oxide emissions rate (tonne/MWh) from unit u

CH4u

Methane emissions rate (tonne/MWh) from unit u
The social cost of carbon emissions ($/tonne) in time t

The social cost of nitrous oxide emissions ($/tonne) in time t

The social cost of methane emissions ($/tonne) in time t

Annual efficiency degradation rate (%) (0.5% for solar PV and 0.45% for
wind turbine)
Energy storage charging efficiency (%)

Energy storage discharging efficiency (%)

Maximum energy storage charging/discharging rate (%)

Minimum energy storage capacity (%)

Decision

Description

variables
Buildu,y,n

Decision (binary) to build power generation unit u in year y at area n
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Gu,t,n

Average power generation [MWh] from unit u in time t at area n

Gi,t,n

Average power generation [MWh] from intermittent generators in time t
at area n

SRu,t,n

Spinning reserve [MW] provided by unit u in interval t at area n
Spinning reserve [MW] provided by energy storage in interval t at area n

NSRu,t,n

Non-spinning reserve [MW] provided by unit u in interval t at area n
Commitment status (binary) of unit u in interval t at area n

Surplus of generation over demand [MW] in interval t at area n

Shortage of generation below demand [MW] in interval t at area n

Shortage of spinning reserve below requirement [MW] in interval t at
area n
Shortage of non-spinning reserve below requirement [MW] in interval t
at area n
Size in MW of renewable energy (i=1 for solar PV and i=2 for wind
turbine) in year y at area n
Size of energy storage (MW) in year y at area n

Quantity of energy storage (MW) in time t at area n
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Quantity of energy discharged from energy storage (MWh) in time t at
area n
Energy storage discharging status (binary) during time t at area n

Quantity of energy charged to energy storage (MWh) in time t at area n

Energy storage charging status (binary) during time t at area n

Cost of starting unit u [$]in interval t at area n

The objective function is:

Subject to
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Constraint 1 ensures that the total of electricity generation from fossil fuel units,
renewable energies, and energy storage always equals demand in each interval, and if it
doesn’t, it calculates the values of over or under generation to account for a penalty in
the objective function.
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Constraint 2 ensures that spinning reserve requirements are met, and in case of a
shortage, it calculates the amount of unmet reserves to account for a penalty in the
objective function.
Constraint 3 specifies the minimum limit of spinning reserve which equals
greater of 3% of the demand plus 5% of the electricity generated from renewable energy
systems or the capacity of the largest synchronized generation unit while constraint 4
specifies the minimum limit of non-spinning reserve which is assumed to be 12% of the
system load in consistent with the SEC practice [167].
Constraint 5 ensures that only the installed fossil fuel power plants could
contribute to generation, spinning reserve or non-spinning reserve.
Constraint 6 forces decision variable “Build” to equal 1 once decision is made to
install a new fossil fuel generation unit in order to account for its annual capital and
O&M costs in the objective function.
Constraints 7 and 8 ensure that the maximum and minimum generation levels of
committed generators are abided while constraint 9 limits the total electricity supply
from each fossil fuel unit to its assumed annual capacity factor.
Constraint 10 ensures that only existing units could be committed to meet the
demand and spinning reserve requirements.
Constraint 11 assigns a startup cost to the unit in the time interval in which the
binary commitment variable switches from 0 to 1, indicating that the unit has turned on.
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Constraints 12-14 ensure that the generation units are operating within the limits
of their positive and negative ramp rates.
Constraint 15 limits electricity generation from renewable energy to their existing
installed capacity while constraint 16 addresses the annual efficiency degradation in the
solar PV panels and wind energy system. Constraint 17 makes decision variable “isize”
accounts for the existing renewable capacity and new capacity additions.
Constraints 18-23 guarantee that fossil fuel generating units run in accordance
with their minimum-up and minimum-down times.
Constraints 24-33 are pertaining to energy storage deployment and operations
where constraint 24 specifies the quantity of the stored energy in each interval of time
and constraints 25 & 26 limit energy storage charging (storing energy) and discharging
(supplying energy) rates to their maximum physical limits. Constraints 27 & 28 require
energy storage to maintain the stored energy level between the maximum and minimum
design limits in each time. Constraints 29 & 30 change the energy storage charging mode
indicator to “1” during battery charging operation while constraints 31 & 32 change the
energy storage discharging mode indicator to “1” during battery discharging operation.
Constraint 33 makes sure the energy storage system operates at either charging or
discharging mode in each time. Finally, constraint 34 makes all decision variables to be
non-negative.
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5.4.3.2 Model implementation
The described MILP model was solved using IBM ILOG CPLEX Optimization
Studio (version 12.6) installed in a high-performance computing system. Due to limited
computational resources –combined with time constraints- it was not possible to
simulate the systems investment and operation decisions for each hour of the 21 years
long planning horizon. Instead, the problem was simplified in a way that reduced the
number of simulated hours to one third. In the simplified version of this problem, each
year worth of annual hourly data represents 3 future years. So, in the simplified
analysis, the hourly load data for the first 8760 hours, represents the sum of the load for
the years 2020, 2021 and 2022, while hours 8761 to 17,520 represent the load in years
2023, 2024, and 2025, hours 17,521 to 26,280 represent the load for years 2026, 2027 and
2028, and so on. In this way, all load data for years 2020-2040 are represented by 61,320
hours data. For example, the load value during hour 7 AM in Jan 1st, 2020 is added up
to the load values during hour 7 AM in Jan 1st, 2021 and hour 7 AM in Jan 1st, 2022 to
estimate the load of hour 1. Likewise, the solar and wind data are calculated in the same
way by scaling up the hourly output by three times. In this way, both the seasonality
and annual load of growth are accounted for in the hourly load time series entered as an
input into the MILP model.
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5.5 Results & Discussion
As explained, an assessment of the steady and transient states of a grid extension
connecting the currently isolated networks of Sharourah, Kharkair and Aluwaygilah
was conducted using the Siemens PSSE. A simulation of the load conditions for each
year in the period 2020-2040 indicates that in absence of shunt reactors, the newly
proposed 380 KV transmission line connecting Sharourah and Najran introduces high
voltages in the interconnected Sharourah and Kharkair buses due to line capacitance.
This was expected given the high voltage levels, long distances and low loads in these
remote areas. Thus, consistent with a standard SEC procedure, it is assumed that 60
MVAR shunt reactors are added to this high voltage lines at the ends in order to limit
voltage rise in these buses to 1.03 p.u. under open circuit or light load conditions, while
maintaining the rest of KSA system’s buses within the standard normal voltage range of
0.9- 1.1 p.u.. Table 17 depicts shows the costs of interconnecting these remote areas
under study. Figure 25 shows the levelized cost of electricity for the grid-connected
generation technologies. Wind energy has a lower LCOE than solar PV in all years
under fossil-fuel scenario, over years 2020-2031 under reference scenario and the first
two years under renewable scenario. Thus, 10% of the annual grid-connected capacity
generation uprate is provided by wind system during these years while solar PV
supplies same share in the rest of the years.
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Table 17: Breakdown costs of interconnecting isolated areas and producing
electricity from the main grid during a 21 years period
Costs

Area Kharkair

Aluwaygilah

Sharourah

Transmission lines capital cost $MM

120.7

34.8

136.0

Shunt reactor system ($MM)

0

0

5.9

Substation & Transformers ($MM)

4.0

4.0

5.5

Fuel costs ($MM)

62.3 – 467.6 (207.4)

97.0 – 727.8 (322.8) 673.5 - 5036.6 (2238.6)

*

Transmission lines O&M costs ($MM) 75.9

21.9

85.5

Power plants uprate costs ($MM)

40.5

48.8

334.4

Power plants O&M costs ($MM)

6.0

7.3

50.0

Spinning reserve costs ($MM)

0.4 – 2.6 (1.2)

0.5 – 4.0 (1.8)

3.7 – 28.0 (12.4)

147.2

68.1

360.1

0.0 – 84.7 (58.7)

0.0 – 131.9 (91.4)

0.0 – 912.0 (632.5)

System salvage value ($MM)

62.4

19.4

78.6

Total costs (2015 $MM)

370 – 862 (574)

233 – 999 (551)

1695 – 6994 (3901)

Cost of electricity (2015 $/MWh)

182 – 423 (282)

73 – 315 (174)

78 – 320 (179)

Financial costs ($MM)

**

Emission costs ($MM)

***

*

****

* A range of fuel and spinning reserve costs are reported reflecting extreme oil prices scenarios (i.e. fossilfuel and renewable scenarios). The values under reference scenario are shown in brackets.
** Financial costs are calculated based on nominal WACC of 7% and inflation rate of 2% with 20 years to
maturity.
*** The emission costs are reported in range to reflect the extreme and reference air emissions social costs
scenarios. The values under reference scenario are shown in brackets.
**** The life of transmission lines extends to more than 40 years but its salvage value is calculated at year
22nd in order to compare the grid extension option with off-grid distributed generation option for only
period of 2020-2040 assuming straight-line depreciation.

The optimal integrated resource plan to provide electricity to the remote loads
using distributed generation is determined by the MILP model described in section 5.4.3.
Figure 26 presents the total costs for the off-grid distribution generation (DG) option
under all scenarios, shown in gray-colored bars. The total costs of extending the main
grid (i.e., main grid-extension MGE option) which are indicated by orange dashes
(assuming grid is fueled by an oil-fired CCPP). The orange circles in percentage
represent the cost ratios of off-grid DG to the main grid-extension (MGE) (assuming an
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oil-fired CCPP option). The results show that under all scenarios and for all areas, the
off-grid DG option is more economic than the MGE option, assuming the main grid is
fueled by oil-fired CCPP (i.e. most likely option for the main grid). It is also clear that
longer transmission lines make the off-grid DG option more economic. For Kharkair
area, the most remote area, the advantage of off-grid DG is significant; the costs are 4050% lower. For Sharourah, the second most remote area, off-grid DG costs 32-34% lower.
For Aluwaygilah area, whose proposed transmission lines length is less than a half of
other’s, off-grid DG costs 19-45% lower.

Figure 25: LCOE of grid-connected power generation technologies under all
scenarios assuming excellent solar and wind resources in KSA (GHI of 2308
kWh/m2/yr, wind speed of 7.46 m/s), 49% fuel efficient CCPP with 87% capacity
factor, nominal WACC of 7%, 2% inflation and 1.5% insurance charges
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It is also noticeable that the difference between the costs of off-grid DG and MGE
is almost the same for both the reference and renewable scenarios assuming the MGE
burns oil (i.e., the orange dots for the reference and renewable cases are very similar).
The superiority of the off-grid option is of course enhanced under the assumptions of
the renewables scenario. But contrary to what is expected, a fossil fuel scenario also
favors the economics of the off-grid option. However, contrary to what could be
expected, under a fossil-fuel scenario, low fossil fuel prices favor (in Aluwaygilah and
Kharkair) or at least not significantly hinder (in Sharourah) the economics of the off-grid
grid extension. This is because although a decline in the price of fossil fuels reduces
both the operational expenses of the main grid and the costs of purchasing and
transporting fuel to the remote areas, it has more impact in the costs of the off-grid
option. As fuel prices decline, the costs of extending the transmission lines becomes a
more significant component of the total cost of implementing the MGE option. This does
not happen in Sharourah because its load is the largest by far and thus the total cost of
fuel achieved in the MGE –even under a low price scenario- is still a large share of the
total costs.
The analysis summarized in Figure 26 has shown that the off-grid option is a
better alternative and that the range of assumptions made about fuel prices have very
little impact on this result. Indeed, if average oil prices in the period 2020-2040 dropped
from 81 $/bbl under the reference case to 24 $/bbl under the fossil-fuel case, the
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economics of off-grid would improve. In an effort to find the conditions that would
make grid extension more economic in these remote areas we explore an unlikely
scenario. We consider a case in which natural gas is used instead of oil as primary fuel
for the grid connected combined cycle power plant (CCPP).
With this unlikely assumption, a scenario with low fossil fuel prices would make
the cost of the MGE become lower than that of the off-grid option, as indicated by a
comparison of all the green diamonds in Figure 26 (i.e., green diamond is more than
100% for the reference and renewables scenarios). The total costs for the main gridextension (MGE) option when electricity is generated by a gas-fired CCPP are indicated
by green dashes. Figure 26 illustrates the effects of assuming the CCPP burns natural
gas, for the different scenarios. Under a renewable scenario the ratio of oil prices to
natural gas prices is on average 27, while under the reference and fossil fuel scenarios is
17 and 6, respectively. The position of the green dots shows that high oil to natural gas
price rations, largely improve the economics of grid extension with respect to off-grid
DG. Under fossil fuel scenario, the low oil to gas price ratio results in almost same total
costs for the main grid-extension (MGE) option that powered by either gas-fired CCPP
or oil-fired CCPP.
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Figure 26: Total costs of supply electricity to the remote areas by either off-grid
DG or the main grid-extension (fueled by oil or gas) under all scenarios according to
assumptions presented in tables 10-17. The orange circles and green diamonds
indicate the cost ratio (%) of off-grid DG to MGE
Indeed, assuming the CCPP in the main grid burns natural gas and the load in
the interconnected areas is twice as much, makes extending the grid significantly more
economic for Sharourah and Aluwaygilah under all scenarios except the fossil-fuel
scenario (i.e. low fuel prices). Under a scenario of low fuel prices, the off-grid option is a
better choice because of the low cost of oil relative to gas. Still, in the Kharkair area,
under the reference and fossil-fuel scenarios, the off-grid option continues to be more
economic due to low load and extreme distance from the main grid. Under the
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renewable scenario, it results in an insignificant cost difference between off-grid DG and
MGE (MGE is 2% lower).
The off-grid DG option also presents an interesting result in terms of the
levelized cost of electricity and the optimal energy mix. Figure 27 shows the levelized
cost of electricity of the DG technologies in all remote areas under all scenarios. These
figures suggest that although the capital and fixed O&M costs of an HFO engine are
higher than those of diesel and oil engines, lower HFO fuel prices result in lower
marginal costs for this technology, and allow it to become the top fossil-fired generating
technology. There is also a small share of power generation from diesel engines which
are an economic alternative to meet the spinning and non-spinning reserve
requirements.
Figure 27 also shows that, the new high efficient GE wind technology coupled
with a reduction in future capital costs, makes the cost of wind powered electricity
competitive with fossil-fuels, even in these remote areas where wind speeds are
relatively low (In fact using equation 5.2. and the data on hourly wind speeds we find
that the capacity factor of GE wind turbines installed at 92 meters in Sharourah,
Kharkair and Aluwaygilah would be 24%, 26%, 29%, respectively).
Finally, it is interesting to see that solar PV is the least cost option under the
reference and renewable scenario while HFO engine is the least cost option under the
fossil-fuel scenario. On the other hand, the results show that the most appropriate and
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cost effective energy storage technology for these remote areas is not economically
attractive under any condition mainly due to its high capital costs compared with the
lower cost of efficient HFO/diesel engine.
The results indicate that due to their low LCOE, both solar and wind will
provide a considerable share of the electricity in all areas under the reference and the
renewable scenarios. Under the reference scenario, their share ranges from 20% in
Sharourah to 30% in Kharkair. These figures are increased under the renewable scenario
to 40% and 50%, respectively. Under the reference and renewable scenarios average
annual curtailment ranges from 5% in Sharourah to 9% in Kharkair. Figure 31 illustrates
the hourly load profile along with solar and wind hourly output in all areas. It is
obvious that both solar PV and wind units perform well in the spring season but they
produce less electricity during the summer season when loads in these isolated areas
reach their peaks.
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Figure 27: LCOE of grid-connected power generation technologies under all
scenarios assuming excellent solar and wind resources in KSA (GHI of 2308
kWh/m2/yr, wind speed of 7.46 m/s) , 49% fuel efficient CCPP with 87% capacity
factor, nominal WACC of 7%, 2% inflation and 1.5% insurance charges
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Figure 28: Annual electricity generation by fuel and annual cumulative
capacity addition in Sharourah area under all scenarios
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Figure 29: Annual electricity generation by fuel and annual cumulative
capacity addition in Kharkair area under all scenarios
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Figure 30: Annual electricity generation by fuel and annual accumulative
capacity addition in Aluwaygilah area under all scenarios
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Figure 31: Hourly system loads in 2020 and solar & wind outputs in all isolated
areas
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5.6 Summary
This chapter studies the two main options to supply electricity to the largest
three isolated (non-interconnected) areas in Saudi Arabia. These options are a) to extend
the KSA main grid to these isolated areas or b) to continue pursuing off-grid DG,
considering renewable energy technologies besides fossil fuel engines. Which is the least
cost option, depends on a combination of many factors several of which are given by the
particular characteristics of the location (distance to the main grid, load size, wind and
solar resources). A revision of the existing literature suggests a lack of comprehensive
analysis to thoroughly evaluate both options and address the uncertainty of the major
assumptions. Although this study attempts to consider all plausible technical and
economic factors, there are several assumptions made that might affect the robustness of
the results. First, the forecasted hourly loads are assumed to follow exactly the same
patterns observed in 2016. Second, the forecasted hourly solar and wind resources are
based on 2016 measured data which might not provide a good representation for future
solar and wind resources. Third, according to NREL’s forecast, it is assumed that there
will be a substantial reduction in the renewable energy costs under mid and low
renewable costs scenarios which remains uncertain. Fourth, the electricity supplied by
the main grid is assumed to be generated mostly by fossil fuel sources (i.e. oil, gas)
which might not present the optimal energy mix for the main grid-extension option and
thus its comparison with the off-grid’s optimal energy mix could be biased. Fifth, this
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analysis does not consider intrahourly uncertainty and variability of wind and solar
power and hence may be underestimating the costs of the off-grid option, and the
benefits of having a larger system with more inertia.
As revealed by the results, the off-grid DG option is most likely the least cost
option for providing electricity to remote areas that are more than 145 KM away from
the KSA main grid and they experience low-to-moderate load levels (i.e. < 250 MW peak
power). In contrast, the grid-extension becomes more economically attractive under only
a higher efficient grid-connected electricity generation. However, in very remote areas
with low electricity demand like the case of Kharkair, even under these circumstances,
the main grid extension fails to compete with the off-grid DG option under the reference
and fossil-fuel scenarios.
The optimal energy mix for the off-grid DG options reveals a great opportunity
for the solar PV and wind energies. The results suggest that solar PV, wind or a
combination of both are cost competitive in all remote areas where fuel transportation
costs are high, solar energy resources are excellent, and wind energy resources are
relatively good. On the other hand, given its capital and maintenance costs, energy
storage does not seem to have an opportunity in such remote areas where cheaper and
fast diesel engines could more economically supplement the output fluctuations from
the intermittent solar and wind energies even under high fuel prices scenario.
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6. Conclusion
Substantial cost reductions and technological improvements create an
opportunity to make various renewable energy technologies and important part of the
electricity generation portfolio of Saudi Arabia. Besides emitting large quantities of GHG
and air pollution, an electricity system that relies on oil and oil products as its main
energy source, poses a threat to the stability and economic well-being of a country
whose economy is oil dependent.
This dissertation shows that integrating solar thermal into combined cycle power
plants reduces the LCOE of solar-generated electricity by 35-40% relative to a standalone CSP plant, and offers the additional benefit of dispatchability. Also, the expected
future cost reduction of the solar thermal components may make the ISCC cost
competitive compared with the CCPP. Thus, deploying this technology in several gasfired or oil-fired CCPPs plants that may be built in Saudi Arabia to replace old and low
efficient thermal power plants, is an alternative that should be seriously considered in
regions with excellent solar resources.
Also, this report provides key insights on the potential barriers for integrating
high levels of solar PV systems into a power network in the absence of energy storage
and demand response. Results suggests that in a system with a significant share of
power generation capacity from nuclear power plants and fossil-fuel combined cycle
plants no more than 5-9% of the total electricity generation can be provided by
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distributed PV solar generation. This is due to several operation constraints such as
up/down ramping, minimum up/down times and minimum plant generation
constraints, and the inability to curtail the generation of solar PV –because this electricity
generated on roof-tops is part of the uncontrollable load-. Thus, it is of crucial
importance that Saudi Electricity Co. conducts a comprehensive assessment of system
capability to accommodate the planned addition of 9.5 GW (i.e. 10% of the total installed
generation capacity) from renewable energy.
Finally, the study looking at the options to meet electricity demand in three
remote isolated microgrid systems in Saudi Arabia reveals a great opportunity to cost
effectively accommodate large amount of solar and wind energy. The results suggest
that off-grid solar PV, wind or both are cost competitive in all remote areas where fuel
costs are high, solar energy resources are excellent, and wind energy resources are good.
Under a scenario that makes the development of renewables more attractive, the leastcost energy mix includes more than 300 MW of off-grid solar PV and wind systems. So,
the regions isolated from the main power grid of Saudi Arabia are a great venue for
deploying a portion of the large renewable electricity generation capacity the country
intends to have in the future as part of the Vision 2030.
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Appendix A: Modeling of NGCC Plant in Chapter 2
1.1 NGCC efficiency
Natural Gas Combined Cycle power plants generate electricity with the gas turbine
generator and use the waste heat (hot exhaust gases) to make steam to generate
additional electricity via a steam turbine. NGCC plants are being installed in increasing
numbers across the world in regions where there is access to large quantities of natural
gas. According to the EIA 2013AEO report, the U.S. will add 9.6 GW of NGCC generated
capacity in the next 5 years [39]. Typical Combined cycle block sizes offered by three
major manufacturers (Alstom, General Electric and Siemens) are roughly in the range of
50 MW to 500 MW.
NGCCs can be used for both baseload and peak power generation. The
performance of NGCC power plants is well estimated using the Brayton cycle and
Rankine cycle equations, which as found in most engineering thermodynamics
textbooks [37, 43-44] are:
- The Brayton Cycle
Assuming that compressor efficiency is ηc and turbine efficiency is ηt then the actual
compressor work WC and the actual turbine work WG are given by:
(A1)
(A2)
The actual total output work is
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(A3)

where
are mass flow of air and mass of fuel flow, respectively.

are enthalpy entering the compressor, enthalpy at the exit of

compressor, entering the gas turbine, and leaving the gas turbine, respectively.
- The Rankine Cycle
The steam generator heat
(A4)
Turbine work
(A5)
Pump work
(A6)
Overall cycle work
(A7)

Overall cycle efficiency
(A8)
where

are enthalpy of the steam at the turbine inlet, enthalpy at

turbine outlet, the enthalpy at the condenser exit, and the enthalpy at the pump exit,
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respectively.

and LHV are mass of the steam flow, the pump’s efficiency and the

lower heating value of fuel, respectively.
1.2 Effect of NGCC partial load operation on efficiency
The percent reduction in efficiency, as a function of the steam flow ratio, can be
calculated as follows [40]:
(A9)

(A10)

where

and

are the steam flow rates at the operational and the full load

conditions, respectively.
1.3 Fuel prices scenarios
Figure A1 shows the EIA’s projected gas price till 2040 under three different
scenarios [39].
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Figure 32: AEO2014 projection for the natural gas prices till 2040 [39]
1.4 Fixed Charge Factor (FCF)
The FCF is used to annualize capital costs over the plant life in order to calculate
the LCOE. FCF depends on the present value of the future yearly carrying charges
which is the sum of the book depreciation, deferred taxes, return on debt, return on
equity, income taxes paid, and the ad valorem tax. It can be expressed in the following
equation [51]:
(A11)
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where CCm is year by year carrying charges, PVm is the present value factor of a
future expense in a given year, and An is the annuity factor. The CCm can be calculated
as follows:
(A12)

where

is the book depreciation,

on debt in year m,

a is the ad valorem tax

is the tax preferences,

is the return on equity in year m,

is the return

is the taxes paid per year,

and n is the plant life time.

For the ISCC plant, a Fixed Charge Factor (FCF) of 0.1128 (excluding any
Investment Tax Credits) is assumed, which is the default FCF used in [51] and
corresponds to simple real interest rate of 7.5%, Federal tax rate 34%, State tax rate of
4.15%, property tax rate of 2% and a capital lifetime of 25 years.
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Appendix B: Modeling of CSP Plant in Chapter 2
1.1 Description
A simple description of conversion processes occurring in the solar power plant
is given in many thermal solar energy textbooks and publications [12-17, 21, 22, 41, 42].
The incident solar radiation on the collectors’ field propagates along the parabolic
mirror and is converted into absorbed power. The absorbed power is then converted
into useful thermal power and thermal losses. Useful thermal power is expressed as
heating of the thermal fluid. The heat transfer process between the thermal fluid and
water results in high enthalpy water-vapor, converted into mechanical power in the
conversion block (turbo-generators). Mechanical power is then, efficiently converted
into electric power.
The heat received by parabolic trough solar field (i.e. useful thermal power, W)
can be expressed as
Qsolar= mtf ·cp · (To-Ti)

(B1)

Where mtf, cp, To and Ti are mass flow rate of thermal fluid (kg/s), specific heat of
thermal fluid (J/kg K), outlet temperature of solar field (K), and inlet temperature of
solar field (K), respectively
The overall efficiency of the solar field is:
(B2)
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where

are direct irradiance normal to the aperture plane (W/m2), and

collector aperture area (m2), respectively.
The total collector area Ac required to generate specific value of electric power
from solar field can be found by the following relation:
(B3)

Where

is design power output (MW), i is incident angle, ηc is the collector

efficiency, ηt is turbine cycle efficiency, and ηa is generator efficiency.
Solar to electrical energy efficiency is defined as:
(B4)
where Wsolar is the net power output of the solar only plant. The derivation of
each parameter is presented in many references [45].
1.2 Capital and O&M Cost Assumptions
The estimated capital cost for 50 MW concentrated solar thermal plant without
storage varies between 3000 and 5000 2012$/kWe based on figures from [33, 39, 60, 62].
In this study the capital cost is chosen to be 4000 $/kW which is the actual capital cost of
the recent Genesis Solar Energy Project in Blythe, California [61].
Based on the experience in SEGS projects, there are recognized economies of
scale which can be determined by the following scaling equation [30]:
Cost2 = (C2/C1)0.7 x Cost1

(B3)
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where:
Cost1 is the reference cost for a piece of equipment of capacity C1
Cost2 is the predicted cost of the equipment at the desired capacity C2.
The O&M costs are estimated to be 60-67.26 2012$/kW-yr [39, 59].
1.3 Concentrated Solar Power (CSP) with energy storage
The NREL SAM software was used to simulate the performance of the CSP
located at Las Vegas, NV and equipped with different sizes of molten salt energy storage
ranging from 2 to 18 hours. SAM mode is briefly described in Appendix C-1.2.
Figure B1 demonstrate the performance of the CSP systems. For each chosen size
of the energy storage, the solar multiple has been optimized to achieve the lowest LCOE.
Thus, for 2 hours energy storage, it is found that solar multiple of 2.2 is the optimal size
which results in LCOE of 20.4 cent/kWh and about 38% capacity factor while 18 hours
energy storage requires 5.8 solar multiple to achieve the lowest LCOE at 24.9 cent/kWh
and delivers capacity factor of 76%.
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Figure 33: Annual capacity factor and LCOE as function of solar field and
thermal energy storage
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Appendix C: Modeling of ISCC Plant in Chapter 2
1.1. ISCC model
Different from other studies that use NREL SAM to simulate the thermal output of the
CSP component of the ISCC, this thesis uses a custom made thermodynamic model
implemented in Matlab to simulate the operations of the NGCC and solar field
simultaneously. The main benefit of combining the NGCC and solar field models into
one thermodynamic model is avoiding overestimating the losses at the solar field.
Using two programs to evaluate the two systems separately and then combining the
results could result in lower solar power generation estimates due to a possible double
counting of the parasitic losses in the CSP portion.
The enthalpy and entropy quantities, temperature, and flow pressure are computed
during the entire cycle of ISCC operations. These calculations are based on
thermodynamic equations presented in A-1.1 and B-1.1. The main input variables for the
combined cycle plant in the model are summarized in table 2 and include the following:
a. Gas turbine and heat recovery steam generator capacities.
b. Gas turbine inlet temp (F)
c. Air compressor outlet/inlet pressure ratio
d. The air compressor inlet temperature
e. The isentropic efficiency of the gas turbine, air compressor, and steam turbine.
f.

The heat recovery steam generator (HRSG) exhaust gas temperature
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g. The pressure and temperature at the steam turbine inlet.
h. The pressure and efficiency of the boiler
i.

The condenser pressure.

j.

The efficiency of condensate pump
The input variables for the solar field portion of the ISCC plant are exactly

similar to the input variable in the NREL System Advisory Model (SAM) which is
described in the following paragraphs; however, the developed Matlab code is only
designed for parabolic trough concentrating solar power while SAM includes
performance models for various renewable technologies such as photovoltaic systems
(flat-plate and concentrating), parabolic trough concentrating solar power, power tower
concentrating solar power (molten salt and direct steam), linear Fresnel concentrating
solar power, Dish-Stirling concentrating solar power, wind power, geothermal power,
and biomass power.
SAM represents the cost and performance of renewable energy projects using
computer models developed at NREL. SAM includes several libraries of performance
data and coefficients that describe the characteristics of system components such as
photovoltaic modules and inverters, parabolic trough receivers and collectors, wind
turbines, and biopower combustion systems. Also, it can automatically download data
and populate other input variable values such as solar resource data and ambient
weather conditions from online NREL database. For those components, users simply
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choose an option from a list, and SAM applies values from the library to the input
variables. For the remaining input variables, users either use the default value or change
its value. These main input variables for the CSP-parabolic trough plant are:
- Installation costs including equipment purchases, labor, engineering and other project
costs, land costs, and operation and maintenance costs.
- Collector and receiver type, solar multiple, storage capacity, power block capacity for
parabolic trough systems.
- Analysis period, real discount rate, inflation rate, and tax rates.
- Tax and cash incentive amounts and rates.
SAM displays modeling results in tables and graphs, ranging from the metrics table that
displays levelized cost of energy, first year annual production, and other single-value
metrics, to tables and graphs that show detailed annual cash flows and hourly
performance data. The Matlab code, in the other hand, only displays the major
performance indicators such as LCOEs under different policies, daily, monthly and
annually electricity generations, size of the solar field, annual solar share, and annual
avoided CO2 emissions.
To consider the steam generated by solar field, the annual energy (MWh) from
the solar steam is calculated as follows [57]:

(C1)
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Where:
2.78*10-7 : Conversion factor from kJ to MWh
msolar,x : Mass flow of the steam leaving the solar steam generator during hour x (kg)
hsg,x

: Average specific enthalpy of the steam leaving the solar steam generator during

hour x (kJ/kg)
h3s,x

: Average specific enthalpy of the water at the condenser outlet during hour x

(kJ/kg)
The annual energy (MWh) of the high pressure steam can be determined as follows [57]:
(C2)

Where:
2.78*10-7 : Conversion factor from kJ to MWh
ms,x : Mass flow of the high pressure steam entering the steam turbine during hour x (kg)
hs1,x : Average specific enthalpy of the high pressure steam entering the steam turbine
during hour x (kJ/kg)
hsg,x

: Average specific enthalpy of the steam leaving the solar steam generator during

hour x (kJ/kg)
The energy efficiency of ISCC plant is simply a ratio of useful output energy to
input energy. Accordingly, the efficiency of the reference ISCC plant under
consideration in this study is calculated as the ratio of the net produced power by the
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generators of gas turbine and steam turbine, and the thermal energy supplied by the fuel
and solar field:
(C3)

If the thermal energy input by solar field is considered free to the NGCC plant,
term shall be omitted and thus the overall efficiency of the ISCC will be higher

than the efficiency of the standalone NGCC plant.
The fraction of solar energy input to the total energy input of ISCC plant is
defined as:
(C4)

The code also calculates the simple levelized cost of electricity for NGCC, solar
portion of ISCC, and ISCC technologies. The estimated LCOE is based on equation (1)
and the economic input parameters that are reported in table 2.
1.2. Thermodynamic and economic model validation
The developed thermodynamic model in Matlab has been validated by
comparing its performance results for standalone 565 MW NGCC plant with the
DOE/NETL cost and performance baseline estimates for similar NGCC plant. The
performance of the solar field portion has been benchmarked with the NREL System
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Advisory Model (SAM) model output results for two different size systems and at two
different locations, namely are Las Vegas, NV and San Diego, CA.
Table C1, C2 and C3 show the comparison of results. As can be seen, the code
shows good performance and produces values very close to the reference ones.

Table 18: Comparison between Matlab code and DOE/NETL report for 565 MW
NGCC [65]
Output
NETL
Matlab
Error (%)
Fuel consumption (kg/s)
21.08
20.98
-0.49
Air flow (kg/s)
876.32
887.52
1.28
Steam flow rate (kg/s)
234.22
234.63
0.17

Table 19: Comparison between Matlab code and NREL/SAM for 50 MW CSP at Las
Vegas, NV
Output
NREL/SAM
Matlab
Error (%)
Net electric output (kWh/yr)
114716
114781
0.057
LCOE (Cent/kWh)
20.3
20.28
-0.099

Table 20: Comparison between Matlab code and NREL/SAM for 30 MW CSP at San
Diego, CA
Output
NREL/SAM
Matlab
Error (%)
Net electric output (kWh/yr)
52364
52848
0.924299137
LCOE (Cent/kWh)
26.7
26.5
-0.74906367
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Appendix D: Supplementary Information for Chapter 3
1. The Duke Energy Carolina (DEC) and Duke Energy Progress (DEP) Balancing
Authority Region
On July 2nd 2012, DEC and DEP merged, creating the largest regulated utility in the US
encompassing most of North and South Carolina [197]. Today, DEC&DEP provides
electric service to an approximately 3.93 million customers located over 58,000-squaremiles of service areas in central and western North Carolina, northeastern and western
South Carolina, a substantial portion of the coastal plain of North Carolina extending
from the Piedmont to the Atlantic coast between the Pamlico River and the South
Carolina border, and the lower Piedmont section of North Carolina. The company’s
power delivery system consists of approximately 169,348 miles of distribution lines and
19,344 miles of transmission lines directly connecting to all of the utilities that surround
the DEC and DEP service areas. [69,70]. Figure D1 shows the territory included in the
DEC and DEP balancing authority regions [70]. Figure D2-a, and D2-b show the joint
capacity mix and energy production by fuel type and technology for the DEC and PEC
regions in 2015 [70]. The Figures show that nuclear generation accounts for 25% of the
total generation capacity, and nuclear power is projected to provide 49% of the energy to
the system [70].
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Figure 34: Duke Energy Carolinas and Duke Energy Progress Balancing
Authority Regions

Figure 35: DEC and DEP installed generation capacity by fuel type and
technology in 2015 & 2029
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Figure 36: Carolinas and Progress electricity generation by fuel type and
technology in 2015 & 2029
2. Modeling Platform:
2.1. Power Generation Fleet
We look both at the present fleet and the most likely future fleet by developing
two representative models for 2015 and 2025. The model of the current fleet includes all
the coal, natural gas, hydro and nuclear power plants of DEC&DEP reported in [69,70],
assuming the characteristics reported in the Emissions & Generation Resource
Integrated Database (eGRID) [49]. The model for 2025 includes all of the new
installations, and retirements described in the IRP for year 2025 [69,70].
2.2. Simulation of System Operations:
Four models are used in this analysis. The PV Production Model (PVM) simulates
hourly data of PV generation for the year of study; the Solar Forecast Model (SFM)
generates the day-ahead hourly forecasts of PV generation used by system operators to
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position generating units in a way that allows meeting systems’ demand. Finally the
Unit Commitment (UC) and Economic Dispatch (ED) models allow simulating
operations of the power system. The inputs and outputs of these models and their usage
for this analysis are summarized in Figure D3.
The Unit Commitment Model (UC) and real time economic dispatch (ED) models are
optimization programs, commonly used by balancing authorities, to schedule and
dispatch power generation in an electricity market. The UC produces a schedule that
commits the least cost generators to meet the system demand, or net-demand which is
equal to the electrical demand of the system minus PV generation. The ED takes the
commitment schedule output from the UC model and optimizes the system in real-time
environment using actual load and PV generation. Distributed PV refers to PV systems
installed on households in a net-metered configuration and thus entering the power
system at the distribution level.

This configuration essentially means that the grid

“sees” the injection of PV power as a reduction in demand, and hence this study treats it
as a component of net-demand (i.e. net-demand= demand- PV generation). Under this
assumption PV solar generation cannot spilled/curtailed.
2.2.1

Unit Commitment Model (UC)

The UC is a mixed integer linear optimization program (MILP) which uses the system
parameters (presented in Figure D3 and listed in detail in Table D1) to determine the
hourly generation of each generator. A Bass Connections Project Team called Modeling
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Tools for Energy Systems Analysis (MOTESA) at Duke University originally built the
UC model using IBM’s ILOG CPLEX Optimization Studio. This model was modified in
2 specific ways for this analysis.

First, constraints were added to the model to

incorporate the unique properties of Hydro-Electric generators (described below). Next
the simulation of the model was modified such that iterations were “nested” to
incorporate and additional 8 hours to the day-ahead forecast. For example, a single
iteration of the model optimizes over time intervals 1-32 but only records the output for
intervals 1- 24. On the second iteration, the model optimizes over time intervals 25-56
and records the output for intervals 25-48. This modification was made to the model to
avoid optimization result mismatches from one 24 hour period to the next due to limited
foresight and is consistent with the “look-ahead” models that have been proposed and
are under design of implementation in the U.S. Table D1 contains definitions for all the
indices, parameters, and decision variables used in the UC.
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Figure 37: Modeling schematic. PV production model components are shown in orange,
system parameters are shown in blue, the unit commitment model components are
shown in red, and the economic dispatch model and the model outputs are shown in
green
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Table 21: Unit Commitment Model Optimization indices, parameters, and decision
variables
Symbol
u
t
n
T
U
Demand
SpinReqt
UnderGenPen
SRScarcityPen
MC u
SRC u
NLCu
StartCu
Commitu,t
MaxGenu
MinGenu
PosRampRateu
NegRampRateu
InitMinUpu
InitMinDownu
MinUTu
MinDTu
InitMinUpu
Commit0u
Gen0u
SR0u
Genu,t
SRu,t
Commitu,t
StartCostu,t
OverGent
UnderGent
UnmetSRt

Description
Indices
Dispatchable generator unit, 𝑢∈1..T
Time interval hour, 𝑡∈0..𝑇
Time interval index used for minimum up and downtime requirements, 𝑛∈𝑡..𝑇
Parameters
Number of intervals in time horizon
Number of dispatchable generators in the system
System demand in interval t [MW]
Quantity of spinning reserves required in interval t [MW] equals 3%*load+5*PV
Generation
System-wide under generation penalty [$/MWh]
System-wide spinning reserve shortage penalty [$/MWh]
Marginal Cost of operating dispatchable unit u [$/MWh]
Cost of spinning reserves provided by unit u [$/MWh]
No load cost (fixed operation cost) of operating unit u [$/interval]
Cost of starting unit u [$]
Commitment status of unit u in interval t (only a parameter in economic dispatch
Maximum generation of unit u [MW]
Minimum generation of unit u [MW]
Maximum ramp-up rate of generator u [MW/minute]
Maximum ramp-down rate of generator u [MW/minute]
Number of intervals generator u must be up at the start of the optimization period
Number of intervals generator u must be down at the start of the optimization
period due to its initial downtime [intervals]
Minimum uptime of unit u [intervals]
Minimum downtime of unit u [intervals]
Number of intervals generator u must be up at the start of the optimization period
Commitment status of unit u at end of previous time horizon [binary]
Generation level of unit u at end of previous time horizon [MW]
Spinning reserve provided by unit u at end of previous time horizon [MW]
Decision Variables
Average power generation of unit u in interval t [MW]
Spinning reserve provided by unit u in interval t [MW]
Commitment status of unit u in interval t (only a decision variable in unit
commitment models) [binary]
Startup cost of unit u in interval t [$]
Surplus of generation over demand in interval t [MW]
Shortage of generation below demand in interval t [MW]
Shortage of spinning reserve below requirement in interval t [MW
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Minimize the objective function z:

Such that:
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.
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11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.
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20.

21.

The objective function minimizes the total costs for running the generators (generation
fuel costs, spinning reserve fuel costs, start-up costs, and fixed no load costs) as well as
penalty costs (over-generation, under-generation, un-met spinning reserves) over a 32
hour time horizon subject to the constraints.
Constraints 1-3 are included to initialize the model and simulation. Constraint 4 ensures
that generation always equals demand in each interval, and if it doesn’t, it calculates the
values of over or under generation to account for a penalty in the objective function.
Constraint 5 ensures that spinning reserve requirements are met, and in case of a
shortage, it calculates the amount of unmet reserves to account for a penalty in the
objective function. Constraint 6 assigns a startup cost to the unit in the time interval in
which the binary commitment variable switches from 0 to 1, indicating that the unit has
turned on. Constraints 7 and 8 ensure that the maximum and minimum generation
levels of committed generators are abided while constraints 9-11 ensure that the
generators are operating within the limits of their positive and negative ramp rates.
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Constraints 12-14 are the additional constraints added specifically to address the energy
limited nature of Hydro Electric plants. Constraint 12 limits the total energy that can be
supplied by the hydro-electric generator during the hours of 8am to 7pm. This is
needed because of the limited supply of water available to power the hydropower
generators each day. The Max Energy constant was found by calculating the estimated
daily hydro output, assuming that the annual percent of energy generation for the DEC
and DEP region is around 2%. Constraints 13 and 14 restrict generation to only the peak
hours of the day. Constraints 15-20 guarantee that generating units run in accordance
with their minimum-up and minimum-down times. The initial minimum-up and down time variables are calculated in a post-processing calculation at the end of each
iteration and are carried over to the next time horizon during the simulation.

Finally,

constraint 21 makes all decision variables to be non-negative.
2.2.2

Economic Dispatch Model (ED)

The ED model is a linear program (LP) that uses the commitment schedule from UC and
the actual load and PV generation to produce the optimal dispatch levels for each
generator. The model’s formulation is very similar to UC but it has two main
differences. First, the unit commitment is an input to ED and no longer a decision
variable; thus, “

” is omitted from the objective function and all related

constraints are omitted too (i.e. equation 1, 15-20 of UC). Second, ED uses actual load
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and PV generation instead of the forecasted ones in UC and therefore term “

is replaced by “

”. Thus, the ED formulation can be written as follows:

Minimize the objective function z:

Such that:
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.
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”

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

2.2.3

PV Production Model (PVM)

Solar irradiance, measured in Watts per square meter (W/m2), is the main driver of PV
production. Using GIS ArcMap, the 10km by 10km grid defined by the SUNY dataset
was overlaid with a GIS shapefile containing household census data [80]. The number
of homes contained within each of the SUNY gridded cells was aggregated.

The

resulting gridded data set showing the aggregated number of households in each cell is
shown in Figure D4. The vast majority (71%) of US households in 2005 were classified
as Single-Family Detached or Single-Family Attached [81]. For this study we assumed
that 100% household units had the roof surface to accommodate a small PV system.
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Figure 384: DEC and DEP regions showing household density contained within the 10
by 10km grids defined by the SUNY irradiance dataset

Using this new merged gridded data set, the PV production model determines the
hourly output of each grid cell based on the number of households and the PV
penetration level. The penetration level is defined as the percentage of total annual
energy generated by the distributed PV systems relative to the total annual energy
consumed within the system.

To put this into perspective Table D2 describes the

penetration level as a percentage of households with a 4kW PV system, which is made of
16, 3ft by 5ft PV modules rated at 250W each.
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All the cells in the area are then

aggregated to find the total system-wide hourly PV production. The aggregate capacity
of the PV systems can be varied to simulate different annual energy penetration levels.

Table 22: PV penetration levels in reference to residences with 4kW PV systems
% Annual Energy
Penetration in 2015

% Households with
4kW PV System

Total System MW of NamePlate Rated PV Capacity

1.0%

6.6%

1,237

2.0%

13.2%

2,473

3.0%

19.8%

3,710

4.0%

26.4%

4,947

5.0%

33.0%

6,184

6.0%

39.6%

7,420

7.0%

46.2%

8,657

8.0%

52.8%

9,894

9.0%

59.4%

11,131

10.0%

66.0%

12,367

11.0%

72.6%

13,604

12.0%

79.2%

14,841

13.0%

85.8%

16,077

14.0%

92.4%

17,314

15.0%

98.9%

18,551

PV module nameplate capacity is rated at standard test conditions, 1000 W/m2. Actual
output is approximately proportional to the amount of irradiance hitting the tilted
surface and affected by the module’s temperature coefficient. The total system output is
de-rated to 77%, based on the default value used in the PV Watts models, to account for
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loss factors such as soiling of the modules, wiring losses, inverter losses, module
mismatch etc. [82].

Therefore PV generation,

, measured in Watts can be

estimated by equation S1,
(S1)

Where

(W) is the nameplate PV capacity,

(W/m2) is the direct irradiance hitting

the tilted module surface, and Tc (°C) is the PV module’s temperature which is estimated
from ambient temperature Tq (°C), global solar irradiance (W/m2), and wind speed (m/s)
as follows [83]:
(S2)

The following series of equations adapted from [84] are used to determine the direct
irradiance hitting the tilted module surface based on the GHI and the position of the sun
relative to the tilted module. This calculation was completed for each grid cell with a
specific GHI level, longitude and latitude for each hour of the day throughout the year.
Table D3 defines the variables and terms used in the following solar calculations.
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Table 23: PV Production Model variables and definitions
Symbol
GenPV

Description
PV Generation

Im

Irradiance on
tilted module
surface
Name Plate PV
Capacity [W]
Global
Horizontal
Irradiance
Solar Zenith
Angle

pvc
GHI

θz

Θ
Β
Γ
γs
Δ

Angle of
Incidence
Module Tilt
Angle
Module Azimuth
Angle
Solar Azimuth
Angle
Solar Declination
Angle

L
DOY
HA
X
EoT

Latitude
Day of Year
Hour Angle
Constant
Equation of Time

Solar
Time

Solar Time

Definition
The amount of electricity produced from a PV
system with rated capacity of pvc at an
irradiance level of Im
The portion of the GHI that is normal to the
tilted module

Units
W

W/m2

The name plate capacity of the PV system at
test conditions of 1000 W/m2
The total irradiance reaching a surface
horizontal to the surface of the earth

W

The position of the sun’s elevation relative to
being directly overhead which is the
compliment of the solar elevation angle
The angle between the sunlight rays incident to
module and normal to the tilted module
The angle in which the module is tilted

Degrees

The module orientation relative to 180 degree
south.
The sun’s orientation relative to 180 south

Degrees

The angle, which varies seasonally due to the
earth’s tilted axis, between the rays of the sun
and the equatorial plane.

Degrees

The day of the year from 1 to 365
Angular measurement of time
A constant used in the equation of time
A formula used to account for the earth’s orbit
and earth’s tilt
The local time in terms of the position of the
sun in terms of a 24 hour day (1440 mins)
corrected for time zones

W/m2

Degrees
Degrees

Degrees

Degrees
Days
Degrees
None
None
Hours

The direct irradiance normal to the tilted module surface can be estimated from the GHI
as follows:
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(S3)

where

, the solar zenith angle, and , the angle of incidence, are defined by equation

S4 and S5 as:
(S4)

(S5)

Where

is the module tilt angle,

azimuth angle. We have chosen to set the module tilt angle

is the module

to 25 degrees to represent a

module located on a tilted roof surface. The module azimuth angle

is assumed to be

180 degrees or facing directly south which is the optimal orientation for solar exposure
in the northern hemisphere. The solar azimuth angle

, declination angle , and hour

angle HA are calculated using equations S6-S11. The declination angle is determined by
the Day of the year DOY.
(S6)

The solar azimuth angle,

is calculated from the following equation:

(S7)
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The hour angle is determined by equation S8, where solar time is a function of
longitude, time zone, hour of the day, the Equation of Time (EoT), and a constant x
determined by equations S9-S11.
(S8)

(S9)

(S10)

(S11)

The PV production is thus calculated for each gridded cell based on its unique hourly
GHI, longitude and latitude. All the cells are added together to get the total hourly PV
generation. This hourly PV generation is then subtracted from the demand to create the
net-demand for the system.
2.2.4 Validation of PVM model using NREL’s PVWatts System Model
We validated the PVM model by comparing its simulated annual PV generation with the
output of NREL’s PVWatts Model for four major cities within DEC and PEC assuming
hourly solar resources and temperature data of NREL’s typical meteorological year1. The
design capacity of the rooftop PV panels is assumed to be 4 KWDC at a 25-degree tilt and
180-degree orientation.

1

NREL generated a typical year data file based on satellite-derived data over the period 1998-2005
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The annual solar generation comparisons shown in Table D4 indicate the outputs of the
two models are very close. The highest discrepancy in PV generation for a year is
observed for Raleigh, NC and it is less than 0.35%.

Table 24: PV Output Comparison of NREL PVWatts Model and Constructed PVM
Model
Model
Location

GHI
(KWh/yr)

Avg. Temp.
(°C)

Raleigh, NC

1,622.0

15.83

Charlotte, NC

1,661.5

Columbia, SC
Greenville, SC

NREL PV Watts
Output (KWh/yr)

PVM Output
(KWh/yr)

Difference %

5,143.2

5,125.3

0.35

16.55

5,257.2

5,249.2

0.15

1,693.0

17.71

5,271.3

5,276.6

-0.10

1,660.8

16.10

5,239.6

5249.3

-0.19

2.2.5. Solar Forecast Model (SFM)
In order to generate the day-ahead forecasts used as inputs to the day-ahead unit
commitment model, we simulate first the day-ahead solar forecast error and add it to the
PV Production simulated with the PVM. The day-ahead solar forecast error is generated
with a method developed by the Pacific Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL) [126].
This method is based on observations that show that the accuracy of a day-ahead
forecast depends on the clearness index (CI), which can be defined as the ratio of the
hourly “actual” solar irradiance to the hourly “ideal” or “maximum” solar irradiance
that would correspond to a clear sky. Table D5 shows the parameters used in this model.
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Table 25: Solar PV forecast error model’s parameters
Symbol
CI (t)
Pactual(t)
Pmax(t)
f(t)
ε(t)
εmin(t)
εmax(t)
σ(t)

Description
Ratio of the hourly “actual” solar irradiance to the hourly “maximum” solar
irradiance in interval t. Varies between 0 and 1
Actual power generation from solar PV in interval t [MW]
Maximum possible power generation from solar PV in interval t [MW]
Forecasted power generation in interval t [MW]
Forecast error in interval t [MW]
Minimum forecast error in interval t [MW]
Maximum forecast error in interval t [MW]
Standard deviation corresponding to CI in interval t

The forecast error for an hour t is defined as the difference between the actual generation
Pactual(t), and the forecast for that hour f(t):
ε(t) = Pactual(t)- f(t)

(S12)

The forecast f(t) is assumed to be bounded by the minimum possible generation P min(t)
(assumed to be zero), and the maximum generation Pmax(t) which corresponds to the
generation that could be obtained at any time t, when the sky is clear (i.e. CI = 1) as
shown in S13:
Pmin(t) ≤ f(t) ≤ Pmax(t)

(S13)

Replacing S12 into S13 gives:
Pmin(t) ≤ Pactual(t)-ε(t) ≤ Pmax(t)

(S14)

Solving S14 for the minimum bounds for ε(t) gives:
Pactual(t)-Pmax(t) ≤ ε(t) ≤ εmax(t)= Pactual(t)- Pmin(t)
As Pmin(t)is assumed to be zero, S15a becomes:
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(S15a)

Pactual(t)-Pmax(t) ≤ ε(t) ≤ Pactual(t)

(S15b)

So the bounds of ε(t)are given by:
εmin(t)= Pactual(t)-Pmax(t)

(S15c)

εmax(t)= Pactual(t)

(S15d)

During the night, ε(t) equals zero because there is no solar irradiance. During the day,
ε(t) varies within a wide range depending on the time of the day and weather
conditions. The PNNL study shows that the standard distribution of ε(t) can be
described as a function of the CI.
In order to estimate the day-ahead forecast error for each hour of the year simulated, we
took a year-long historical hourly time series (i.e. t=1,2,…8760) of solar production. We
assumed the maximum possible generation varies by month so for each of the 12 months
m and each of the 24 hours of the day h, we found a value = P m,h

max

. To find these

values, for each month we followed steps 1-5:
1. For each of the 24 hours h, we found the maximum observed value for that hour
within the month:
,

where D is the number of days

in month m
2. For each day we counted how many hours of the day had a generation below the
maximum observed generation for that hour in the month:
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Where I is an indicator variable taking the value of 1

if the observation for that day for hour h is lower than

and zero

otherwise.
3. We chose the day d of the month with the minimum value for

.

In case of a tie between two or more days then we chose the day for which
cumulative production (i.e. the sum of production for hours 1-24) was maximum. We
called this day “The Clear Sky Day in Month m”
We assumed that the generation observed at each hour in The Clear Sky Day for Month
m was the maximum generation for that hour in that month P m,hmax . See table D6 below
for the maximum solar irradiance values found in each month.
4. For each observation t we set Pmax(t) equal to the maximum observed during the same
month for the same hour:
Pmax(t) = Pm,h

(t) where m and h are the month and hour corresponding to

max

observation t
Once we had the 12 sets (i.e. one for each month) of maximum hourly generation we:
5. We calculated the hourly average clearness for each observation in the time series
dataset index as :

(S16)
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(Since it is possible that

may be >

)

Table 26: Monthly maximum solar irradiance values (W/m2)
Time

Jan

Feb

1:00
2:00
3:00
4:00
5:00
6:00
7:00
8:00
9:00
10:00
11:00
12:00
13:00
14:00
15:00
16:00
17:00
18:00
19:00
20:00
21:00
22:00
23:00
24:00

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
4.1
154.3
283.2
406.1
505.0
538.2
514.6
442.3
321.5
170.8
19.1
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
75.2
283.8
460.5
607.4
707.5
742.7
718.7
626.5
474.9
278.4
86.2
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

Marc
h
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
3.9
223.4
432.3
621.8
769.6
862.9
897.7
853.6
736.3
575.5
387.7
174.5
9.3
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

April

May

June

July

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.3
132.1
333.0
537.8
720.2
855.5
947.6
975.1
918.3
802.9
638.0
434.7
218.2
41.4
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
2.7
184.8
383.6
578.9
747.9
882.6
961.0
972.0
916.6
817.6
673.9
492.4
290.5
98.6
0.5
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
8.7
183.4
380.8
559.7
727.3
870.0
943.3
919.9
884.8
798.9
652.0
483.9
293.5
116.7
3.6
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
2.0
126.5
304.5
496.5
660.6
804.7
899.1
929.6
888.4
784.3
633.9
458.2
258.7
88.5
0.7
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

Augu
st
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
1.1
115.3
283.9
474.1
649.1
776.0
853.6
894.8
860.8
773.4
632.3
455.4
262.1
85.4
0.1
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

Sep.

Oct.

Nov.

Dec.

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
51.9
239.8
432.6
615.2
753.9
841.7
866.4
813.9
706.7
555.6
367.8
170.1
12.5
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
2.6
162.3
351.6
519.0
645.6
713.8
719.2
663.0
544.1
375.9
184.1
15.9
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
101.2
282.7
448.1
574.1
640.3
644.3
584.5
466.0
302.9
116.0
0.5
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
2.8
196.3
348.7
466.4
533.6
543.2
490.4
381.4
231.2
63.7
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

6. We assumed the forecast error for any particular hour t follows a truncated
normal distribution with the bounds found in S15, with mean zero and standard
deviation σt determined by the CI according to table D7 below. In this way the
standard deviation for the forecast error of an hour t is a function of the CI for that
hour (i.e. hours with a CI of less than 0.2 were assigned a standard deviation of
10% and so on).
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Table 27: Standard deviation values corresponding to CI intervals
Clearness Index (CI)
0 < CI < 0.2
0.2 < CI < 0.5
0.5 < CI < 0.8
0.8 < CI < 1.0

Standard Deviation (σ)
10%
30%
25%
10%

7. The forecast error for the hour is generated as a random variable following a
truncated normal distribution (TND) with mean zero and the standard deviation
σt=f(CIt) found in step 7. The limits to truncate the normal distribution are given
by the minimum (assumed to be zero) and the maximum value found in steps 1-5:
εmin(t) ~ TND (L,S,0, σt)
8. The forecast PV generation for each hour t is generated as:
f(t) = Pactual(t)-εmin(t) (t).
2.2.6. Generator operational parameters
The parameters used to describe the technical characteristics of the generation fleet
considered in the UC/ED were obtained from multiple sources as summarized in Table
D8.
Minimum run time, measured in hours, is defined by the minimum time that once
started up, the generator must run before shutting down. Minimum down time is the
amount of time that once turned off, the generator must remain off before starting back
up. A FERC study shows estimates of minimum run/down times ranging over 24-4/12-5
hours for coal plants, 5-3/4-2 for combined cycle plants and 5-2/4-2 for gas combustion
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plants [14]. In this study, the minimum run/down times for coal, natural gas combined
cycle, and gas turbines respectively are set to 15/9, 4/3, and 2/2 which are the values for
the majority of the generators considered in the FERC study. Nuclear plants are
assumed to be running constantly and hydro-electric plants have a min run time of 1
hour and min down time of 1 hour which allows them to turn on and off as needed with
no restraints [86].
Maximum ramp rates for coal-fired generators are assumed to be 85% of their rated
maximum capacity per hour. This assumption is in agreement with the findings of an
NREL study [88] and an Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) study [87], based on
information on the minimum operating load and cycling capabilities of 1,387 individual
fossil units of different sizes, design and fuel. Study [90] found the ramping capability
(MW/hour) for coal generators to be 80-90% of their rated maximum capacity. Natural
Gas generator ramping capability was estimated in the range of 15-25 MW/Min which
translates to 900-1500 MW/hour. Since all our generators are less than 900 MW, all
natural gas generators have a ramping rate equal to their rated maximum capacity. All
of these assumptions about plants ramping capabilities are also in agreement with the
NREL study as seen in table D8.
The minimum economic capacity of a generator is the lowest generation level at which
the generator can operate economically and is taken as an operating constraint in the
UC/ED. We assume that minimum operating capacity for coal-fired power plants varies
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as a power of the nameplate capacity and hence estimate the parameters of a power law
function from the FERC dataset [79] as shown in Figure D5. This trend line is used to
calculate the minimum economic capacity of each generator based on its maximum
capacity.
For gas-fired power plants the minimum operating capacity is set to be 25% of the
design capacity consistent with the majority of the gas plants surveyed in the EPRI study
[87].
To be consistent with the DEC and DEP generation expansion plan, it is assumed that
nuclear generators and hydro-electric generators provide 49% and 2%, respectively, of
total system energy generation. [69,70]

Table 28: Summary of all assumed operational parameters based on [49,86-90]
Parameters

Unit

Coal

Max capacity

MW

Name plate capacity

Min economic
generation

MW

Shown in
figure S-5

25% of
nameplate
capacity

25% of
nameplate
capacity

16.5

2.0

3.5

Start-up heat rate
Average heat rate

MMBtu/M
W
MMBtu/M
W

NGCC

NGTT

Based on eGrid dataset

Minimum down time

Hours

9

3

2

Minimum up time

Hours

15

4

2

Ramp rate

MW/Hr

85% of Max
Cap

100% of Max
Cap

100% of Max
Cap

CO2 emissions rate

Lb/MMBtu

Based on eGrid dataset
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Figure 395: Trend line of the minimum economic capacity of coal-fired power plants
2.2.7. Generators cost parameters
The cost of producing electricity in our model includes fixed costs, start-up costs, and
marginal fuel costs for generation and providing spinning reserves.

Fixed costs

represent the cost to maintain and operate the generators even when they are not
producing electricity. This data was obtained from an E3 report [89] which provides an
estimate of fixed costs by $/kW/year by generator type, also consistent with an NREL
report [15]. Each time a generator is scheduled to start-up a cost is incurred due to the
fuel and electricity needed to crank the generator motor. Start-up costs were obtained
from a report that has been produced by Intertek APTECH for the National Renewable
Energy Laboratory (NREL) and Western Electricity Coordinating Council (WECC)
depending on prime mover, fuel type, and capacity [92]. These start-up costs are also
consistent with those reported in the IEEE Power and Energy Magazine [90]. The startup heat rates (i.e. the amount of fuel consumed during start-up) are 16.5, 2, and 3.5
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MMBtu/MW for coal, gas combined cycle and gas combustion turbine, respectively [19].
Marginal fuel costs for coal and natural gas generators, when operating between the
minimum and maximum power output, were determined by the generator average heat
rate and the fuel source prices.
The dispatch of generators is highly affected by the price ratio of natural gas to coal. As
described in the scenario analysis section of chapter 3, the 2015 coal and gas prices
according to 2015 AEO are used to assess the system under 2015 conditions while three
fuel prices for coal and natural gases are considered in the study to represent extreme
and average price scenarios under 2025 conditions. For the Nuclear Power Plant (NPP),
a production cost of $24.4/MWh is assumed for 2015 [98] while $28.6/MWh is assumed
for year 2025 (assuming a 1.6% annual increase in fuel prices as observed in years 20102015). The marginal fuel costs for hydro-electric generators are assumed to be $0.
2.2. Nuclear Power Plants Ramping Capability Assumptions
Nuclear Power Plants are usually operated at a constant electrical output to meet base
electrical load (i.e., not as flexible-ramping generators). This is because of their low
marginal costs and the corresponding fuel savings that can be achieved from displacing
generation form coal or gas. However, in power systems where NPPs account for a
significant share of generation, like in France where 75% of total electricity comes from
nuclear powers, NPPs are required to operate as load-following generators using their
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Automatic Governor Controls (AGC) to increase or decrease power output as needed to
meet the time-varying electrical demand and provide frequency control [97].
In systems with large penetration of intermittent sources of energy like wind and solar,
operating NPPs as flexible generators may become a necessity. This is the case of the
DEC and PEC system where net-demand would dip below the power production from
base-load nuclear plants during the spring as energy demand would be low and PV
production would be slightly high.
Although the experience of France suggests operating NPPs as flexible generators is
entirely feasible from the technical and economic points of view, studies exploring this
possibility for U.S. plants and specifically for the plants in the DEC DEP region do not
exist. However, the survey conducted in the early 1980s by EPRI [87] revealed that 6 out
of 54 nuclear units in the US reported load turndown operations.
Therefore, both flexible and inflexible modes of operation are considered in this study to
find out the technical limits of PV penetration levels in DEC and PEC system under both
operating conditions. Under the inflexible operation mode, NPPs are assumed to
provide constant power at 87% capacity factor, consistent with actual values reported in
eGrid data [49]. For the flexible operation mode, it is assumed that NPPs can operate in
load following mode and ramp up and down between 70 and 100% of their rated
capacity; however, they maintain the same annual share of nuclear power in the DEC &
DEP electricity mix.
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3. Start-up CO2 Emissions & Abatement Costs Calculation
a. Startup CO2 Emissions
The intermittency of PV generation implies that at increased levels of penetration the
system will have more ramping, shut-downs and start-ups from conventional
generators. Because start-ups require burning large amounts of fuel, they increase the
system’s CO2 emissions and somewhat offset the benefits from PV. Figure D6 depicts the
total annual CO2 emissions from all plants’ start-ups and also the number of start-ups
for large coal plants (>500 MW). As PV penetration level increases, the numbers of startups of large coal plants increase and thus the total start-up related CO2 emissions rise.

Figure 406: Total annual start-up CO2 emissions and total number of start-ups for large
coal plants for all scenarios
b. Calculation of CO2 Abatement Costs
In all cases, CO2 abatement cost is calculated as the change in system’s costs divided by
the changes in CO2 emissions, where system’s costs are equal to the costs of achieving
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the assumed PV installed capacity plus the fuel costs incurred to meet demand. The
abatement cost formula can be written as follows:
(S17)

where
and

respectively, and

are total system costs with and without PV system generation,

and

represent the total system’s CO2 emissions with and

without PV system generation, respectively. Figure D7 reports the cost of abatement of
CO2 emission under all considered PV penetration levels and fuel prices scenarios. Table
D9 shows the CO2 emissions for all assumed scenarios.

Figure 417: Cost of CO2 abatement (CoA) under all scenarios
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Table 29: CO2 emissions under all scenarios
NPP Generation

Natural
Gas Price

Inflexible

Reference

B

Flexible

Reference

C

Inflexible

Low

D

Inflexible

Mid

E

Inflexible

High

F

Flexible

Low

G

Flexible

Mid

H

Flexible

High

Scenario

Year

A
2015

2025

CO2 emissions
(ton/MWh)
0.47
0.41
0.37
0.46
0.41
0.38
0.39
0.34
0.32
0.42
0.37
0.35
0.47
0.42
0.39
0.40
0.35
0.33
0.43
0.38
0.35
0.48
0.42
0.40

PV%
0.0%
5.3%
9.0%
0.0%
5.3%
9.0%
0.0%
5.3%
9.0%
0.0%
5.3%
9.0%
0.0%
5.3%
9.0%
0.0%
5.3%
9.0%
0.0%
5.3%
9.0%
0.0%
5.3%
9.0%

c. Calculation of the Levelized Capital Cost of PV
The Levelized Cost of Electricity (LCOE) of PV-generated electricity in ¢/kWh is
estimated using eq. (S18):

(S18)
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where

is the annual operational & maintenance cost –both fixed and variable

costs,

is the annual electricity generation (MWh), and

is the total

levelized capital cost ($).
is obtained by multiplying the Capital Cost by the Fixed Charge Factor (FCF),

which is used to annualize capital costs over the plant life. The FCF depends on the
present value of the future yearly carrying charges equal to the sum of the book
depreciation, deferred taxes, return on debt, return on equity, income taxes paid, and the
ad valorem tax. It is given by equation S19 [51]:
(S19)

where CCm is year by year carrying charges, PVm is the present value factor of a future
expense in a given year, and An is the annuity factor. The CCm can be calculated as
follows:
(S20)

where

is the book depreciation,

in year m,

ad valorem tax

is the tax preferences,

is the return on equity in year m,

is the return on debt

is the taxes paid per year, a is the

and n is the plant life time. For the PV system considered in the

manuscript, a Fixed Charge Factor (FCF) of 0.10 (excluding any Investment Tax Credits)
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is assumed, which corresponds to 50% equity and 50% debt with 6% interest rate,
Federal tax rate 28%, State tax rate of 7 %, property tax rate of 0.9075% and an economic
lifetime of 25 years. These assumptions are consistent with those made by the NC
Sustainable Energy Association [198].
d. Fuel Prices Conversion Calculation
The fuel prices of coal and gas for the 2015 scenarios are reported as nominal prices in
the AEO2015 report [24] and thus do not need to be converted to 2015$. The fuel prices
in the 2025 base case are presented in 2013$ as well as in nominal values. So, coal and
gas prices in 2013$ were converted to 2015$ by multiplying them by a conversion factor
of 1.035 and 1.036, respectively. These conversion factors were calculated by dividing the
nominal prices of coal and gas in 2015 by their corresponding 2013$ values.
Similarly, the coal and gas prices for the 2025 high and low cases were converted from
2012$ as reported in AEO2014 [100] to 2015$ values using conversion factors of 1.050
and 1.049, respectively.
4. Sensitivity of results to assumptions about orientation, material, and efficiency
decay rates of PV Systems
The residential PV systems evaluated in Chapter 3 are assumed to be installed to face
south in order to generate the maximum power. Also, the PV panels are assumed to be
made of the standard polycrystalline silicon whose efficiency is 14-16% [82], with and
annual efficiency decay of 0.5% [85]. Table D10 summarizes the sensitivity of results to
varying assumptions of the PV systems, assuming scenario A with a 5.3% PV
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penetration level (i.e. 6.5 GW installed PV system). The values in each column indicate
the changes on system’s costs, CO2 emissions, and Cost of CO2 abatement (CoA), relative
to the results obtained under baseline assumptions for PV panels’ orientation and
material. For instance, if all residential PV panels are positioned to face east instead of
south, the annual power generation form the PV panels will decrease by 13.5%.
Consequently, the DEC&PEC system’s costs, emissions and CoA will increase by 1.3%,
1.8% and 18.3%, respectively. Likewise, if thin film modules are used instead of
polycrystalline silicon modules, the DEC&PEC system’s costs, emissions and CoA will
increase by 1.9%, 0.8% and 9.9%, respectively. The reported system cost includes the
generation costs from all generation units as well as the annualized PV costs.
Also, as mentioned in the manuscript, it is possible that the assumed compound
efficiency decay rate of 0.5% per year may not reflect the conditions of the region, and
hence the effect of higher annual performance degradation rates has been examined over
the range of 0.2-1.0%. Results show that for each 0.1%/year increase in the efficiency
decay rate, system costs, CO2 emissions, and CoA increase anywhere in the ranges 0.40.9%, 1.0-1.8% and 1.4-2.8%, respectively. These results were obtained by simulating
system’s operations for each assumed compound decay rate in the range 0.2-1%.
Accounting for the fact that, due to the performance degradation, the efficiency of a PV
system decreases every year, would have required simulating the entire power system
operations for 25 years (i.e. the lifetime of the PV system).
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For computational tractability, rather than simulating the power system for each of the
25 years of the PV systems’ lifetime, we simulated system’s operations only for one year,
assuming an efficiency of the PV system equal to its average efficiency. The average
efficiency of the PV panel over its lifetime was estimated by taking the average of annual
efficiencies. For example, to simulate power system operations when the PV systems
have a compound annual degradation rate of 1%, we simulate it assuming a degradation
of 11.6% (i.e. the average of the 25 values of PV system’s efficiency, estimated after
compounding an annual decay rate of 1%).

Table 30: Summary of sensitivity analysis for scenario A with 5.3% penetration level
Orientation
Description
Average
annual peak
power (MW)
Average
annual solar
power (MWh)
System cost (1)
($/MWh)
Emissions
(lb/MWh)
CoA ($/ton)

(i)

Module’s Type

South

East

West

North

Polycrystalli
ne

Monocrystalline

Thin-Film

4728

-8%

-10%

-25%

-

+3%

-3%

848747
6

-13.5%

-13.9%

-28%

-

+3%

-4.5%

42.48

+1.3%

+1.5%

+2.4%

-

+10.1%

+1.9%

818

+1.8%

+2.0%

+3.5%

-

-0.3%

+0.8%

305

+18.3
%

+19.9
%

+42%

-

+15.5%

+9.9%

System costs in this table include the levelized capital costs of the PV systems.
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Appendix E: Supplementary Information for Chapter 4
1.

Energy consumptions calculation

1.1 Heating & Cooling Loads
The heating and cooling loads of a residential home represent the heat that needs to be
supplied to or removed from the home’s interior to maintain a comfortable
environment. The heating loads take place during winter as the HVAC system supplies
heat to compensate heat loss through various components of the home’s envelope,
mainly windows, walls, doors, ceilings, and floors besides ventilation and infiltration
heat losses. The rate of heat loss depends on areas, materials, and thickness of these
components and also on the differences between the inside and outside air
temperatures.
Total hourly rate of heat loss through walls, roof, floor and window is given by the
following equation [199-201]:
(S18)

where
Qh = heating load in Btu/h
Uj = overall heat transfer coefficient for each component in Btu/(h ft2 ℉)
Aj = area of each envelope component in ft2
Ti = indoor design air temperature in ℉
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To = outdoor design air temperature in ℉
The ventilation heat loss occurs when cold air from outside enters into a house through
the HVAC system to dilute air contaminants and to maintain indoor air quality for the
occupants. This displaces conditioned, warm air. The sensible and latent filtration
heating loads are given by [199-201]:
(S19)

(S20)

Where
QV is total ventilation heating load in Btu/h
QS is ventilation sensible heating load in Btu/h
QL is ventilation latent heating load in Btu/h
ρa is the density of the air in lb/ft3
Cp is specific heat capacity of air at constant pressure in Btu/lb-℉
Va is the volumetric air flow rate in ft3/h
Ti is indoor design air temperature in ℉
To is outdoor design air temperature in ℉
hw is latent heat of vaporization of water in Btu/lb
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HRi is inside air humidity ratio in lb (water) / lb (dry air)
HRo is outside air humidity ratio in lb (water) / lb (dry air)
The cooling load is the load to generate the amount of conditioned air necessary to
remove heat transferred through the home’s envelope components such as walls, roof,
floor, and windows; heat transfer by radiation through fenestration such as windows
and skylights; and heat dissipated off by occupants, lights, and appliances. The total
hourly rate of cooling loads due to heat transfer through walls, roof, floor and window
is given by the following equation [199-201]:
(S21)

where
Qc = cooling load in Btu/h
Uj = overall heat transfer coefficient for each component in Btu/(h ft2 ℉)
Aj = area of each envelope component in ft2
CLTD = cooling load temperature difference in ℉.
Total hourly rate of cooling load due to heat transfer by radiation through fenestration is
given by the following equation [199-201]:
(S22)
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Where
Qf = solar radiation load in Btu/h
A = area of glass in ft2
SC = shading coefficient
SHGF = solar heat gain factor in Btu/(h ft2)
Total hourly rate of cooling load due to heat dissipated off by occupants, lights, and
appliances is given by the following equations [199-201]:
Qp =No. of people X (SHGp+LHGp)

(S23)

Qa =3.41 X Pa

(S24)

Where
Qp is heat dissipated by all occupants in Btu/h
SHGp and LHGp are sensible and latent heat gain per person in Btu/h/person.
Qa is total heat dissipated by lamps and appliances in Btu/h
Pa is total lamp and appliances wattage in W
The power needed to circulate air can be calculated by the following equation [202]:
(S25)

Where
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m is the HVAC air flow rate in L/s
∆P is total pressure differential across the fan in Pa
ηfan is the efficiency of the fan that is used to move the air in forced air systems.
The total energy consumption of HVAC system can be calculated by adding the power
consumed by the HVAC equipment to either heat or cool the conditioned air, and the
power consumed by fans to circulate the conditioned air:
(S26)

Where
WHVAC is the total power consumption in kW
HSPF is the overall HVAC heating efficiency
SEER is the seasonal energy efficiency ratio (overall HVAC cooling efficiency)
Table E1 lists the assumed values for fixed parameters in equations S18-S26. Since the
heat and cooling loads depend on ambient temperatures, we have divided the
DEC&DEP territory area into ten climate zones based on their temperature profiles and
then have calculated hourly loads of ten residential homes assuming they are located in
different zones (i.e. one house in each zone). These hourly loads are aggregated after
being multiplied by a weighting factor representing the share of housing units in each
zone. The resulting estimate of the hourly load of the average residential home is scaled
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up to match the total hourly residential load reported by DEC&DEP in 2015. Table E2
depicts population and housing statistics as well as climate zone information for all
counties within DEC&DEP territory service.

Table 31: Parameters values for estimating power use from space heating and cooling
Parameter
House Area (ft2)
Area of glass (ft2)
Indoor design air temperature (℉)
density of the air (lb/ft3)
specific heat capacity of air at constant pressure (Btu/lb-℉)
volumetric air flow rate (ft3/h)
latent heat of vaporization of water (Btu/lb)
Inside air humidity ratio in lb (water) / lb (dry air)
CLTD (℉)
Shading coefficient
SHGp is sensible heat gain per person (Btu/h/person)
LHGp is latent heat gain per person (Btu/h/person)
HVAC air flow rate in L/s
∆P is total pressure differential across the fan (Pa)
Fan efficiency ηfan (%)

Value
2,400 [203]
360 [203]
70
0.074 [200]
0.24 [200]
2700 [200]
970.4 [200]
0.0102 [200]
Calculated as per [200]
0.88 [200]
250 [200]
200 [200]
495 [202]
135 [202]
15 [202]

Table 32: Populations, housing units and climate zone for all counties within
DEC&DEP territory service

County Name
Alamance
Alexander
Anson
Avery
Beaufort
Bladen
Brunswick
Buncombe
Burke
Cabarrus
Caldwell
Carteret
Caswell
Catawba

State
NC
NC
NC
NC
NC
NC
NC
NC
NC
NC
NC
NC
NC
NC

Population
(2010)
151,582
37,255
26,868
17,745
47,781
35,159
108,181
238,801
90,688
178,652
82,955
66,693
23,683
154,315

Housing Climate
Units (2010) zone County Name
55,463
2
Pender
14,098
3
Person
10,221
4
Pitt
11,911
2
Polk
22,139
6
Randolph
15,316
5
Richmond
51,431
5
Robeson
93,973
1
Rockingham
37,427
3
Rowan
52,848
4
Rutherford
33,430
3
Sampson
40,947
6
Scotland
9,601
2
Stanly
59,919
3
Stokes
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State
NC
NC
NC
NC
NC
NC
NC
NC
NC
NC
NC
NC
NC
NC

Population
(2010)
52,361
39,421
168,822
20,450
141,944
46,605
134,392
93,651
138,327
67,735
63,460
36,077
60,557
47,336

Housing
Units
(2010)
20,798
15,504
58,408
9,192
54,422
19,886
47,779
40,208
53,980
29,535
25,142
14,693
24,582
19,262

Climate
zone
5
2
6
1
3
4
5
2
3
1
5
5
4
2

Chatham
Cherokee
Cleveland
Columbus
Craven
Cumberland
Davidson
Davie
Duplin
Durham
Edgecombe
Forsyth
Franklin
Gaston
Graham
Granville
Greene
Guilford
Halifax
Harnett
Haywood
Henderson
Hoke
Iredell
Jackson
Johnston
Jones
Lee
Lenoir
Lincoln
Macon
McDowell
Mecklenburg
Mitchell
Montgomery
Moore
Nash
New Hanover
Onslow
Orange
Pamlico

NC
NC
NC
NC
NC
NC
NC
NC
NC
NC
NC
NC
NC
NC
NC
NC
NC
NC
NC
NC
NC
NC
NC
NC
NC
NC
NC
NC
NC
NC
NC
NC
NC
NC
NC
NC
NC
NC
NC
NC
NC

63,783
27,428
97,987
57,918
104,184
327,331
162,886
41,281
58,678
271,382
56,637
351,458
60,838
206,068
8,868
57,600
21,237
489,487
54,548
115,731
58,956
106,950
47,570
159,797
40,345
169,638
10,079
57,871
59,451
78,412
33,939
45,077
923,316
15,536
27,944
88,589
95,867
203,289
186,977
134,044
13,093

21,358
13,499
40,317
24,060
38,150
118,425
62,432
14,953
20,520
95,452
24,002
133,093
20,364
78,842
5,084
17,896
7,368
180,391
25,309
38,605
28,640
42,996
12,518
51,918
19,291
50,196
4,679
19,909
27,184
25,717
20,746
18,377
292,780
7,919
14,145
35,151
37,051
79,616
55,726
49,289
6,781

3
1
4
5
6
5
3
3
5
2
7
2
2
4
1
2
6
2
7
5
1
1
5
3
1
6
6
3
6
4
1
1
4
1
4
4
7
5
5
2
6

Surry
Swain
Transylvania
Union
Vance
Wake
Warren
Wayne
Wilson
Yadkin
Yancey
Anderson
Abbeville
Cherokee
Chester
Chesterfield
Clarendon
Darlington
Dillon
Fairfield
Florence
Georgetown
Greenville
Greenwood
Horry
Kershaw
Lancaster
Laurens
Lee
Marion
Marlboro
Newberry
Oconee
Pickens
Richland
Spartanburg
Sumter
Union
Williamsburg
York

NC
NC
NC
NC
NC
NC
NC
NC
NC
NC
NC
SC
SC
SC
SC
SC
SC
SC
SC
SC
SC
SC
SC
SC
SC
SC
SC
SC
SC
SC
SC
SC
SC
SC
SC
SC
SC
SC
SC
SC

73,693
13,996
33,065
202,117
45,303
906,964
20,935
122,855
81,247
38,436
17,797
25,417
187,126
55,342
33,140
46,734
34,971
68,681
32,062
23,956
136,885
60,158
451,225
69,661
269,291
61,697
76,652
66,537
19,220
33,062
28,933
37,508
74,273
119,224
384,504
284,307
107,456
28,961
34,423
226,073

31,033
7,105
15,553
45,695
18,196
258,953
10,548
47,313
30,729
15,821
9,729
84,774
12,079
23,997
14,701
21,481
17,467
30,297
13,742
11,681
58,666
33,672
195,462
31,054
185,992
27,478
32,678
30,709
7,775
14,953
12,072
17,922
38,763
51,244
161,725
122,628
46,011
14,152
15,359
94,196

2
1
1
4
2
3
2
6
6
2
1
9
9
8
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
8
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
8
8
9
8
9
9
9
9

1.2 Electric Power Consumption patterns
Table 6 in the manuscript summarizes the assumptions about the annual power
consumption of the electric appliances considered. To translate these annual demands
into hourly consumptions, we use information from [204] and [205] which provide
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hourly average power consumption throughout the year for typical appliances. Figure
E1 shows the assumptions about average hourly power consumption of each type of
appliances throughout a typical day.

Figure 42: Hourly power consumption patterns for electrical appliances
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2. Sensitivity of results to assumptions about solar PV panel orientation, and fuel
prices
This section presents an analysis of the sensitivity of results to assumptions on the
orientation of the solar PV panels and fuel prices. The analysis assumes the generation
fleet of 2015, an Energy Star (ES) scenario, and system’s load level of 2021 as projected
by DEC & DEP (i.e. 175,131 GWh [69,70]). Changes in the orientation of the PV panels
result in different electricity generation profiles, with the systems achieving maximum
power output at different hours of the day. Figure E2 below shows the hourly electricity
generation of a 4 KW residential PV system for a typical day in summer, fall, winter and
spring, for the four different orientations. In general, east facing PV panels generate
more power output during a few hours after sunrise, while west-facing PV panels
generate more power before sunset than panels oriented in other directions. However,
during a typical day in January and October, the panels oriented due south generate
more electricity (or only slightly less) for every hour of the day than the panels with
other orientation. Instead, in April and June, the generation of south-facing panels is
exceeded in the morning hours by the generation from east-facing panels, and in the
evening hours, by panels facing west. In April, a south-oriented panel generates more
electricity than other panels during hours 10-15, while panels oriented east result in
higher generation during the morning (6-10) and those facing west, exceed the
maximum generation of all panels during the late afternoon/evening (15-20) hours.
Similarly, in June a panel facing south exceeds the generation from the other panels
217

during two hours at mid-day, while east-facing panels produce more than others during
the morning hours while those facing west produce more during the afternoon hours.
For the days depicted in the figure, only the panel facing east has a peak-generation that
exceeds that of a south-facing panel.

Figure 43: Typical hourly output of 4KW-PV system under different seasons and PV
panels’ orientations
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Table E3 shows changes in results due to changes in PV orientation from south to east,
west and north, and to potential changes in fuel prices from the reference case to
scenarios with low and high gas prices in 2021 as projected by EIA’s AEO2016 [125].
As in the base case when panels are assumed to be facing south, for each different
orientation, the maximum installed roof-top PV capacity that can be accommodated by
the system is found in an iterative process. Power systems hourly operations are
simulated for a whole year, assuming increasing capacity levels of the solar panels. The
PV electricity generation capacity is increased until the annual systems costs (i.e., fuel
costs plus penalties from over-generation, under-generation, and reserve scarcity) stop
being reduced. At that point, the maximum PV capacity for that panel-orientation is
recorded, and other metrics of system performance are calculated and shown in Table
E3.
The values in each column show a) the size of roof-top solar PV installations, b) the
changes on peak net-demand, c) annual electricity generation from the PV installations,
d) average system operating costs, e) CO2 emissions, f) number of start-ups of fossil fuel
power plants, all expressed relative to the results obtained under the assumption of
south-facing PV panels’ and baseline fuel prices. For instance, if all residential PV
panels are positioned to face east instead of south, then the system can accommodate
3.36% more of PV installed capacity (first row in Table E3). However, these east-facing
panels will have an annual electricity generation that is ~11% lower than that of a south-
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facing panel (second row in Table E3). In this case, the resulting system’s annual peak
net-load, costs, and emissions will increase by 1.5%, 1.8%, and 1.2%, respectively.

Table 33: Summary of sensitivity analysis for Energy Star (ES) scenario, assuming the
electricity load of 2021 but same generation fleet of 2015
Orientation

East
Description

Solar PV size
(MW)i
Annual solar
electricity
generation
(MWh)ii
Peak net electricity
demand (MW)iii
System Operating
Cost ($/MWh)iv
CO2 Emissions
(lb/MWh)v
# of plants’
startups vi
Solar PV
penetration (%)

Fuel price in 2015$/MMBtu

West

North

South

9459

All quantities indicated as a
percentage change with respect
to a PV system oriented south
3.26%
8.65%
30.50%

Reference
case

High gas
price

Low gas
price

NG = 4.82
Coal = 2.27

NG =
6.69
Coal =
2.35

NG = 3.57
Coal =
2.12

-

0.00%

0.00%

12,347,88
4

-10.72%

-5.95%

-6.82%

-

0.00%

0.00%

30791

1.48%

0.03%

-0.01%

-

0.00%

0.00%

13.75

1.75%

-0.51%

1.45%

-

7.71%

-12.15%

672

1.19%

-0.45%

0.89%

-

18.15%

-19.35%

2078

0.48%

-11.69%

-4.81%

-

39.12%

-6.45%

7.05%

-10.72%

-5.95%

-6.82%

-

0.00%

0.00%

i This is the maximum roof-top PV installed capacity that the system can economically
accommodate
ii This is the annual solar electricity generation assuming the PV installed capacity of the first line
iii This is the peak net-load that the system would have in one year, after subtracting the
reductions in load due to energy efficiency and the generation of the PV systems
iv This is the cost of dispatching conventional generators and thus doesn’t include the levelized
capital costs of the PV systems.
v This is calculated by dividing annual CO2 emissions by total electricity generated and includes
the generation of the solar panels
vi This includes the number of start-ups from fossil fuel-fired power plants only.
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It is worth pointing out that if panels were to be oriented west, installing the maximum
capacity that the system can accommodate (i.e., 10,277MW or 9549+8.65%), would result
in slightly reduced operating costs, emissions, and power plant start-ups than if
9,549MW of capacity came from south-facing panels. This suggest that depending on the
price of carbon, and the cost of installing roof-top PV capacity, there may be a case for
having a portion of the PV panels facing west. Instead, it seems that under no
circumstances, north-facing panels would be a good deal. Under such scenario, the size
of installed PV would need to be 30% larger than that of south-facing panels to achieve
the maximum penetration that can be economically accommodated by the system.
However, this would result in increased system operational costs and CO2 emissions
(although there would be a reduction in the number of start-ups of conventional
resources).
While the different fuel price scenarios, do not affect the maximum solar PV penetration
that can be safely integrated in the systems, lower prices of natural-gas, result in lower
system’s operating costs and emissions due to an increase in generation from natural gas
plants and a reduction in coal-fired generation. Figure E3 illustrates the system net-load
assuming the maximum installed capacity of PV that the system can accommodate for
each orientation, for one day in each season.
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Figure 44: Typical hourly DEC&DEP system’s Net-Load under different seasons and PV
panels’ orientations
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